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Introduction

As a child I saw my father run in many elections, although he was never successful. Indeed, 
his best result was obtaining seven percent of the votes in one area of the constituency 
in which he was a candidate. Yet, he did not let this discourage him; he continued to 
produce campaign plans, distribute pamphlets and stick up posters for almost 10 years.1 
For many political activists, politics is like boxing: you get punched and hurt, but you 
keep coming back for more. Indeed, you experience the “anger and shame” that Paul 
Simon sings about every time you lose a battle. You might be tempted to give up, but 
you still sign up for the next fi ght because the drive to enter the ring over and over again 
is stronger. This passion stems, I believe, from the certainty that you know what is best 
for your country, locality or society, and because you want to be able to act on behalf of 
your fellow citizens. Politicians – at least for those for whom politics is a vocation – wish 
to take on the responsibility of fi nding solutions to collective problems, and thus have a 
great deal of confi dence in their personal abilities.

This confi dence notwithstanding, some people are more vulnerable than others in 
the boxing ring of politics. Women, the poorly educated, members of ethnic minorities and 
other minority groups have, for various reasons, greater diffi culty in entering the political 
arena, getting elected, and generally pursuing their political careers. As outsiders, who 
are historically excluded from the political process, they can have problems in making the 
rules of the game their own. Indeed, being generally under-represented in parliaments 
and councils means that these people may be something of a lone voice on certain issues 
and are, therefore, unable to take a stand. The result of such a scenario is highlighted by 
numerous studies of political elites; elected assemblies are usually homogeneous and 
predominantly made-up of middle-aged white men who been educated to a high level.

However, despite a few exceptions, many of us believe that such homogeneously 
composed assemblies are a problem when it comes to the issue of representation (see 

1. My mother’s timeless support is not irrelevant herein!

In the clearing stands a boxer

And a fi ghter by his trade

And he carries the reminders

Of ev’ry glove that laid him down

And cut him till he cried out

In his anger and his shame

“I am leaving, I am leaving.”

But the fi ghter still remains

Paul Simon (1968), ‘The Boxer’
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Pitkin, 1972, p.235). Even if the decisions taken by such assemblies may seem to be 
well-founded and reasonable, it is diffi cult to avoid the suspicion that what has been 
decided is not, in fact, well-informed, since a signifi cant element of the population is 
excluded from deliberations, or the interests of a particular group of people are favoured 
above those of other less well exposed groups. From this point of view, the presence of 
women, ethnic minority candidates and the less well educated is necessary, because it 
ensures a better quality of deliberative process and the legitimacy of political decisions 
(Mansbridge, 1999).

Nevertheless, this descriptive representation (meaning that representatives are 
their own people and are in some sense typical of a larger class of people, Mansbridge, 
1999, p.3; see also Pitkin, 1972, pp.60-91), does not only have advantages. When 
representatives can be assigned – on account of their gender, the colour of their skin, 
or the sound of their name – to minority groups within the population, the question of 
what being represented means and how this takes place also comes into play. Indeed, 
there is a potential tension; it seems as if the individual features of representatives, which 
are linked to a particular societal context, raise suspicions about the ability of politicians 
to strive for the common good. In Western European politics this is mainly the case for 
ethnic minority politicians, who are particularly vulnerable in this boxing ring because 
their visibility as “others” turns them into outsiders almost by defi nition, and leads to 
them being questioned about who and what they actually represent.

One example of this could be found when, in 2007, the Dutch parliament discussed 
the legitimacy and loyalty of two secretaries of state, Nebahat Albayrak and Ahmed 
Aboutaleb, because of their dual citizenship (see Stokman, 2007). Ultimately, the Islam-
bashing party of Geert Wilders, the PVV, stood alone in its distrust of the abilities of 
these individuals to defend the interests of the Netherlands. What is interesting here 
is that the discussion did not concern their actual deeds, but their mere presence in an 
elected assembly. Although this example is not representative of the way in which ethnic 
minorities are included and dealt with in the Dutch political system – as this dissertation 
will show – it does illustrate how ethnic minority representatives have to face the suspicion 
that they will represent their country of origin or their ethnic group. Indeed, it appears 
that many of these representatives do experience such accusations at some point in their 
political career. Precisely because their origins, the colour of their skin, and the sound 
of their name are features they cannot escape, it is diffi cult for such individuals to avoid 
questions about the potential tension between their visible belonging to an ethnic group 
and the practice of representation. From this perspective, one might argue that ethnicity 
automatically plays a role in politics. However, we do not know if this is indeed always the 
case. Furthermore, it is not yet clear how individual features like one’s ethnic background 
have a part to play in politics, and, if they do, what this role actually is.

This study addresses these matters because it concerns the role of ethnicity in 
politics. I choose to consider this issue by focusing on three aspects of ethnic minority 
representation at the local level: access to local politics, the development of political 
careers and conceptions of the representation of ethnic minority councillors. These three 
elements cover the spectrum of elected politicians’ political careers and enable us to 
see how they themselves envisage their representation. These aspects of ethnic minority 
representation will be compared across two cities (Amsterdam and Paris) and over time 
(early 1990s versus 2007—2008). Above all, the question that this study seeks to answer 
is: how does ethnicity play a role in politics?

In the next section, a critical review of the existing knowledge of ethnic minority 
involvement in politics will further clarify why these three aspects of ethnic minority 
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representation (access, development of careers and conceptions of representation) are 
being studied here. The dual comparison (between Amsterdam and Paris and over time) 
has both theoretical and practical benefi ts, which I will subsequently detail in section II. 
I will then briefl y present the design of this study and, fi nally, set out the subject-matter 
of the following chapters.

I.  Existing knowledge of  the presence of  ethnic minorities
  in (local) politics

The fi rst accounts of ethnic politics and minority political participation are to be found 

in the United States. The combination of early mass immigration (compared to Western 

Europe), relatively easy access to citizenship, the constituency-based electoral system 

(in combination with high levels of segregation), and specifi c party strategies provided 

a setting in which ethnic groups could form a political force at the end of the 19th 

century. In his famous study of the politics of New Haven, Dahl analysed the emergence 

of “ethnic politics” in terms of numbers; more ethnic group members equals more 

political participation. He also linked the success of ethnicity as a key political factor in 

the local politics of New Haven to the fi rst phase of integration, which was characterised 

by the social, economic and cultural homogeneity of the ethnic group and the rise of 

ethnic sub-leaders (Dahl, 1961, p.34). This account of ethnic politics (as well as other early 

works, see e.g. Anwar, 1986, for the United Kingdom) presents the political incorporation 

of members of ethnic minority groups as a fairly smooth process. Although the groups 

discussed did encounter discrimination, barriers to political participation were overcome 

by both a strong sense of community and the signifi cant size of these groups.
More recent studies largely refute the notion that political integration is an easy 

process, and also oppose the almost mechanical view in which the numbers of immigrants, 
or ethnic minorities, and political recognition are linked. In fact the opposite is true; while 
the sizes of immigrant groups have increased substantially in most countries and in many 
urban centres, scholars both highlight that immigrants tend to take part in elections less 
than the average participation rates (Togeby et al., 2010) and also point to the consistent 
lack of a presence of ethnic minority representatives in elected bodies (Alba & Foner, 
2009; Bloemraad, 2010). Nevertheless, these general conclusions conceal a variety of 
circumstances, since the participation of ethnic minorities in political processes varies 
greatly from one country to another and from one city to another (see e.g. Garbaye, 
2005). From this point of view, the Netherlands and France present two extreme 
situations; while the proportional representation of ethnic minorities is achieved in the 
Dutch parliament, there are hardly any ethnic minority MPs in the French Assemblée 
Nationale (Groenendijk et al., 2010; Keslassy, 2009). Differences are less pronounced at 
the local level, but, as the present study will show, many more ethnic minority councillors 
are elected in Amsterdam than in Paris.

Studies of immigrant and ethnic minority political participation are often country-
specifi c, tending to focus on the local level. They are also frequently concerned with one 
particular ethnic or immigrant group (Bird, 2005, p.426). Most of this work concentrates 
on the (lack of) presence of immigrant and ethnic minority representatives (see Rath, 1985 
for the Netherlands; Anwar, 2001 for the United Kingdom; Black, 2002 for Canada, etc.). 
In other words, it centres on the lack of descriptive representation and its determinants. 
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These determinants are sought in the realm of the institutional settings of countries 
and cities, particularly the electoral system and, in the Western European context, the 
workings of political parties (Togeby, 2008; Bloemraad, 2008; Berger et al., 2001). Despite 
the richness of these descriptive and, usually, explorative studies, they typically raise many 
questions and provide contextual explanations of a given situation that are diffi cult to 
transpose onto other scenarios. Comparative studies, the number of which have recently 
increased, are currently favoured, as they seem to be more valuable when it comes to 
helping us understand: what makes a polity open to newcomers; what has enhanced 
ethnic minority representation; and how we should comprehend the position of ethnic 
minority politicians more generally (Alba & Foner, 2009; Bird, 2005; Bloemraad, 2006; 
Garbaye, 2005; Kittilson & Tate, 2004; etc.). Again, the role of institutional factors and 
policies is highlighted in these comparative studies in order to explain the differences in 
terms of the immigrant and minority presence in, and thus the access to, elected bodies.

This focus on institutional differences stems from the rejection of other explanations. 
On the basis of a comparison of the political participation of immigrants in France, 
the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany and Switzerland, Ireland concluded that different 
ethnic groups in the same country display more similar patterns of political participation 
than the same ethnic group across different countries (Ireland, 1994, p.10; pp.245-
247; Ireland, 2000, p.270).2 Likewise, the vast majority of scholars in this fi eld appear to 
reject culturalist (meaning that ethnicity or race would explain differences in patterns of 
political participation) and class-based explanations (for which participation is explained 
by the class structure and the common class identity of ethnic minorities). Among the 
institutional factors generally considered, some are directly related to the position of 
immigrants in a host society (access to legal rights, in particular the access to citizenship, 
the accommodation of cultural and religious practices, integration policies, etc.), while 
others are of a more general nature (electoral rules and party systems especially). More 
specifi cally, the importance of the local institutional setting is highlighted by several 
authors: the framework set by the national context is certainly relevant, but must be 
complemented with a study of the local idiosyncratic factors (Bousetta, 2001; Garbaye, 
2005).

In the present study, I also wish to focus on the local level, thereby acknowledging 
that the connection between ethnicity and political participation is particularly salient at 
this level. Indeed, it is in cities that the concentration of the immigrant populations makes 
the rise of the claims linked to (political) integration probable and relevant (Garbaye, 
2005, p.2). Moreover, it is at the local level that those belonging to ethnic minorities are 
present in councils in high numbers. A comparison of the incidence of ethnic minority 
politicians in the French and Dutch parliaments is interesting from a theoretical point of 
view, but would be signifi cantly limited by the fact that (since 2007) only four of the 555 
MPs elected in metropolitan France are of non-Western origin.3

There is a further reason for focusing on the local level: while national political elites 
have been studied in depth over time and across countries (Norris, 1997; Putnam, 1976), 
very few scholars have considered local political elites (noticeable exceptions are, e.g. 
Eldersveld et al., 1995; Rupp et al., 2004). The lack of attention paid to local politicians is, 
in my opinion, strange and unfair. These representatives are usually the fi rst, and often 

2. This conclusion was infl uenced by Bousetta’s work (2001) on the mobilisation of Moroccans across four 

cities in three different countries (Lille, Liège, Antwerpen and Utrecht); he demonstrates that these forms of 

political mobilisation are very similar across the cities, despite their heterogeneity in terms of policies and 

institutional arrangements (id., p.363).

3. These MPs were born in a non-Western country, or in the French Antilles, or have at least one parent from a 

non-Western country, the descendents of the “colons” – colonial settlers – apart.
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the only, politicians that most people ever get in touch with. They, thus, play a crucial role 
in the democratic processes of our societies. Furthermore, processes of decentralisation, 
in both France and the Netherlands, have created a clear and signifi cant domain of action 
for local executives. The decisions of local politicians, therefore, have a real impact on 
people’s lives. So, why do we know so little about them? Although this study concerns 
a limited and unrepresentative sample of local political elites, it does contribute to an 
empirical and theoretical examination of how they work.

The functioning of political parties as a key element of the institutional setting in 
Western European countries is an additional and important insight contained in the 
existing literature. Indeed, ethnic minority politicians depend almost exclusively on 
existing (mainstream) parties for their access to politics (Berger et al., 2001, pp.60-61; 
Geisser, 1997, pp.235-238, see also Garbaye, 2005; Norris & Lovenduski, 1995). Ethnic 
or religious-based parties appear to be exceptional, neighbourhood associations, which 
engage in the political battle, but are usually unsuccessful (Berger et al., 2001, pp.60-61; 
Garbaye, 2005, p.164-169; 206-208). Accordingly, the road to a political mandate starts 
with an affi liation to a mainstream political party. Often included in the set of institutional 
factors in comparative research, the workings and strategies of political parties (and 
their leaders) have been examined more closely in case-studies. The rules governing the 
selection of candidates, and the choices made by selectorates vis-à-vis newcomers, and 
ethnic minorities in particular, have only rarely been scrutinised.4 I will, thus, include the 
study of the workings of local party systems and party sections in this work.

That being said, there are a number of fl aws in the commonly followed institutionalist 
line of reasoning. Indeed, it is my view that the institutional setting, which characterises a 
given context in which ethnic minorities participate in politics, must be fully understood. 
Differences in electoral and political systems clearly have an impact on patterns of political 
participation and, as I will demonstrate in Chapter III, there are striking differences 
between Amsterdam and Paris. However, as explained above, I do not wish to limit my 
analyses of the role of ethnicity in terms of access to politics, the development of political 
careers, and discourses on representation to only the assessment of the institutional 
setting. Indeed, my contention is that institutional factors cannot fully account for a 
number of phenomena. One example is the differences that can be observed between 
ethnic groups in the same city in terms of their access to and participation in politics 
(see e.g. Berger et al. 2001; Garbaye, 2005). Indeed, after the 2006 municipal elections in 
the Netherlands, half of all of the councillors of foreign origin were of Turkish descent, 
while in the country’s overall population there are as many Moroccans as Turks (Dekker 
& Fattah, 2006). Another phenomenon that the institutionalist approach cannot explain 
is the fact that despite different institutional settings, similar practices are often found 
on the ground (the overall lack of proportional representation is one, but this study will 
provide more examples of such similarities). A comparative study of two countries, which 
differ on a number of electoral, political or other features, usually reveals differences 
in the practices of individuals or groups. However, this does not necessarily mean that 
the only factor explaining the variation in practices on the ground is to be found in the 
differences in context. Other factors may be disregarded if one focuses on the structural 
differences between two countries, or, indeed, cities for that matter.

One of the factors that is regularly disregarded pertains to the role of people’s 
experiences in their home country. The characteristics of an immigrant’s home nation 
frame their political socialisation and thus affect the range of opportunities for political 

4. Dutch scholars have highlighted that the selection committees which choose candidates include only a few 

immigrant party members (or women). Furthermore, it seems as if the traditional recruitment procedures are 

biased towards the recruitment of native male party members (Leijenaar, 1999; Berger et al., 2001).
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action that are open to them. Garbaye states that people who migrate from countries 
with democratic traditions bring participatory habits with them (Garbaye, 2004, 
p.43). Experiences in the home country can also orientate people’s political choices, 
as Bloemraad notes about the Republican loyalty of Vietnamese refugees in Boston 
(because the party is perceived as being anti-communist), even if this clashes with their 
preferences based on their socio-economic status (Bloemraad, 2006, p.215-217). The 
issue of homeland experiences and socialisation in the country of origin will, therefore, 
be taken into account in the present study.

More generally, I believe that because of the dominance of the institutionalist 
approach, too little attention has been paid to individual choices and strategies. I will 
argue in the next chapter that the clues to the participation of ethnic minorities in local 
politics not only reside in the framing role of local institutional settings, but also in the 
ways in which individuals make these frameworks their own, and ensure that their actions 
enrich them. This perspective provides the opportunity to look into the differences in 
access to politics and the development of political careers within one country, within 
ethnic groups and across individuals.

This brings me to another fl aw in the existing literature. The knowledge we have of 
ethnic minority representatives is largely limited to the issue of their presence in politics. 
However, the questions asked in most cases (how many representatives are there, why 
do differences between countries and between cities exist?) mainly focus on the access 
of members of ethnic minority groups to politics, and only rarely to other aspects of 
their political careers and their functioning as representatives. Indeed, the literature on 
political elites does not usually take these matters into account at all. There is, however, 
more to the issue of the political incorporation of ethnic minorities than the question of 
access. Accordingly, and on the basis of longitudinal data, in addition to dealing with this 
factor in terms of the situations in Amsterdam (over time) and Paris, I will also describe 
the development of the careers of these politicians and address the question of their exit 
from politics.

By studying individual strategies and choices, I also wish to challenge a conclusion 
reached by many scholars, namely that in politics ethnicity and migration are more of 
a handicap than a resource. Indeed, ethnic minorities are generally under-represented 
in politics (Alba & Foner, 2009; Bloemraad, 2010). Moreover, they often feel that they 
are treated differently or even discriminated against (Simard, 2003; Berger et al. 2001; 
Geisser & Soum, 2008). It may seem natural that people who have to learn the language 
of their host country also learn about its political system, acquire its  nationality in some 
cases (so far as immigrants are concerned), and fi nd it more  diffi cult to gain access 
to politics than their native counterparts. Nevertheless, the distinction must be made 
between the handicap of being an outsider on the one hand and discrimination on the 
other. Furthermore, there are some cases of proportional representation, most noticeably 
in the Netherlands (Michon, 2008), and the reasons why ethnicity is not a handicap in 
these circumstances must be clarifi ed. In addition, some ethnic minority politicians use 
their ethnic background strategically (Bird, 2005, p.431), relying explicitly on their specifi c 
position as an exception in a native-dominated political system, or on the fact that they 
have inside information about their community. On the other hand, others maintain a 
low “ethnic profi le” in their political activities. These insights have rarely been discussed 
in an explicit comparative approach, and I, therefore, wish to see whether ethnicity is 
perceived as a resource or a handicap by the ethnic minority politicians themselves in 
different contexts, relying on what they tell me about their experiences.
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II.  Design of  the study

This study focuses on the role of ethnicity in specifi c political activities (access to local 

politics, the development of political careers and discourses on representation) in two 

different contexts (the two cities of Amsterdam and Paris) and at two points in time 

(the early 1990s and 2006-2008). The design of the study has been partly driven by the 

data that was collected by Cadat in the early 1990s for his uncompleted dissertation 

on politicians with an immigrant background (whether from the overseas territories or 

foreign countries) in Amsterdam and the region of Paris.5 Cadat collected 23 interviews 

in Amsterdam in 1990 and 1994, along with 15 in the Paris region in 1992. This material 

is used and analysed here,6 and has, thus, orientated the present study in a number of 

ways. My work adopts a qualitative approach based on the detailed analysis of in-depth 

interviews, which was also the case in the study initiated by Cadat. This methodological 

approach is particularly suited to addressing the research question, as I will argue in 

Chapter II.
The comparison between Amsterdam and Paris is attractive for a number of reasons. 

They are contrasting cases, partly because of national factors, and partly because of local 
features. France and the Netherlands have very distinct traditions when it comes to: 
the incorporation of immigrants and the extension of rights to foreigners (Guiraudon, 
2000, p.20; pp.32-44); the different conceptions of citizenship; and the divergent 
institutional frameworks for the political participation of minorities (Odmalm, 2005, 
p.130-131). Amsterdam and Paris are cities of a different size and status, and also diverge 
in terms of their electoral and political systems. The two cases are compared because 
of their differences, and the comparative method used in this study will highlight both 
the empirical variations (which are linked to each context), as well as the similarities in 
practices despite these differences.

Table 0.1: Data used in the present study

Amsterdam Parisian region/Paris Total

Time of 
interview Data

Time of 
interview Data

1990/
1994

Interviews with (district) 
councillors (23)

1992 Interviews with councillors 
in the region of Paris (15)

38

2006/
2007

Same respondents
re-interviewed (16)

2007 Same respondents re-
interviewed (11)

27

2008 Interviews with (district) 
councillors (15)

2007/
2008

Interviews with (district) 
councillors in Paris (17)

32

5. Cadat’s work focused on the experiences of these politicians and, more particularly, the forms of 

discrimination that they faced.

6. I am grateful to Brieuc-Yves Cadat for making this material available for the present study.
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The comparison contained in the data collected in the early 1990s is reinforced in my 

study. Multiple comparisons are conducted here: a comparison of the two cities, a 

comparison over time, and a comparison of the longitudinal data. The longitudinal dataset 

was constructed by complementing the 38 interviews conducted in the early 1990s 

with new interviews with these same respondents (27 of them were re-interviewed). In 

addition, interviews were also conducted with ethnic minority councillors in Amsterdam 

(15 interviews) and Paris (17 interviews) who were elected in the 2006 and 2008 elections 

respectively. Table 0.1 summarises what data has been collected, when and where.
Using this data, two types of comparisons will be made, as I explain in Chapter II. 

The comparison of the situation in Amsterdam over time (early 1990s vs. 2006-2008) 
resembles what Przeworski & Teune call a “most similar systems design” (1970) in which 
the context remains (largely) the same, but the focus is on the changes that occur over 
time. These changes highlight the role of contextual factors (idem, p.33) on the studied 
phenomenon (i.e. in the present study, the role of ethnicity in politics). In contrast, when 
comparing the situation in Amsterdam with that in Paris, a “most different systems design” 
is utilised (idem, p.34-35). While differences in outcome can be expected, it is particularly 
interesting to look at similarities. Such similarities, despite very different contexts (as I will 
explain in Chapter III), demonstrate that some mechanisms are not tied to a particular 
local context (idem, p.35). Both comparisons guide the analysis of the interaction between 
structural (or contextual) features and individual practices. They inform us about general 
mechanisms concerning this interaction, and help us to determine what transcends the 
contextual explanation of the role of ethnicity in politics. In other words, the ultimate 
aim of the multiple comparisons conducted in this study is to discover what the general 
mechanisms are of the role of ethnicity in politics.

A note must be added here about the terminology used in this study, particularly 
that concerning the reference to ethnic minorities. The discussion of the presence (and 
legitimacy) of minority representatives in Western European politics truly arose when 
immigrants began to enter the political arena. Indeed, many ethnic minority politicians 
have foreign origins, and most councillors interviewed within the framework of this 
study are immigrants or the children of immigrants. If the focus is on migration, one 
is, inevitably, dealing with people who were born and, eventually, socialised abroad. As 
touched upon above, it seems natural that immigrants need some time to fi nd their way 
in the political arena of the country to which they have emigrated. But at what point 
does the “natural” learning process end? In fact, I will demonstrate that the migration 
process does not, in itself, explain how people get access to politics, how their careers 
develop and how they think about representation. Indeed, a focus on migration only 
conceals the fact that other groups may also be perceived as outsiders: second or third 
generation immigrants, national minorities, people from overseas territories, etc. More 
particularly, studies of this last group reveal that this position as outsider is crucial to 
understanding the pattern of political participation (Maxwell, 2008). I, therefore, adopt a 
broader perspective than that of migration, and instead use the terminology of “ethnic 
minorities.” In doing so, I rely on Weber’s defi nition of ethnic groups:

We shall call ‘ethnic groups’ those human groups that entertain a subjective belief in 

their common descent because of similarities of physical type or of customs or both, 

or because of memories of colonization and migration; this belief must be important 

for the propagation of groups formation; conversely, it does not matter whether or not 

an objective blood relationship exists. (Weber, 1978, p.389)
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This defi nition highlights that ethnicity is primarily a social construction: it is a shared 

belief in a common identity. Weber’s defi nition specifi cally centres on the group process. 

Accordingly, it is useful for the exploration of the relationship that an individual maintains 

with an ethnic group identity. This will be at stake in the present study, instead of the 

focus being on group processes. Furthermore, as Weber’s defi nition of ethnicity helps us 

to realise that the term is a social construction, it raises the question of who constructs 

this “brotherhood on the basis of the belief in common ethnicity” (idem). Individuals 

within an ethnic group may claim this common identity, but outsiders may be just as 

likely to participate in its creation. One should, therefore, wonder about the extent to 

which individuals are perceived as belonging to an ethnic group by members of an ethnic 

group or outsiders. In this study, the perceptions that the ethnic minority councillors 

encounter from party members, colleagues and the electorate are, therefore, scrutinised.
More practical reasons have also led me to choose to refer to “ethnic minorities.” These 

are linked to the use of the data collected in the early 1990s and the comparison between 
Amsterdam and Paris. A term had to be found that would fi t the group of respondents 
interviewed in the early 1990s and would also be acceptable in both countries. Politicians 
born in Surinam, the Antilles, Turkey, Morocco, Algeria or Tunisia, or with at least one 
parent born there, had been interviewed in the early 90s. Intuitively, it is understandable 
why these people were singled out among the politicians in Amsterdam and the Parisian 
region: they are non-white; may be discriminated against because of the colour of their 
skin, their name and/or their religion; they have a different cultural background; they 
have a history of migration; and they belong to minority groups, etc. However, the 
terminology used to refer to these groups in each context differs substantially. In the 
Netherlands, the terms “migranten” or “allochtonen” are used to designate politicians (or 
more generally people) with a foreign background, referring to people of non-Western 
origins, including Antilleans.7 Nationality does not, however, play an important role in the 
defi nition of this population, as foreigners have political rights at the local level. In France, 
politicians of foreign descent are described as “élus d’origine immigrée” (or: “hommes/
femmes politiques d’origine immigrée”), or, more recently, as “élus (issus) de la diversité” 
(Geisser & Soum, 2008), referring mainly to those of North-African and Sub-Saharan 
African origins. They are, by defi nition, French, since non-nationals do not have political 
rights in France, but the chosen terminology (“origins” and “diversity”), which is rather 
vague, can be extended to include the descendants of many generations of migration, 
as well as  French citizens from the overseas territories (“Domiens”, “ultra-marins” or 
“Antillais”). In order to be able to include people of different categories of migration (fi rst 
and second generation), legal status (citizens and foreigners), ethnicity, origins, etc., the 
term that seems most appropriate is that of “ethnic minority.” It is not particularly linked 
to either the Dutch or the French context, but makes clear which population is under 
study, and, in particular, makes it possible to include Antilleans – who by their legal status 
and historical background are not immigrants.

7. The Dutch Antilles are part of the Dutch Kingdom (with a special status); Antilleans thus have Dutch 

nationality. In the mainstream discourse and the offi cial statistics, however, they are regarded as non-Western 

“allochthones.”
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III. Plan of  the dissertation

The fi nal part of this introduction serves to describe the chapters that follow. The next 

chapter, which sets out the theoretical framework of the research, focuses on two 

perspectives: the study of institutions and the analysis of practices. In this theoretical 

chapter, I also operationalise the concept of practices and explain how the issues of 

access to politics, the development of careers and discourses on representation can 

be understood from a theoretical point of view. The issue of the role of ethnicity runs 

through this theoretical framework as its common thread, and is linked to the different 

issues that are addressed.
The second chapter concerns the methodological choices and research design of the 

study. I explain how the use of data that was collected earlier has infl uenced the design 
of this research, both in terms of the choice of the setting and the research population 
and the opportunities for comparison. The comparative method and linked research 
design are then detailed. Two types of comparison are conducted here: the comparison 
of the situation in Amsterdam over time (early 1990s vs. 2006-2008) and the comparison 
between Amsterdam and Paris. The implications of the use of both comparative methods 
are discussed. Then, the fi nal section of the methodological chapter concerns the process 
of data gathering, in particular sampling, data collection and the analysis of the in-depth 
interviews that have been conducted.

The description of the structural features of the contexts – Amsterdam, Paris and 
the Parisian region – is the subject of Chapter III, which is concerned with the elements 
of the structure that affect the practices of ethnic minority politicians. The characteristics 
of the electoral system, the local organisation of power, the local party systems and party 
cultures are described for each case. Furthermore, I also focus on the ethnic minority 
presence in the population and the mechanisms of its political incorporation.

Chapters IV, V and VI concern the analysis of practices. Chapter IV details the process 
of access to politics in Amsterdam in the early 1990s and 2006 and in Paris in 2008. The 
sociological profi le of the ethnic minority politicians elected in the two cities and over 
time is described both for the total population and, in more detail, for the groups of 
respondents who have been interviewed. Furthermore, the (political or civil) activities of 
the respondents before their election are also examined, so as to aid our understanding 
of what is needed to gain access to the local political arena. After the description of each 
case, I will look into the differences and similarities across both time and the two cities, 
and will contrast the results concerning the practices with the elements of the structure 
described earlier.

In Chapter V, longitudinal data are used in order to study the development of the 
careers of the ethnic minority politicians who were elected in the early 1990s in both 
Amsterdam and the Parisian region and were interviewed at that time. As a large majority 
of these individuals were re-interviewed recently, this chapter reveals striking differences 
between the two cases. Different understandings of what a political career is seem to be 
at play and these can be linked to the elements of the structural features of the context 
in which the politicians evolve.

The fi nal empirical chapter, Chapter VI, analyses the discourses of the ethnic minority 
politicians, both over time and across cities. Grounded coding was used to consider the 
respondents’ conceptions of representation by asking who or what it is that they wish to 
represent. Furthermore, the activity of representation (i.e. what representation consists 
of) has also been analysed. This chapter thus provides an empirical understanding of 
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representation across time and space, and also reveals important similarities in the 
discourse of the representatives.

The concluding chapter of this dissertation summarises the most important 
fi ndings and focuses on two transversal questions: the interplay between structure and 
practices, and the role of ethnicity, which is the central issue in this work. I argue that 
however useful and necessary, the prevailing approach, which is centred on national and 
local institutional arrangements, cannot account for the important mechanisms of the 
incorporation of ethnic minorities in politics. Indeed, it has been largely overlooked that 
the recruitment of ethnic minority politicians and their role as representative depend 
more on the functioning of political elites and the workings of representative democracies 
than on particular institutional arrangements. The extent to which ethnicity plays a role 
in politics does not depend upon on local and national arrangements either: both in 
Amsterdam and Paris, and across time, its role is generally circumscribed.
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Chapter I

Theoretical Framework

The main elements of the theoretical framework of this study have been highlighted in 

the introduction; they are based on both insights from the existing literature and the 

notion that some aspects of the presence of ethnic minority representatives at the local 

level have not yet been thought through. Two key ideas guide the theoretical framework 

of the present study: fi rstly, the purpose is to distinguish and contrast two perspectives 

(structure and practices); and secondly, the focus is more particularly on the analysis of 

practices that are comprised of three main elements (access to politics, the development 

of a political career, and discourses on representation).

I.  Two perspectives: “structure” and “practices”

Two perspectives are utilised for the analysis of the role of ethnicity in local politics in 

Amsterdam and Paris, and I will describe these as: structure and practices. Before I explain 

this terminology and what this dual focus entails, I will initially illustrate the difference 

between the two perspectives by referring to two seminal works of the social sciences, 

Dahl’s Who Governs? (1961) and W.F. Whyte’s Street Corner Society (1993 [1943]), both 

of which concern the political integration of immigrants.

In his now classic book, Dahl has analysed the emergence of “ethnic politics” in terms 

of numbers: the increase of immigration has led to the political integration of migrants. 

He describes how the electorate of New Haven has changed as a result of immigration. 

While mass immigration began in the 1850s, by 1910 two thirds of the population of the 

city was composed of either immigrants, or the children of immigrants (Dahl, 1961, p.32). 
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This overall group thus formed the majority of the population and electorate, even if each 

individual ethnic group was in a minority. The political role of each ethnic group depended 

upon the degree of homogeneity of both the community in socio-economic and political 

terms and the factors linked to immigrant status (“education, speech, dress, demeanor, 

skills, income, neighbourhood, ignorance of American institutions and folkways, and lack 

of self-confi dence”, idem, p.33). Based on these criteria, Dahl distinguishes three phases 

“on the way to political assimilation” (idem, p.34). The “success” of ethnicity as a factor 

in the local politics of New Haven is linked to the fi rst stage, which is characterised by 

both the social, economic and cultural homogeneity of the ethnic group, and the rise 

of ethnic sub-leaders who receive nominations for “minor offi ces” (idem, p.34). In the 

following stages, the heterogeneity of the ethnic group increases, with ethnic leaders 

coming to the fore and being able to count on “their electorate”, while each ethnic 

group has its own candidates (idem, p.35). In time, however, ethnicity becomes less of 

a determining factor in the political behaviour of immigrants and their descendants: 

Dahl argues (idem, p.34) that “ethnic politics (…) is clearly a transitional phenomenon”.1 

In the third stage of political integration, ethnicity has lost its meaning in politics for 

most members of an ethnic group, “often [being] embarrassing or meaningless” (idem, 

p.35). In all three stages, the extent to which ethnic politics play a role depends upon the 

degree of homogeneity of the ethnic group and its size. One criterion that Dahl does, 

however, disregard is the issue of political rights; for this factor to be relevant within the 

political context, immigrants and their descendants need to have the right to both vote 

and stand in an election.2 Moreover, they also need to exercise this right.

The political integration of immigrants, as described by Dahl, appears to be a 

relatively smooth and rapid process. The fi rst alderman of Irish origin was elected in 1857 

and, quite soon after that, aldermen of German, German-Jewish and Russian descent 

appeared on the Board of Aldermen. The process of political integration was a little 

more diffi cult for the Italians, but in 1945 a mayor of Italian origin was elected in New 

Haven (idem, pp.36-43). Dahl describes the political careers of several politicians in Who 

governs?, but it is important to note that he does so with the aim of exemplifying general 

processes. Dahl is not particularly concerned with individual motivations and experiences 

in politics, but instead considers how politicians fi t into the political structure of the city 

of New Haven.

It is important to highlight, for the purposes of the present study, that Dahl analyses 

the political participation of immigrants in terms of aggregate phenomena – at the group 

and organisational level. He describes the institutional structure and practices: the party 

structure of New Haven and the different party strategies; the rituals within parties, 

1. Wolfi nger, who was one of Dahl’s research assistants, studied ethnic politics in New Haven extensively 

for his study of “The politics of progress” (1974). He disagrees with Dahl’s analysis of the success of ethnic 

politics, based upon the facts that he distinguishes acculturation from assimilation (idem, p.32) and believes 

that high levels of ethnic voting depend not only on “the intensity of ethnic identifi cation”, but also on 

“the level of ethnic relevance in the election” (idem, p.49). This, in turn, depends on the presence of ethnic 

candidates, which is typical of later stages of immigrant presence in a society. Therefore, the mobilisation 

theory defended by Wolfi nger posits that “ethnic voting will be the greatest when the ethnic group has 

produced a middle class, in the second and third generations, not in the fi rst” (idem). This is confi rmed in a 

very different context by Sayad in his analysis of the three ages of Algerian immigration to France (Sayad, 

1999).

2. Wolfi nger does highlight the fact that “The immigrants in New England were equal to the old settlers in 

only one respect: they could vote” (Wolfi nger, 1974, p.35).
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such as the process of nomination; the different political positions (leaders versus sub-

leaders); the aggregate characteristics of groups (ethnic groups, but also politicians); and 

individual attitudes (at the aggregate level) towards political participation. Dahl’s analysis 

covers more than a century of the history of New Haven, and although its renown is due 

to the pluralist conception of politics presented in the work, I believe that this thorough 

and detailed study of the political history and structure of a particular context is an 

example of attractive political science research.

In order to highlight two possible perspectives through which ethnic politics can be 

examined, I wish to contrast Dahl’s study of New Haven with Whyte’s work, Street Corner 

Society (1993 [1943]). In his ethnographic study, Whyte describes group interactions and 

the interplay between individuals and groups in the context of a slum with a population 

predominantly comprised of those of Italian extraction. Politics come into play in Whyte’s 

study as he portrays the “big shots” of the local society of Cornerville: the politicians and 

the racketeers, as opposed to the “little guys”, namely the corner boys and college boys 

who are the primary focus of his work. Whyte depicts how the politicians relate to the 

racketeers and vice-versa, e.g. how politicians took advantage of the Italian-American 

structure of racketeering to secure their electoral success (idem, p.205). Politics also 

comes into play when Whyte describes the political choices made by individual, young 

inhabitants of the area, contrasting the clique leader Doc with the college boy Chick. 

Doc, who is in close contact with his community and very loyal to his group, ran for 

offi ce as a Democrat (idem, p.39). He was, more or less, forced to do so because of his 

leading position among the corner boys. Without the fi nancial means to support himself 

or run a campaign (idem, p.36), Doc fi nally withdrew, which was not understood by his 

supporters. Analysing Doc’s unsuccessful political career, Whyte posits that a corner boy 

can only become successful in politics if he steps outside of his own group (idem, p.40).

Chick, the second emblematic character in Whyte’s book, did manage to “widen his 

sphere of social infl uence” (idem), and in doing so made connections with the Republican 

party. For Chick, much more than for Doc, engaging in politics was a career move and, 

thus, an individual strategy (idem, p.105). His notion of individual advancement prevailed 

over what was crucial to Doc, namely group loyalty (Doc; idem, p.106-107). According 

to Whyte, differing views about social mobility are at the core of these varying partisan 

affi liations. Related to this, the different attitudes regarding the purpose of a political 

career lead to very different conceptions and practices of what the role of ethnicity is, 

or should be, in politics. Democratic political activities mean keeping one’s background 

and history to the fore (idem, p.206), while maintaining a distance from one’s origins is 

apparently inherent to a Republican political career:

To get ahead, the Cornerville man must move either in the world of business and 

Republican politics or in the world of Democratic politics and rackets. (…) If he 

advances in the fi rst world, he is recognized by society at large as a successful man, 

but he is recognized in Cornerville only as an alien to the district. If he advances in the 

second world, he achieves recognition in Cornerville but becomes a social outcast to 

respectable people elsewhere (idem, p.273).

Whyte also argues that politicians like Chick play a role in reinforcing the prejudices that 

exist against their own ethnic group among the upper-classes; they move up the social 
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and political ladder by connecting with upper-class people and distancing themselves 

from the community they come from (idem, p.105; p.205).

The richness of Whyte’s “thick description” enables the author to present a nuanced 

and comprehensive analysis of the “social structure of an Italian slum” (the subtitle of 

the book). Strongly embedding the analysis in the case of Cornerville is, however, at 

the cost of generality. Where Dahl provides both a birds-eye view (with a profusion of 

details) and a model that can be transplanted into other communities, it is less clear how 

Whyte’s insights should be reproduced in other settings; are we to expect a similar social 

structure in other American-Italian slums? What about slums with other ethnic groups? Is 

it the same in slums in other countries? Moreover, Whyte pays less attention to changes 

over time than is the case in Dahl’s work.

These two early accounts of the access of immigrants to politics are interesting 

to compare because of their different focus. While Dahl looks at institutions and how 

they work, Whyte concentrates on individual and group activities. This corresponds with 

the traditional distinction between structure (Dahl’s perspective) and agency (Whyte’s 

approach). The question at stake in this debate concerns the extent to which individual 

(or group) actions are shaped by individuals (or groups) autonomously, or by the context 

in which they operate (McAnulla, 2002, p.271). However, the purpose of the present study 

is not to take a stand in this particular debate; I will not argue that structures determine 

the actions of individuals or, on the contrary, that individuals are autonomous and exhibit 

free and rational behaviour. My assumption, in line with previous comparative studies 

in the fi eld (Bousetta, 2001; Garbaye, 2005; Ireland, 1994), is that it is necessary to look 

at the structure (which is usually called the institutional setting) in which the political 

mobilisation of ethnic minorities occurs, since this setting provides an opportunity 

structure which frames individual (and group) actions. This institutional setting has been 

defi ned in a study by Kriesi and his colleagues of new social movements as a “country-

specifi c mix of facilitation/repression of the movements’ mobilization, their chances of 

success, and the degree of reform/threat they have to reckon with” (Kriesi et al., 1995, 

p.xv). Some actions are made possible and others not; for example, the enfranchisement 

of foreigners at the local level in the Netherlands enables non-nationals to be elected 

in Amsterdam, while this group does not have this opportunity in Paris. For what Kriesi 

and his colleagues call the “political opportunity structure”, I will use the term “structure.” 

In doing so, I choose a “loose” defi nition that also enables me to refer to institutions, 

contexts and systems. These terms are embedded in different theoretical traditions 

(Levi-Strauss and Parsons’ structuralism, March and Olsen’s new institutionalism, 

Tarrow’s Political Opportunity Structure, Easton’s system analysis, etc.) and thus carry 

specifi c connotations. I will not, however, make a rigid distinction between these terms, 

and will instead use them interchangeably. For the purposes of this dissertation, my 

main argument is that features of the context of a country or city have an impact on 

the opportunities that ethnic minority politicians have to gain access to politics, the 

development of their careers and their discourses on representation. On this last point, I 

will follow Koopmans and Olzak’s argument that dominant discourses form a “discursive 

opportunity structure” (Koopmans & Olzak, 2004).

While I choose to use the term “structure”, I will not utilise the terminology of 

structure and agency. Firstly, I wish to avoid the implicit implications of these terms, as 

well as the opposition between them that is conveyed by the debate on structure versus 
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agency. In particular, the term “agency” expresses the idea of the autonomy of actors. 

Instead, I adopt the term “practices”, which I believe to be more neutral with regard to 

the phenomena observed. Furthermore, the term “practices”, in combination with that 

of “structure”, stems from the work of de Certeau (1990 [1980]), whose analysis of the 

combination of both perspectives is illuminating. De Certeau’s urge to investigate the 

interaction between “structure” and “practice” will allow me to enrich the structuralist or 

institutionalist assumption that characterises much of the existing literature. Once the 

structure  and the orientations it entails are defi ned (which is the subject of Chapter III), 

I will go on to investigate the individual “arts de faire” (“une manière de penser investie 

dans une manière d’agir, un art de combiner indissociable d’un art d’utiliser”; de Certeau, 

1990, [1980], p.xli). When defi ning the “arts of doing”, de Certeau uses the example of 

people watching television, arguing that asking how much time people spend doing this, 

and which programmes they watch, is less interesting than studying what it is that people 

do (“la fabrication”) with this time spent watching the TV (idem, p.xxxvii). The question 

raised by de Certeau thus concerns how individuals (or groups) make the structures that 

guide their behaviour their own. Discussing Foucault’s work on surveillance, de Certeau 

explains that along with the question of how surveillance is imposed on each and every 

one of us and everything, one must also look at the ways in which surveillance is played 

with and distorted by popular practices:

S’il est vrai que partout s’étend et se précise le quadrillage de la «surveillance», il 

est d’autant plus urgent de déceler comment une société entière ne s’y réduit pas; 

quelles procédures populaires (…) jouent avec les mécanismes de la discipline et ne 

s’y conforment que pour les tourner; enfi n quelles «manières de faire» forment la 

contrepartie, du côté des consommateurs (ou «dominés»?), des procédés muets qui 

organisent la mise en ordre sociopolitique (idem, p.xxxix).

This line of research has been particularly appealing to studies of individual and collective 

counter-strategies in totalitarian regimes (Bayart, 1985, p.344). However, the aim must 

then be to distinguish between anecdotal – thus isolated – tactics, which refl ect a particular 

inventiveness, and those which become recurrent and can highlight  a collective practice, 

thus making the totalitarian regime vulnerable (idem, p.359).

The point of distinguishing between the perspectives of structure and practices 

is to see which of the latter can be expected given the former, and which practices run 

counter to what might be expected given the structure, especially in the case of those 

that go beyond anecdotal creativity and form a shared phenomenon. The advantage 

of using de Certeau’s terminology is that it enables the focus to be more specifi cally 

on the interaction between structure and individual actions, while explicitly choosing 

the perspective of the latter, and not, like most of the existing research, the role of the 

context. This leads me to the necessity of defi ning which practices will be studied and 

why, and how the structure is defi ned.
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II.  “Structure” and “practices” put into practice

The operationalisation of this two-level framework is based on my understanding 

of practices as being comprised of three aspects: access to political careers, the 

development of careers, and discourses on representation. My reason for focusing on 

these features has been highlighted in the previous chapter. The issue of access has been 

central in existing research, and this study, with its original design, can contribute to the 

crucial debate about the incorporation of ethnic minority representatives in the political 

arena. As I will argue below, I believe that this concerns the issue of how newcomers 

are integrated into politics more generally, which is why I will contrast knowledge of 

ethnic minorities in politics with the position of women in this fi eld. The second issue, 

the development of careers, stems from the need to complement the existing research. 

I have explained previously that while access to politics has been central to the current 

academic literature, other aspects of the political careers of members of ethnic minority 

groups have typically been neglected. Accordingly, the purpose of the present study is 

to scrutinize how the careers of ethnic minority politicians develop, as well as how they, 

eventually, come to an end. The third issue is linked to my original question: does the 

fact that representatives can be identifi ed as being from an (ethnic) minority connect 

to or clash with the commonly adopted notion that representatives must look after 

the general interest? This question is mainly addressed by analysing the discourse of 

respondents, and does not, therefore, strictly speaking consist of a “practice” as defi ned 

by de Certeau. To paraphrase him, the respondents’ discourses on representation are 

not “arts de faire” but “arts de dire.” I do, however, believe that because representatives 

are asked to talk about what they do in that role, their discourses reveal what they do 

and involve a performative element. I also wish to include this focus on conceptions of 

representation in order to answer my original question, which has been rarely addressed 

in the existing research.

The study of practices is at the core of this study and the distinction between 

the three types thereof (access to politics, development of careers and discourses on 

representation) will guide the rest of this chapter. I will detail which aspects of these 

practices are under study, as well as scrutinise which elements of the structure may have 

an infl uence and how. I adopt a general understanding of the structure, which refers to 

features of the electoral system, the political system, the political culture, and national 

ideologies. In doing this, I broadly rely on Easton’s defi nition of systemic properties, 

which includes “aggregate characteristics of a system,” “states of the political system” 

and “institutional patterns” (Easton, 1990, p. 141). The discussion of each practice and 

the related structural factors will lead to the formulation of questions (sub-questions of 

the research question), which are summarised at the end of this chapter (see Table 1.1.)

a. Access to politics

The literature on political recruitment has, broadly speaking, two main fi elds of interest: 

the process of recruitment and the profi le of recruited politicians in particular and  the 

political elites more generally. While the fi rst perspective focuses on organisational 

processes and institutional constraints, the second is more concerned with issues of 
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background, socialisation, and “political cultures” (Eldersveld et al., 1995, p.3). Much of 

the existing literature has focused on the national level and legislative recruitment, but 

the insights from a number of studies are, nevertheless, relevant for the present work.

Two issues are, therefore, important: who gets access and how? Studies focusing on 

the individual characteristics of political elites highlight their homogeneity in a number 

of features; over time and across countries, elected politicians are generally male and 

well educated, and rarely have a modest social background (see e.g. Putnam, 1976, p.22-

23; Lagroye et al., 2002, p.468). Most of the studies of political elites focus on MPs and 

members of government, although one of the few studies of local elites (Eldersveld et al., 

1995) reveals that in the United States, Sweden and the Netherlands, local politicians are 

less highly educated than national elites. Moreover, a relatively greater number of local 

politicians have a working class background compared to their national counterparts 

(idem, p.37).

One might wonder to what extent ethnic minority politicians conform to the 

homogeneity of elites in respect of these features. To my knowledge, only Rupp et al. 

(2003) have explored this issue. Their study of the background of all municipal councillors 

elected between 1980 and 1998 in the four main Dutch cities revealed that immigrant 

and native councillors have very similar educational backgrounds (Rupp et al., 2003, 

p.113). This illustrates the “agglutination” of elites highlighted by Putnam, which stems 

from the process of recruitment and post-recruitment socialisation (Putnam, 1976, p.39). 

Post-recruitment socialisation is defi ned as the training and experiences acquired by 

the aspirant after entering an elite institution (idem, p.96). As Putnam argues, there are 

two ways to look at this: either one believes that “where you stand depends on where 

you sit”, or that “where you get to sit depends on where you stand” (idem, p.97). The 

fi rst explanation, which is described by Lagroye and his colleagues as the “prise de rôle” 

when entering an institution (Lagroye et al., 2002, p.141), stresses the framing role of the 

institution or organisation. The second explanation relies more on the past socialisation 

of and choices made by an individual, but deeper structures may play a role as well (the 

class structure of a society, for example). This issue will be addressed in this research by 

studying the background of ethnic minority councillors, as well as their past experiences 

and the ways in which they take on the position of representative. More specifi cally, the 

questions that arise here are: whether, and to what extent, ethnic minority politicians 

conform to the general homogeneity of elites; and whether and how newcomers adapt 

to the elite and its rules, and acquire the knowledge and skills attached to an elected 

position.

Knowing that women are generally under-represented in politics (Hazan, 2002; 

Phillips, 1991), the issue of access thereto is particularly interesting to study from their 

perspective, since their experiences as “newcomers” can be compared to those of ethnic 

minority politicians. Furthermore, the experiences of women in politics obviously also 

refl ect those of ethnic minority women. Hazan (2002, p.116) demonstrates that the under-

representation of women in the Lower Houses (which ranges from around 40 percent in 

Scandinavian countries to less than fi ve percent in Turkey)3 is due to the obstacles that 

they encounter at the levels of entry, candidate selection, and elections. One specifi c 

hurdle is the fact that incumbents – among whom there are generally only a few women 

3. In September 2009, 42 percent of the 150 Dutch MPs were women (see http://www.parlement.

com/9291000/modulesf/gm5ihvnw). In France, 18.5 percent of the 577 MPs have been women since the 2007 

elections (see http://www.observatoire-parite.gouv.fr/travaux/doc15/cartographie_parite.htm).
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– have a greater chance of being both chosen as a candidate and re-elected (idem, 

p.117). Looking only at the issue of access provides  a partial picture, since it appears 

from studies of women in politics that they generally only achieve political access at the 

local level and/or in relatively marginal positions. As Phillips puts it, “the numbers [of 

women] rise where the power of offi ce is less” (Phillips, 1991, p.60-61).

From this perspective, it appears that gender creates a relevant cleavage in politics, 

and the issue of the position of ethnic minority women in the political arena continues to 

be unaddressed. The literature has primarily focused on native women in national politics, 

and to my knowledge a comparison of the two groups has not yet been conducted. This 

means that we have no answer to the questions of: whether immigrant women in politics 

should be viewed as immigrants or women; or how and when one of these identities 

prevails. I will, therefore, treat this issue with specifi c care and attention.

Nevertheless, the work of Guionnet (2002) reveals that there is more to one’s position 

in politics than one’s gender. Indeed, Guionnet demonstrates that there is a signifi cant 

difference between women who are incumbent politicians or long-term party activists and 

those who are political newcomers. In fact, both male and female established politicians 

share many features. After the law on parité was adopted in France in 2000, which 

compelled political parties to include 50 percent of female candidates on electoral lists, 

a large number of women entered the political arena for the fi rst time. Guionnet focused 

on the women elected after the municipal elections of 2001, many of whom had little 

political experience, but a background in associational activities (associations of parents, 

environmental organisations, ATTAC, etc., idem p.119). Moreover, these newcomers to 

the municipal councils appeared to be more prone to highlighting differences between 

men and women than the women with more experience of local politics (idem, p.116). 

Guionnet draws a parallel with workers elected in French politics after 1848: in both 

cases the existing stigma of a lack of competence and experience – refl ecting a form 

of discrimination on the basis of class or gender – is reversed, and the features of the 

newcomers are presented as positive qualities (idem, p.126). Each group of newcomers 

has underlined both its more practical approach to reality and the value of the presence 

of its members in terms of equal representation (idem, p.124). A legitimate issue in the 

present research is, therefore, the need to explore the extent to which ethnic minority 

politicians are newcomers to the political arena, and what the implications of this are.

One of the possible implications is linked to an issue raised in the introduction, 

namely that in the existing research ethnicity has commonly been regarded more as a 

handicap in politics than an asset. We all know examples of political parties mobilising 

the presence of women and ethnic minority candidates on their lists and in political 

positions as an expression of their tolerance and belief in equality. The strategic element 

to this is that parties believe that this explicit positioning can appeal to (groups of) voters. 

Party leaders may thus have an incentive to both include newcomers and maintain their 

visibility, meaning that there is, therefore, a risk of continued “stigmata” for newcomers. 

One’s identifi cation as an ethnic minority politician might, thus, be both an advantage 

(holding the role of a “political niche”) and a handicap if it becomes a yoke that people 

cannot free themselves of. This issue will be addressed when studying the access of these 

politicians to politics and the development of their careers.

The references to studies of female access to politics demonstrate that there can be 

an overlap between the issues of who gets access and how they do this. Focusing on the 
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“how” question is particularly helpful when it comes to identifying the roles of context 

and structural features. On the basis of a comparative study of legislative recruitment, 

Norris (1997) explains that the rules and procedures of political recruitment (in this 

case for positions in national parliaments) are infl uenced and constrained by the legal, 

electoral and party systems (idem, p.2). Among these systemic features, Norris particularly 

mentions the mode of election, the number of seats available, the frequency of elections, 

the rate of renewal of elites, the status of political functions, the material compensations 

of politicians, the prerogatives of the assembly and its members, and the competition 

between political parties. According to Norris, all of these factors form a “structure of 

opportunities” for recruitment, i.e. for access to politics (idem, p.11). She separates the 

recruitment process within parties, meaning the “rules and cultures” presiding over the 

selection of candidates, from the structure of opportunities (idem, p.12). I, however, argue, 

that the rules regarding who can stand as a candidate, who selects candidates and how, 

and the degree of centralisation of the selection process (the four aspects of intra-party 

recruitment distinguished by Hazan, 2002, pp.111-114) are also part of the “structure 

of opportunities” that the people who want to get access to politics have to face and 

cope with (see also Leijenaar et al., 1999). Indeed, Achin’s research, which compared 

women’s access to politics in France and Germany, has highlighted the role of party 

organisations. There are far more female MPs in Germany than in France (Achin, 2004, 

p.85), which Achin argues is related more to the gender policies and recruitment rules 

of political parties (idem, p.92), than to the general “ideology” regarding gender and the 

overall participation of women within society (in which Germany is more traditional than 

France; idem, p.86). Other scholars also stress the importance of parties, compared to 

other institutions: Phillips emphasises the crucial role of party quotas for women in the 

Scandinavian case (Phillips, 1991, pp. 84-85), while Lovenduski posits that “the crucial 

arena for strategies to improve women’s political representation in modern democracies 

is political parties” (Lovenduski, 2005, p.139). The study of the process of recruitment 

within parties is, therefore, both necessary and interesting. This is because it informs 

us about how, and at what stages, ethnic minority politicians encounter obstacles or, 

in contrast, in what particular situations ethnicity might be an asset. Furthermore, the 

description of the rules that govern the process of candidate selection can be contrasted 

with the experiences of individuals who have gone through this process.

When describing the structural features of the contexts in which ethnic minority 

politicians get access to politics, I will, therefore, look at the electoral system (the mode 

of election, the frequency of elections, the number of seats available), the power structure 

(the prerogatives of the council, the rewards for councillors), the party system, and the 

party culture (the process of candidate selection, the attitude towards newcomers.) These 

issues can be summarised with a sub-question:

• Which features of the structure determine the opportunities that ethnic 

minority politicians have to gain access to politics and how?

The aspects of practices that have been identifi ed are the following: the profi le of 

politicians; their past socialisation, background and activities before entering the political 

arena; and their experiences of the candidate selection process. This leads to the following 

sub-question concerning the practices of individual politicians:

• Who gets access to politics?

• How do these individuals get access to politics?
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b. The development of  careers

Although the literature offers valuable guidance on how to study the issue of access to 

politics, other elements of politicians’ political careers have been examined less often, 

particularly so far as local representatives are concerned. The study of the development 

of political careers in this research will, therefore, be mainly explorative. I will use 

longitudinal data in the form of interviews conducted with elected politicians in the early 

1990s, as well as a new series of interviews with these same individuals. Their careers, 

and eventually the process of leaving the political arena, can thus be ascertained, while 

a number of factual questions will also be addressed. My focus will be on the political 

mandates that the representatives had after their fi rst election, their responsibilities 

within the party and, ultimately, the point at which they left politics. This last issue  is 

particularly understudied4; we do not know much about when, how and why such exits 

occur. In addition, the interviews explore the respondents’ evaluations of their careers in 

terms of their assessment of their mandate, their position as an elected politician, and 

their aspirations and the extent to which these have been achieved.

The exploration of the development of political careers will be guided by the typology 

of politicians produced by Weber. People, he writes, may be politicians by vocation 

(“Berufspolitiker” or “Hauptberufl iche Politiker”) or avocation (“Gelegenheitspolitiker” or 

“Nebenberufl iche Politiker”; Weber, 1919 [2009], pp.10-11). Based upon his defi nition 

of these two options, there are two types of political careers and forms of career 

development; when politics is an avocation, a political career comes about by chance 

and opportunity:

Politics as an avocation is today practiced by all those party agents and heads of 

voluntary political associations who, as a rule, are politically active only in case of need 

and for whom politics is, neither materially nor ideally, ‘their life’ in the fi rst place. 

(Weber, 1946 [1921], p.83)

However, when politics is a vocation, a political career is a necessity:

He who lives ‘for’ politics makes politics his life, in an internal sense. Either he enjoys 

the naked possession of the power he exerts, or he nourishes his inner balance and 

self-feeling by the consciousness that his life has meaning in the service of a ‘cause.’ In 

this internal sense, every sincere man lives for a cause also lives off this cause. (Idem, 

emphasis in original)

When looking at the types of mandates and party positions held, the length of political 

careers and the aspirations of politicians can inform us about the kind of politician 

that an individual is.  From this perspective, the relationship to the party appears to 

be a highly relevant issue, particularly when relying on Bourdieu’s insights (1981) into 

politicians with a working-class background. These individuals, Bourdieu argues, rely, 

but also greatly depend, on the party for the development of their career. Indeed, those 

who have little cultural and economic capital when they join a party rely heavily upon it, 

gaining new forms of capital and a possible change in their living conditions because of 

4. One exception is Birnbaum’s study of the political elites of the French 4th and 5th Republic. He focuses on 

the professional careers of former MPs (1977, p.80-90).
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their activities. On this basis, party activists with a working-class background are often 

under the impression that they owe “everything” to the party (idem, p.22). In the case of 

ethnic minority politicians with a working-class background, and/or with little “capital” 

(in terms of material resources such as networks of supporters), it might be argued that 

a similar mechanism is indeed at play.

The literature on women’s political careers indicates that gender differences can be 

seen when it comes to how careers develop. A comparative study of gender differences 

and similarities in political and business elites in 27 countries (Sansonnetti, 2004; Liebig 

& Sansonnetti, 2004) revealed that women enter politics at a later age than men (see also 

Sineau, 2001, p.215), but it takes them less time to reach elite positions: “on the whole 

[they] reached [the] top positions at about the same age as their male colleagues” (Liebig 

& Sansonnetti, 2004, p.380). Liebig and Sansonnetti argue that this shorter career path to 

the top can be explained by the general awareness in a number of countries of the need 

to feminise top positions: once women have entered the political arena, they benefi t 

from the desire to achieve more equality between the sexes (idem, p.401). Sineau’s study 

of female MPs elected in France in 1997 also highlights the different career paths of men 

and women, but from a slightly different perspective; she links the process of access 

to the national mandate to the development of the careers of female MPs. Compared 

to men, female MPs have been unsuccessful candidates more often and also run for 

election in a legislative district less often (Sineau, 2001, p.217-218). Furthermore, Sineau 

argues that their shorter careers, which accumulate fewer political mandates and are 

more frequently restricted to the local level, lead to the development of the notion that 

women are, and remain, political neophytes (idem, pp.222-224). The present study will, 

therefore, explore the differences in career paths along these lines.

The experiences of the female MPs studied by Sineau reveal how individual 

practices are linked to features of the electoral and political context in which they take 

place (e.g. the French practice of the “cumul”, see Chapter III). The systemic features 

that come into play when studying the development of political careers are very similar 

to those highlighted when the issue of access was examined. Electoral rules determine 

the length of terms of offi ce, whether political mandates can be cumulated or not, and 

what the material rewards for elected politicians are. In this sense, they have an impact 

on how careers evolve. The same applies to some features of the political system. A 

highly volatile party system may mean that political careers are precarious, for example. 

The relative openness of the political system also plays a part: a system that is open 

to newcomers necessarily means that politicians do not keep hold of their seats for 

very long. Finally, written and unwritten rules concerning political careers infl uence the 

development thereof, e.g. regarding what is seen as being a success.

In summary, the study of the development of careers will focus on features of the 

electoral system and the power structure within the party system. The rules about the 

accumulation of mandates and other aspects of what a political career entails in a given 

context will, therefore, be examined. This leads to the following sub-question concerning 

structure:

• What kind of development of political careers can be expected given the 

structure, and, more specifi cally, to which features of the structure can this be 

attributed?
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The study of practices will concern the way in which a political career is conceived (in 

terms of Weber’s typology), while assuming that the relationship with the party is a 

crucial matter and that gender differences can be observed. Activities (both within 

the party and elected assemblies) after the fi rst election and, ultimately, the reasons 

why people leave politics will, consequently, be scrutinised. This is summarised in the 

following sub-questions:

• How do political careers evolve after the fi rst election?

• When, how and why do political careers come to an end?

• What features of political careers can be linked to ethnicity?

c. Discourses on representation

I now turn to a very different type of “practice”, namely what ethnic minority politicians say 

about what it means to be a representative and what the role involves. These questions 

are the subject of ongoing theoretical discussions and empirical analysis in political 

theory and political sociology (Pitkin, 1972; Dovi, 2006). Pitkin recalls that representing 

means making present what or whom is absent (Pitkin, 1972, p.3; p.8) and, for many, this 

straightforward defi nition continues to be the most useful. In other words, at the heart of 

representation is the notion that the role is about “making citizens’ voices, opinions, and 

perspectives ‘present’ in the public policymaking processes” (Dovi, 2006).

When looking at what representatives do, the most important controversy concerns 

whether a politician should act as a delegate (following the wishes of those who are 

represented) or a trustee (acting as he thinks is best; Pitkin, 1972, p.145; Dovi, 2006). The 

former approach supposes that: there is a clearly defi ned constituency; the representative 

has access to its opinions; and he/she is able to identify its interests. The electoral and 

political systems infl uence the extent to which representatives are seen as delegates or 

trustees. In the case of a constituency-based electoral system, one or more representative 

is elected to represent a particular geographical territory. If each constituency elects only 

one representative, it is very likely that he or she will act as a delegate. In the Dutch and 

French local electoral systems, however, the constituency (the inhabitants or voters of the 

city) is represented in a council, which is elected via a list-system with party competition. 

A trustee-conception of representation is, therefore, more likely to be both valued within 

the dominant ideology and observed empirically.

However, delegation-forms of representation might also be valued and observed 

within the French and Dutch local systems; group representation may not only be linked 

to the representation of a constituency, but can also refer to the representation of the 

interests of groups in society. Scholars who have highlighted this point usually relate it 

to historically disadvantaged minorities (women and national and ethnic minorities in 

particular; see Dovi, 2002; Mansbridge, 1999); in such circumstances, group representation 

works as a corrective mechanism. As Kymlicka, who is one of the advocates of this 

position, highlights, the fact is that some minorities – African-Americans and Hispanics 

in the US and Aboriginal peoples in Canada – are politically under-represented, leading 

to a presupposition, namely “that people can only be fully ‘represented’ by someone 

who shares their gender, class, occupation, ethnicity, language, etc.” (Kymlicka, 1995, 

p.138). At the same time, this author also  admits that mirror representation has its 

drawbacks; it can become unworkable and serve as an excuse not to care about those 
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who are represented by their “own people” (idem, p.139-140). Indeed, in such a scenario, 

representatives are less concerned with the general than with group interests. Despite 

the practical diffi culties that this might entail, Kymlicka argues in favour of minority group 

representation when equality, legitimacy, and symbolic issues are at stake (idem, p.151).

A conception of representation based on the idea of group representation may not 

necessarily mean that politicians resemble those they are supposed to act for in terms 

of their lives and experiences. This is the case when representatives represent a group 

symbolically (in this case “accuracy of correspondence is not an issue”, Pitkin writes; 1972, 

p.99)5 or, more generally, when they choose to look after the interests of a given group 

without being part of it. Accordingly, the discussions concerning who representatives 

are on the one hand (i.e. what signifi cance is attached to their gender, colour of skin, 

origin, and physical abilities etc.) and what they do on the other (i.e. what interests they 

represent and how their decisions are made) must be separated.

When discussing the signifi cance attached to who representatives are, a crucial 

discussion, which is also highly relevant to the present study, concerns the extent to 

which elected assemblies (more often than governments) should resemble those who are 

represented. For advocates of descriptive representation, true representation “depends 

on the representative’s characteristics, on what he is or is like” (Pitkin, 1972, p.61, emphasis 

in original). Among these scholars, Young stresses that representatives cannot put aside 

their particularities, instead believing that an elected politician should not be seen as the 

representative of one particular group (Young, 2000, p.133) even though identity and 

personal features have important functions. Young stresses the intrinsic value of diversity 

if democracy is to work well:

A democratic public ought to be fully inclusive of all social groups because the plurality 

of perspectives they offer to the public helps to disclose the reality and objectivity of 

the world in which they dwell together (Young, 2000, p.112).

Young focuses on the equal participation of all groups in terms of representation. 

The diversity of the elected assemblies is what matters here, and the link between an 

individual representative and the group that he/she may represent is less strong than in 

Kymlicka’s argument (see above).

The case put forward by Young for descriptive representation refers to what Mansbridge 

calls the aggregative function of democracy, namely the need to reach legitimate decisions, 

even when interests confl ict (Mansbridge, 1999, p.634). Indeed, according to Mansbridge, 

the deliberative function of democracy (i.e. aiming for the common good) also calls for the 

proportional presence of representatives from disadvantaged groups6:

(…) disadvantaged groups often need the full representation that proportionality 

allows in order to achieve several goals: deliberative synergy, critical mass, dispersion 

of infl uence, and a range of views within the group (idem, p.636).

This view has many critics, who instead focus on normative and practical arguments. 

These critics question the notion that one can easily defi ne which groups have the right 

5. Pitkin defi nes symbolic representation as: “symbolic representation seems to rest on emotional, affective, 

irrational psychological responses rather than on rationally justifi able criteria” (Pitkin, 1972, p.100).

6. Mansbridge says a group is disadvantaged when “group mistrust, uncrystallized interests, a history 

suggesting inability to rule, and low de facto legitimacy” apply to it (Mansbridge, 1999, p.628).
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to proportional representation, deriding the static defi nition of society that this entails. 

So, what is being refl ected with descriptive representation? Diffi cult questions have to be 

answered from a practical point of view: how many seats should a group have? How are 

group representatives held to account? Does the presence of descriptive representatives 

also guarantee that these individuals will defend the interests of their group? Some argue 

that foreseeing the implications of the full proportional representation of all groups 

in society means  that descriptive representation is impracticable (see Pitkin, 1972, 

pp.64-65; Mansbridge, 1999, p.629-630). Many of these criticisms do, however, pertain 

to the idea of “microscopic representation” (the notion that an assembly should be a 

miniature of society; idem, p.631), and this principle is even rejected by the proponents 

of descriptive representation (Kymlicka, 1995, p.139). Other critics dismiss the very idea 

that individual characteristics play a role in the decision-making process. The classic 

Republican approach encompasses the view that the aim of the democratic process 

is to defi ne the common good, while the representation of groups, factions or parties 

divides sovereignty (Rousseau, 1978 [1762], p.203). Followers of Rousseau argue that 

sovereignty belongs to the people, and the people (the nation) are conceived of as being 

indivisible (idem, p.198). Piktin underlines that most critics of descriptive representation 

stress that it ignores the actions of representatives (Pitkin, 1972, p.64). We, therefore, 

return to an issue that was raised earlier: what is it that representatives do? The literature 

does not provide us with many clues regarding how to analyse the daily work and actions 

of representatives. We do, however, know how to categorise the relationships they have 

with the electorate and specifi c groups within it.

Another crucial political actor must be introduced when discussing representation in 

the Western European context: political parties. Much of the literature on representation 

is concerned with the relationship between one individual representative and a defi ned 

constituency: what constitutes this relationship, how does it work, and what are the 

normative implications of different approaches? (See Mansbridge, 2003) This refl ects a 

focus on how systems of national legislative representation work, in particular in their 

Anglo-American forms. In other countries, including some Western European nations, 

representative bodies are elected through lists. This is also the case at the local level 

in most countries. In the case of a list-system, parties are an important actor in how 

representation functions. Mansbridge only briefl y addresses the implications of this “party 

discipline” model, which she sees as a form of “gyroscopic representation,”7 although she 

does highlight a few of its features:

(…) representatives look within to a set of principles and commitments that derive partly 

from their own ideals and partly from their commitment to the collective decisions of 

the party. The representative is also subject to party sanctions for not obeying the party, 

and the party in turn is subject to sanctions from the voters. (Mansbridge, 2003, p.521)

Being elected to represent a constituency – a city or city districts – via a party list thus 

adds to the complexity of the work of a representative. Reading Mansbridge, it seems 

that party-dependent representatives do not have any contact with their constituency, 

7. Mansbridge talks of gyroscopic representation when voters choose a representative from whom they 

accept that after the election, he/she will act on the basis of his/her own ideological choices and principles 

only (Mansbridge, 2003, p.515).
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but is this empirically the case? The fi ndings of Bourdieu (1981) tend to support this 

idea; his analysis of a crucial point in the relationship between the political party and his/

her representative, namely the investiture, underlines the dependency of representatives 

vis-à-vis their party. When it designates a candidate, the party recognises him/her as 

being entitled to represent the party in an election, and this symbolic act has signifi cant 

performative power. The party – in Bourdieu’s words: the institution – can only designate 

people upon whom it can fully rely:

La loi qui régit les échanges entre les agents et les institutions peut s’énoncer ainsi : 

l’institution donne tout, à commencer par le pouvoir sur l’institution, à ceux qui ont 

tout donné à l’institution, mais parce qu’ils n’étaient rien en dehors de l’institution et 

sans l’institution et qu’ils ne peuvent renier l’institution sans se renier purement et 

simplement en se privant de tout ce qu’ils sont par et pour l’institution à laquelle ils 

doivent tout. (Bourdieu, 1981. p.19; emphasis in original)

Bourdieu insists on the relationship of subordination that results from this process of 

designation. According to him, this process strengthens the dependence of the candidate 

on the party for those who were already dependent upon it; in fact, this is the time 

when the candidate becomes a full agent of the party. This raises many questions: are 

representatives indeed the agents of the party? Do they have the means to let their own 

ideas prevail, or do they follow the decisions of the party? Does the commitment to 

voters play a role in the representatives’ decisions? Do representatives have contact with 

the electorate in any event? This study seeks to address these issues.

In summary, the features of the structure which seem relevant from this perspective 

are the dominant conceptions of representation and the position of political parties. 

To defi ne these dominant views, I will utilise electoral rules regarding the function of a 

representative, study analyses of the dominant defi nition of what or whom representatives 

should represent, consider the designation of candidates (and the implications thereof) 

and look at the relationship between representatives and their party. This is summarised 

in the following two sub-questions:

• How is representation generally regarded?

• What is the role of ethnicity in the dominant conceptions of representation?

The “practices” that are studied here refer to the discourse of ethnic minority 

representatives in terms of who or what it is that they represent, with a particular focus 

on the extent to which parties intervene and politicians wish to represent specifi c groups 

(and, ultimately, their ethnic group) and/or their party. Furthermore, what the politicians 

say it is that representatives do will also be addressed. The research questions relating to 

the issues raised here are:

• Who or what do politicians wish to represent and how?

• What does representation involve?

• What role does ethnicity play in the conceptions of representation related by 

the respondents?

The main research questions deriving from the theoretical discussions presented here are 

summarised in Table 1.1. As referred to earlier, two perspectives are contrasted: structure 

and individual practices. I have chosen to focus more specifi cally on individual practices, 
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since these have been typically overlooked in the current research on ethnic minority 

political participation.

Based upon the distinction between structure and practices, and on the 

understanding of both that I have detailed here, I will now proceed to describe the 

methodological design of my study and the data that was gathered in order to answer 

the questions I have just posed. Consequently, Chapter III will focus on the description 

of the structure, while Chapters IV, V and VI will deal with each of the three types of 

practices that I have highlighted herein.

Table 1.1: Summary of  research questions

Structure Practice

Access to politics Which features of the 
structure determine the 
opportunities for ethnic 
minority politicians to gain 
access to politics and how?

Who gets access to politics?

How do these individuals get 
access to politics?

Development of careers What kind of development 
of political careers can 
be expected given the 
structure and, more 
specifi cally, to which 
features of the structure can 
this be attributed?

How do political careers 
evolve after the fi rst election?

When, how and why do 
political careers come to an 
end?

What features of political 
careers can be linked to 
ethnicity?

Conceptions of 
representation

How is representation 
generally regarded?

What is the role 
of ethnicity in the 
dominant conceptions of 
representation?

Who or what do the 
politicians wish to represent 
and how?

What does representation 
consist of?

What role does ethnicity 
play in the conceptions of 
representation related by the 
respondents?
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Chapter II

Methodology

The aim of this chapter is to reveal the research design of this work and the methodological 

choices made herein. I will begin by refl ecting upon the fact that I used data which was 

collected for another study in the early 1990s, meaning that the form and method of 

the 1990s’ research have guided the decisions made concerning my own piece of work. 

Subsequently, I will detail the comparative method that I have chosen to apply, and will 

then explain my research design. Finally, the ultimate section of this chapter describes 

how the data was collected and analysed.

I.  Initial methodological choices

About 30 city councillors, district councillors, (district) deputy mayors and party offi cials 

of Turkish, Moroccan, Surinamese and Antillean origin were interviewed in Amsterdam 

in 1990 and 1994 for a research project set up by Cadat. In addition, in 1992, some 

30 migrant politicians, candidates and elected councillors of Antillean or North-African 

descent were interviewed in Paris and its regions. The characteristics of this research 

population and, linked thereto, the reasoning behind the selection of Amsterdam and 

the Paris region as case studies, must both be highlighted here. Cadat initially focused 

on ethnic minority politicians who were elected and/or held party positions. He also 

interviewed people with foreign backgrounds (fi rst and second generation immigrants), 

as well as those from overseas territories. This approach led to me defi ning the research 

population in terms of “ethnic minorities”, as I have explained in the Introduction.
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Cadat then decided to compare the circumstances in Amsterdam with those in 

Paris. Accordingly, Parisian politicians were also interviewed. However, since their number 

was too small for comparison purposes, the research population in France was extended 

to include elected politicians (municipal and regional councillors), candidates in various 

elections, and party offi cials in the entire Paris region (Ile-de-France). While identifying the 

research population in Amsterdam was straightforward (all of the councillors of foreign 

origin and from overseas territories, as well as a few high profi le party offi cials), in the 

Paris area the identifi cation of ethnic minority politicians took place through the analysis 

of election news (during the 1992 regional elections) and a snowballing technique.

I adopted some of the characteristics of Cadat’s study, but also chose to re-focus 

on certain other aspects. In the Introduction, I explained that the focus on the local 

level, and the comparison between the capital cities of France and the Netherlands, was 

both necessary and appealing. As I also made clear, I am particularly interested in the 

(potential) tension between representation and ethnicity, which is why I chose to use 

only the 1990s’ interviews that were conducted with elected representatives. Moreover, 

given that a large majority of the interviewees had been elected at the local level, I 

chose to concentrate on those who held municipal mandates. The research population 

herein, therefore, includes those born, or who have at least one parent who was born, 

abroad or in overseas territories and who have been elected to a city council or a district 

council. Both a positional and an ethnic criterion are thus used to describe the research 

population.

For the new series of interviews conducted with elected councillors who currently 

hold offi ce, I chose to re-focus on Paris. My reasoning related to the fact that after 

their (respective) 2008 and 2006 elections, a representative sample of ethnic minority 

councillors could be identifi ed both in Paris and in Amsterdam. A neat comparison of 

access to politics, and discourses on representation in two different contexts but at a 

similar point in time, is, therefore, now possible.

Crucial to the design of this study is the distinction between groups of interviewees. 

There were two groups in each city/region, the fi rst of which was composed of politicians 

interviewed in the 1990s and who have been re-interviewed, while the second included 

ethnic minority councillors who currently hold offi ce. By cross-cutting both the research 

focus, as set out in the previous chapter, and the available data, different comparisons 

can be distinguished for the analysis in the following chapters:

1. The comparison of access to the local political arena in Amsterdam after the 

1990 and 2006 elections (cross-time);

2. The comparison of access to the local political arena, at a similar point in time, 

in Amsterdam (2006 elections) and Paris (2008 elections) (cross-city);

3. The comparison of the development of the political careers of councillors 

who were elected in Amsterdam and the Paris region in the early 1990s (both 

longitudinal and cross-cities);

4. The comparison of discourses on representation across four groups of 

interviewees (cross-time and cross-city: Amsterdam in the 1990s and 2008, the 

Paris region in 1992 and Paris in 2007/2008).

These different analytical elements of the study are set out in Figure 2.1. In Amsterdam, 

a neat comparison can be made between the interviews conducted in 1990 and 1994 
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and those from 2008. This is because the issue of access to the local political arena is 

at the heart of the study in both cases, while the research population is either the total 

population or a representative sample thereof (fi rst arrow in fi gure 2.1). 1

Figure 2.1: Levels of  comparison in the study of  ethnic minority politicians

Furthermore, I also studied the issue of access to politics in terms of the ethnic minority 

councillors in Paris in 2007 and 2008. The fi ndings made can be compared to the situation 

in Amsterdam at the same time, with representative samples of the total population 

being used in both cases (second arrow).

The longitudinal data (the interviews conducted in the early 1990s and, with the 

same respondents, in 2006 and 2007) is used to describe political careers over time. In 

Figure 3.1, this longitudinal aspect for Amsterdam is depicted in the dark grey area, while 

this is portrayed for the Paris region in the light grey section. The longitudinal analysis of 

political careers is then compared across the different contexts (third arrow in Figure 3.1).

Now that the groups and cities under comparison have been defi ned, it is important 

to explain how the comparisons will be conducted and to what end. A comparison is not 

a self-evident analytical tool, but must be informed by a comparative strategy or method. 

Accordingly, the design of the comparative method used in the present study will now 

be explained.

II.  The comparative method

In the social sciences, comparisons are seen as being one of the most effi cient ways of 

arriving at general conclusions because of the diffi culty of conducting experiments. The 

purpose of comparisons is to control for certain variables so as to be able to describe 

and explain the effect of an independent variable on a dependent one. Accordingly, 

1. In the comparison of access to politics, the group of fi rst interviewees in the Paris region is not included, 

because it is not a representative sample of the population of ethnic minority councillors in a given context 

and at the particular time.

Amsterdam Parisian region/Paris 

Time of 
interview 

Data Time of 
interview 

Data 

1990/1994 Cadat’s interviews (23) 1992 Cadat’s interviews 
(region of Paris: 15) 

2006/2007 Same respondents 
re-interviewed (16) 

2007 Same respondents 
re-interviewed (11) 

2008 Interviews with currently 
elected councillors (15) 

2007/2008 Interviews with currently 
elected councillors 
(Paris: 17) 

3 

1 

2 
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causation is the ultimate aim of a comparison, and this is the bottom-line of some of 

the most well-known works on this tool. Mill’s A System of Logic (1904), although mainly 

concerned with the “laws of nature” (idem, p.255), has been very infl uential in the social 

sciences, due to the clarity of the different methods of comparison that he presents 

therein. According to Mill, there are two basic comparative methods. The fi rst is the 

“Method of Agreement”, and its aim is to defi ne the one variable that is present in two 

instances where the same phenomenon occurs (idem, p.255). The second method is 

called the “Method of Difference”, in which the purpose is to defi ne the one variable 

upon which two situations differ when a phenomenon occurs in one but not the other 

(idem, p.256).

Although both methods are based on the same principle of eliminating variables 

that are neither the cause nor the effect of the phenomenon observed (idem), there are 

important differences when it comes to the type of conclusions that can be reached. 

Mill argues that the Method of Agreement can only lead to “laws of phenomena” (idem, 

p.258), since the researcher can never be certain that the variable that is common to the 

observed circumstances is the only cause of the phenomenon under study (idem, p.257). 

Accordingly, to Mill, the Method of Difference is, therefore, the only suitable way of 

defi ning causation (idem, p.258). This is because it is a method of “artifi cial experiment,” 

in which the two instances compared must be similar in every respect except for the 

single variable under study (idem, p.256).

In their Logic of Comparative Social Inquiry, Przeworski and Teune (1970) also 

distinguish two comparative methods, both of which have much in common with those 

proposed by Mill. Crucial to these scholars is the concept of system, which is defi ned as 

a stable pattern of interactions between “individuals, groups, communities, institutions, 

or governments”. This is generally taken to refer to societies, nations or cultures (idem, 

p.12). How one makes a comparison, and for what purposes, depends upon whether the 

systems compared are mainly different, or mainly similar. In the case of mostly similar 

systems, the purpose of the comparison is to identify variations within each of the 

systems being compared. These variations are then explained in terms of the features 

of the systems themselves. This is called the “most similar systems design” (idem, p.33).

In the case of mostly different systems, the research design starts with an 

assumption, namely that the units of analysis (at “the lowest level observed in the 

study, most often individuals”, idem, p.36) were drawn from the same population, albeit 

observed in different systems: “in other words … systemic factors do not play any role in 

explaining the observed behaviour” (idem, pp.34-35). The features of the systems that 

are compared only come into play if this initial assumption is rejected (idem). As the 

authors explain, this “most different systems’ design centers on eliminating irrelevant 

systemic factors” (idem, p.35).

The present study is not primarily concerned with causation; the aim is not to 

describe the effect of explanatory variables on a dependent variable, as in the methods 

proposed by Mill and Przeworski and Teune, but to instead explore the role of ethnicity in 

three types of political practices (access to politics, development of career and discourses 

on representation). I, therefore, decided to rely upon a form of comparison that focuses on 

the end of fi nding general mechanisms, as in the defi nition provided by Lagroye and his 

colleagues, who explained that comparison reveals: the variety of types of “objective orders” 

(which I call structures); the diversity of historical dynamics; and other general processes:
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(…) cette démarche fait apparaître à la fois la variété des types d’ordre objectivé 

et des confi gurations sociales et politiques correspondantes, la diversité relative 

des dynamiques historiques d’où résultent les différents arrangements de règles, 

de pratiques et de croyances concernant la politique, et la généralité de certains 

processus: l’objectivation et l’institutionnalisation, les effets d’interdépendance, le rôle 

des interactions concrètes ou la domination… (Lagroye et al., 2002, p.193)

While I have avoided defi ning causal mechanisms, I do use the defi nitions of comparison 

proposed by Mill and Przeworski and Teune for the comparative design of the present 

study. So, the comparison in a similar context (Amsterdam), but across time, is combined 

with the comparison across cities (Amsterdam vs. Paris) and across time. Using 

Przeworski and Teune’s terminology, a “most similar systems design” is thus used in the 

comparison of the access of ethnic minorities to politics in Amsterdam over an interval of 

15 years (Przeworski & Teune, 1970, pp.32-34). Within this form of comparison, the focus 

is on fi nding crucial differences between the two situations in order to draw general 

conclusions. The ability to do this requires conditions that are diffi cult to achieve. As Mill 

comments on the method of difference, true similarity is diffi cult to attain. Lijphart has 

also argued that “the same country is not really the same at different times”, although 

he did concede that the diachronic study of the same case is “an alternative way of 

maximizing comparability” (Lijphart, 1971, p.689). It will, therefore, be necessary to be 

cautious in terms of considering the extent to which Amsterdam has retained a similar 

system between 1990 and 2006.

The comparison of access to politics, the development of careers, and discourses 

on representation in Amsterdam and Paris will proceed from the perspective of a 

“most different systems design.” In the next chapter, I will demonstrate that the two 

cases are mainly different in terms of the systemic variables which may infl uence the 

political actions of immigrants and ethnic minorities. Subsequently, if the comparison 

reveals similarities between the two cases, general conclusions may be reached. These 

conclusions may be of different kinds. Firstly, as Przeworski and Teune explain, if the 

populations being examined appear to have similarities in terms of the variables under 

study, it is possible to regard them as homogeneous, despite the dissimilarity of the 

contexts in which they are situated. In other words, the context would appear to have 

had no infl uence on the practices studied. Secondly, similarity can (also) take the form 

of similar patterns of relationships between variables. Przeworski and Teune argue that 

different fi ndings across countries do not mean that their systems differ; systems differ 

only if the relationship between variables differs:

The countries differ with regard to their levels of education, class structure, and family 

socialization, but they do not differ as systems so long as their patterns of relationships 

are the same. Systems differ not when the frequency of particular characteristics differ, 

but when the patterns of the relationships among variables differ (Przeworksi & Teune, 

1970, p.45, emphasis in original).

In other words, if the study of ethnic minority politicians in Amsterdam and (the region 

of) Paris reveals similar patterns in terms of: who has access to the political arena and 

in what form; how careers evolve; and what the ethnic minority politicians’ discourses 

on representation are, a general conclusion might be drawn about ethnic minorities in 
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Western-European local politics. If, however, the practices identifi ed are dissimilar, but 

the mechanisms are similar, a general conclusion could again be drawn about the ways 

in which those belonging to ethnic minorities get access to politics, lead their political 

careers, and develop discourses on representation in Western-European cities. If not, no 

general mechanism will arise, which will highlight the role of the context; i.e. practices 

differ because the contexts are different.

The methodological choices made in the 1990s’ study are incorporated into the 

initial methodological decisions made in the present research. They have also orientated 

its comparative design. The next section, however, concerns the more practical choices 

made while conducting my fi eldwork.

III. Gathering data

The attention paid in this work to issues of both structure and practices implies that 

several methods are used to obtain information. However, the originality of this research 

lies in its longitudinal, qualitative data at the level of individual practices. Accordingly, 

there is a particular focus on the analysis of the data collected about these practices, i.e. 

at the level of the individual political careers of the subjects of the study. This assessment 

is based on in-depth, semi-directed interviews.2

a. The interviews

• Sampling

There were different criteria governing the choice of interviewees in the 1990s’ research 

when compared to the circumstances of the current study. So, the group of respondents 

interviewed in Amsterdam in 1990 refl ected the total research population, since all ethnic 

minority councillors were approached and a large majority of them were interviewed. 

In the Paris region in 1992, Cadat held interviews during the election campaign for the 

regional council. In doing so, he used his personal network, got names from newspaper 

articles and used snowballing techniques to form his pool of interviewees. I looked for the 

people who were interviewed in the 1990s by using the internet, telephone directories, 

and the town halls of the municipalities where they were (or had been) elected (see 

subsection below on response and non-response).

For the new series of interviews, and given the size of the research population in 

both Amsterdam and Paris, I had to select representative samples. I, therefore, started 

by gathering data on all ethnic minority councillors, which I then entered into (Excel) 

databases. The information gathered in this way was obtained from offi cial sources (the 

city and district websites), press archives and through internet searches.3 I, thus, created 

a database which contained the details of all of the ethnic minority councillors elected 

in Amsterdam after the 2006 elections (eight to the city council and 75 to the district 

2. See Appendix 1 for a list of all interviewees.

3. Information found on the internet was only used when it had been cross-checked.
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councils in January 2008). The information included data about gender, party affi liation, 

origin, and, if available, additional facts such as occupation, education and civic activities. 

For Paris, I began with a database of all of the Parisian councillors elected in 2007 (during 

my fi rst fi eldwork period there, see Appendix 2), which included details of gender and 

party affi liation. Then, since the Conseil de Paris’ website included information about its 

representatives’ date and place of birth, I was able to identify 23 people elected thereto 

who had been born abroad. I also identifi ed seven councillors elected in the districts 

of Paris who could also be regarded as belonging to the research population. A new 

database was created during the second fi eldwork period in Paris (June-July 2008). This 

included the details of 58 ethnic minority councillors elected in the 20 districts of Paris 

and the Conseil de Paris after the March 2008 elections, with information about gender, 

party affi liation, date and place of birth, occupation, and civic activities, if available.

Gender, origin, party affi liation and district elected to were the criteria used to create 

the samples of interviewees. This is information that was available for all of the councillors, 

and each criterion is presumed to have some infl uence on both how people got access 

to the local political arena and their discourses on representation. As was explained in 

the previous chapter, women have a particular position in politics and it was, therefore, 

important to ascertain if this was also the case for ethnic minority women. The issue of 

party affi liation is important, because of the dominance of some parties in each city and 

district, while the origins of the councillors interviewed were intended to be as diverse 

as possible, enabling this variable to be controlled for (and meaning that conclusions 

would not be drawn based on a group of respondents of the same origin). Variation 

across districts was also sought, because the share of the ethnic minority population 

differed from one district to another, which might have been related to the contacts 

that councillors have with specifi c groups within the population. Moreover, the relative 

presence of ethnic minority councillors in the district council was also taken into account 

since some respondents were elected to councils where they were the only (or one of a 

few) ethnic minority representative(s), while others were elected in districts where ethnic 

minority councillors were present in signifi cant numbers. This was important in terms 

of the discourses on representation, and was based on the assumption that in district 

councils with many ethnic minority councillors, it is less likely that these individuals will 

identify with (or be identifi ed as) being part of a minority group and, thus, be expected 

to relate to the ethnic minority electorate and population. In the Parisian case, an extra 

criterion was used to create the sample, namely whether someone was a (district) deputy 

mayor, a councillor with a “delegation” or “simply” a councillor. This was taken into 

account both as a way of identifying what the position of ethnic minority councillors was 

in the hierarchical political structure of Paris, and as a way of checking if position and (the 

type of) access were linked.

One important characteristic of the groups of respondents both in the 1990s and 

more recently is that native or autochthonous councillors are not included. Accordingly, 

unless information was collected on the profi les of all councillors (which was possible to 

a limited extent in 2007 and 2008 in Paris and Amsterdam), the study’s conclusions will 

not relate to councillors in general, or to the differences and similarities between ethnic 

minority and autochthonous representatives. In particular, the ethnic minority councillors’ 

discourses on representation cannot be compared to those of their native counterparts. 

This limitation is acknowledged and taken into account in the conclusions that are drawn.
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• Response and non-response

The fi eldwork began in Amsterdam in November 2006. It proved to be relatively easy 

to get in touch with people via email (contact information was found on the internet), 

and none of those I contacted refused to cooperate. Nevertheless, three individuals I 

got in touch with were not keen to make appointments (promising that they would 

call back, but did not, in fact, do so). So, with these people, although I had been able 

to contact them, I was not able to meet them. Four of the initial group of the 1990s’ 

respondents were untraceable by the means that I used.4 One subject preferred to have 

a (brief) conversation by telephone, while 15 face-to-face interviews were held between 

November 2006 and February 2007 (except for two which took place in November 2007 

and March 2008).5

The fi rst stage of the fi eldwork in the Paris region also related to the 15 interviewees 

who had been interviewed in 1992. I contacted these respondents by post after 

fi nding addresses in phone books (four respondents), on the websites of the relevant 

municipalities (for three respondents who were elected at the local level), or via their 

work (two respondents), or acquaintances (again two interviewees). One respondent 

had died and three others could not be traced. All of the other respondents (11) were 

contacted and replied positively to my request. The interviews were subsequently 

conducted between March and June 2007 (with one taking place in January 2008).

During this fi rst fi eldwork trip to Paris, I interviewed the ethnic minority politicians 

elected there and in two suburb municipalities. I also sent letters and emails to 23 members 

of the Conseil de Paris who were either born abroad (six in Algeria, fi ve in Morocco, 

three in Tunisia, and the others in the USA, Madagascar, Lebanon, Spain, Switzerland, 

Canada and Germany – a large number of these people were of French origin), or were 

presumed to be of foreign origin (one councillor). I also contacted six district councillors 

who, according to their name, colour of skin, or information provided by others I had 

been in touch with, belonged to the research population. Only three councillors replied 

to my letter, one of whom agreed to be interviewed, while the other two referred me to 

colleagues. A long process of telephone calls and using the postal service (or trying to), 

therefore, had little success.

The electoral campaigns of April/May 2007 (presidential) and June 2007 (legislative) 

were often used as a reason not to cooperate. Above all, the main problem I faced 

was related to the fact that there were very few direct ways to get in touch with the 

councillors, while their secretaries and assistants were not particularly helpful (with a 

few notable exceptions). Practical reasons thus played a major part in the diffi culties I 

encountered. The topic being addressed added to this problem; my letters and emails, in 

which I explained that the study concerned ethnic minority councillors, were also sent – 

without notice – to deputy mayors and councillors in charge of (“délégation”) integration, 

diversity, equality and the like. Ultimately, seven ethnic minority councillors elected in 

Paris (of the 29 I contacted) were interviewed in June, July and December 2007 and in 

January 2008. Discouraged by the poor response rate, I considered abandoning the idea 

4. I did not try to get in touch with Tara Singh Varma, a former city councillor in Amsterdam and former 

MP for the green party, GroenLinks. This is because she is known to have had a psychiatric breakdown. 

Fortunately, however, a lot is known about the development of her political career via newspaper articles, and 

I will deal with this in Chapter V.

5. I would like to thank Meindert Fennema for interviewing one respondent in Willemstad, Curaçao.
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of interviewing current councillors and instead focusing on the longitudinal data. In the 

meantime, I turned to a new series of interviews in Amsterdam.

These were conducted between March and May 2008. Eighteen potential 

respondents were selected on the basis of their gender, origin, party affi liation and 

district. These representatives were contacted via the details available on the websites 

of the relevant municipalities and districts, and included eight ethnic minority municipal 

councillors. In the district councils I focused on the 53 councillors who had not been 

elected in 2002,6 since the focus was on access to politics and making a comparison 

with the newcomers elected in 1990. Of these newcomers, the only person elected to a 

right-wing party was asked to give an interview. All of the other potential respondents 

were either members of the social-democratic or the green parties (which corresponded 

to the party affi liation balance in the entire research population). Given the gender 

ratio in the group of newcomers (30 men, 23 women), six males and four females were 

approached about an interview. Three councillors of Turkish origin were contacted, 

because 30 percent of the ethnic minority councillors were of Turkish descent, while 

two councillors of Moroccan origin and two with a Surinamese background were also 

approached, which is again in line with the share of these groups among the newcomers 

to local politics. Finally, the choice of potential respondents was also infl uenced by the 

differences between districts. In Oud-Zuid, Westerpark and Zeeburg, those with an ethnic 

background were in a small minority in the council, despite their presence in the district. 

Accordingly, these councillors were also approached for interview. In contrast, the large 

presence of Turkish and Moroccan immigrants (and their descendents) in Geuzenveld 

and Slotervaart, and their signifi cant presence in the district council, led to a focus on 

these districts. Two people did not reply to my emails and could not be contacted by 

telephone. Furthermore, because of the topic of the study7, another municipal councillor 

was reluctant to cooperate (although she didn’t explicitly refuse to do so). Ultimately, 

it was not possible to make an appointment with her. Nevertheless, with 15 interviews, 

the response rate was pleasingly high and the councillors were cooperative and friendly.

The second phase of the Parisian fi eldwork was conducted in June and July 2008, 

when I had the opportunity to spend time at the CEVIPOF (Centre de recherches politiques 

de Sciences Po, Paris) as a guest researcher. Fortunately, the March 2008 local elections 

proved to be very interesting, since the issue of what the French call “diversité” was 

high on the political agenda (after the 2005 “banlieues” riots and the later appointment 

by President Sarkozy of three ministers of foreign descent). Moreover, the number of 

ethnic minority councillors also increased signifi cantly. I fi rst began my search for ethnic 

minority and migrant councillors in the 20 districts of Paris by checking the names and 

photographs on the websites of the district municipalities. I then ran the names I had 

found in this way (those councillors who most obviously belonged to the research 

population) through a press database (Factiva) and the internet. This not only helped me 

to fi nd information (date and place of birth, occupation, origin) about several  potential 

subjects, but also helped me to identify other ethnic minority councillors. Finally, through 

6. This appeared to not be a completely reliable indicator of whether people had held a seat in the council 

before the 2006 elections; during the interviews, it appeared that three respondents had accessed the council 

during the 2002-2006 period, and that one had held a seat in a council a few years before then.

7. This councillor said that she did not want to be identifi ed as an immigrant, and was opposed to the idea of 

the study.
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my interviews and discussions, I was gradually able to add a number of individuals to the 

list. Ultimately, 58 councillors (of a total of 517) were found to be of foreign descent and/

or belonged to ethnic minorities.

Fifteen people were contacted for an interview, and this choice of potential 

respondents was based on a number of criteria; as I had already interviewed some of 

the councillors who were successful in the previous elections, only those elected in 2008, 

who had not been a councillor in a previous period, were approached. Moreover, more 

women (9/15) than men were asked for an interview, because this refl ected the ratio 

of female ethnic minority councillors elected in Paris, while more left-wing than right-

wing councillors were approached (13/15), again because of the ratio thereof in the 

research population. The districts played a role as well: two councillors elected in districts 

where they were the only ethnic minority representative (5th and 16th district) were 

asked for an interview, as were those elected in districts where there was more than 

one ethnic minority representative. Moreover, in some districts, all of the ethnic minority 

councillors were newly elected (the 10th), while in others (the 19th for example) they had 

held seats for longer. Councillors from both of these districts were interviewed. I also 

approached councillors who were in the role of the opposition in their neighbourhood, 

as well as those who were in the majority. These respondents included deputy mayors 

and councillors with a “délégation.” So far as the issue of origin was concerned, valuable 

variation was easily achieved.

Three of the councillors I contacted did not reply and could, therefore, not be 

interviewed. I had also got in touch with another respondent, but since the date of the 

interview was postponed several times, it was not possible to proceed. Eleven interviews 

were held, and the response rate was, thus, high. After the experiences I had a year 

earlier, this came as a pleasant surprise. A few factors may have played a role in this 

improved scenario: newly elected councillors may be more approachable than those who 

have been in offi ce for several years and the status of the institute where I was a guest 

(CEVIPOF) might have also increased the willingness of councillors to cooperate with the 

study (a few respondents asked about the CEVIPOF, although I always made it clear that 

I was affi liated to IMES and the University of Amsterdam).

• The questionnaires

In order to make a comparison possible, the interview questions were based on the 

questionnaire used in the early 1990s (Appendix 4a). It included questions on: the profi le 

and background of the interviewee (date and place of birth, education, occupation, 

occupation of parents), political socialisation (political activities of parents) and party 

membership. Topics also covered were how the subject related to the electorate (in 

particular, the electorate of migrant origin), the role of ethnicity in politics in general 

and in the respondent’s political activities in particular, the respondent’s analysis of 

discrimination, and his/her conception of political integration.

The new questionnaire used for the panel-interviews (Appendix 4b) started with 

questions on the profi le of the respondent (to see if changes had occurred in terms of 

education, occupation, party membership), and went on to deal with experiences within 

the party and politics since the 1990s’ interviews. More general questions about the 

position of ethnic minorities in politics were also included.
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The new questionnaire for the current politicians (Appendix 4c) was based to a 

large extent on the document used in the early 1990s, and included similar questions 

on the profi le and experiences of the respondent within the party and politics. However, 

the project which started in the early 1990s focused on discrimination, the perceptions 

of differences in discrimination and reactions thereto. These are not central themes 

in the present study and the questions on these issues were, therefore, not repeated. 

Furthermore, I paid more attention to the process of political integration than had 

been the case in the 1990s, meaning that more questions were included on political 

socialisation and the type of contacts and experiences that had led to party membership 

and an election.

• Conducting interviews8

I prepared for the interviews by carefully reading those from the 1990s (for the panel 

interviewees) and using information found in press archives (both Factiva and Lexis Nexis 

were used) and on the internet. Data identifi ed in this way was always checked during 

the interviews.

I did not usually have a very strict line of questioning, instead following the 

interviewees’ reasoning as much as possible. A number of issues did, however, need 

to be addressed and I also required some factual information; so, if these matters were 

raised spontaneously by the respondent, I did not always explicitly ask about them. I 

was usually only directive at the very start and the very end of the interviews, so as 

to make sure that I had gathered all of the information that I needed to obtain. My 

aims in the interviews were to collect facts about the development of the respondents’ 

political career (with questions about membership of parties and associations, the length 

of the mandate etc.), and to understand the motives, analysis and frame of mind of 

the interviewees. I tried to identify if there were any dilemmas and, if so, how these 

were resolved. I also highlighted any contradictions, but only in order to understand the 

respondents’ line of reasoning. The interviews generally lasted for one hour.

The way I envisaged the interviews was infl uenced by the work of Sayad, who viewed 

the technique as a form of socio-analyse, where the interviewee is his/her “own analyst,” 

or, in Sayad’s words, “en mesure d’élaborer lui-même les questions et les réponses de 

nature à donner (relativement) plus de sens et d’unité à son existence” (Sayad, 1991, 

p.257). Sayad applied this approach by repeating interviews with the same respondents, 

which my research design did not enable me to do. Moreover, the interviews I conducted 

were relatively short, and the level of trust and free speech required to attain “socio-

analysis” was, therefore, diffi cult to achieve. Nevertheless, I believe that through a largely 

empathetic attitude and the use of questions aimed at understanding the frame of 

mind of the interviewees, the quality of the interviews was, by and large, satisfactory, 

particularly given the friendly and cooperative approach of most of the respondents.

The interviews were conducted in different places: cafés (eight in the Paris region 

and seven in Amsterdam); at the offi ces of the respondent (work offi ce: three French 

respondents and fi ve in Amsterdam; political offi ce: 16 French respondents and seven  

in Amsterdam); at the home of the respondent (one French respondent and fi ve in 

8. For details on how the interviews were conducted in the early 1990s, and the implications of this in terms 

of their use, see Appendix 3.
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Amsterdam); or at the researcher’s institute (fi ve respondents in Amsterdam). The 

difference in setting does not seem to have had an infl uence on the interview content, 

save in the cases where it was conducted in a space where colleagues or acquaintances 

could pass by and eventually hear some of what was being said. In such situations, which 

occurred twice, I chose to stop recording and made notes instead.

I tried to be sensitive to cues regarding how the respondents perceived me as 

an interviewer. In the Dutch context, my affi liation to the Institute for Migration and 

Ethnic Studies (IMES) and the University of Amsterdam seems to have been an important 

marker. I was seen as being Dutch, and respondents assumed that I was well aware of the 

political context and the basic rules of the political game. In the French context, this was 

less self-evident, but because of my French name and knowledge, the respondents did 

not usually perceive me as an outsider. It was, however, sometimes useful to reiterate that 

I came from the Netherlands, which enabled me to legitimately ask about certain issues.

I kept fi eldwork diaries in which I recorded all of my attempts to contact people, 

the telephone conversations I had and my impressions following the interviews. These 

diaries were also useful for recording information that the respondents did not provide 

during the taped part of the meetings.

• Analysis of interviews

All of the interviews conducted in the 1990s were taped and subsequently fully 

transcribed.9 The act of transcription is a time for refl ection, and notes were taken 

during this phase concerning issues that surfaced. Whenever possible, the interviews 

were transcribed during the fi eldwork, so that the strengths and weaknesses (questions 

that were misunderstood, for example, or questions or cues that yielded interesting 

refl ections from the respondents) of the initial interviews could serve a purpose for 

the rest of the fi eldwork.10 Unfortunately, not all of the interviews could be transcribed, 

either for practical reasons11 or because two respondents did not agree to having the 

conversation taped (one because of a claim that her Dutch was poor, while the other 

was only prepared to say that she did not want to be recorded). In total, 12 of the 59 

interviews could not be taped. Notes were taken during these interviews, which were 

completed immediately after the interview in order to record as many details as possible, 

despite the absence of a full transcript.

Following a typology of Scott and Alwin, I distinguished between the different 

types of information gathered in the interviews: events, an accumulation of experiences, 

and evaluation or interpretations (Scott & Alwin, 1998, p.100-102). The fi rst type relates 

to the reconstruction by the respondent of past events in his career and his political 

socialisation. The second refers to “where people are” at the time of the interview. These 

two types are regarded as concerning relatively objective data, such as elements of the 

profi le of the respondents (age, education, occupation of parents, socialisation, party 

9. For questions of why transcribe, how to transcribe, and what to do with transcripts, Beaud & Weber’s 

handbook (1997) was very useful.

10. This does not, however, mean that the last set of interviews is always better than the initial one!

11. One interview was conducted via the telephone, and could not, therefore, be taped. Other practical 

problems included the fact that the recording device failed to record at some point and that some of the 

circumstances in which the interviews were held (busy cafés) did not allow a good quality of recording.
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membership, etc.). This type of data was summarised in (Excel) databases so that it could 

be compared and analysed.

The third type of data is considered to be more subjective, but what is interesting 

here is not only what the respondents tell us, but also how they tell us about it. Therefore, 

when transcribed, the interviews were analysed and coded using software (MaxQDA). 

This involved many readings of the interviews, while grounded coding, in which the 

respondents’ words and meanings are categorised, was utilised. The conceptions of 

representation of the respondents (Chapter VI) will be analysed this way.

b. Other data

A brief mention should be made about the data which will be presented in this study 

and which was not based on the interviews. Chapter III, which deals with the context 

of Amsterdam, Paris and the Paris region in terms of the electoral system, the political 

system, the political culture and the role of migration, was written using secondary 

sources. To the extent that elements of the party structure and political culture could not 

be retrieved in this way, I conducted a few interviews with experts in the fi eld (Madani 

Cheurfa, Jean Chiche, Elisabeth Dupoirier, Florence Haegel and Claude Dargent).

Chapters IV and V, which concern the political careers of ethnic minority politicians, 

are predominantly based on the data obtained from the interviews. However, the 

databases that I created on the ethnic minority councillors in Amsterdam and Paris 

(which were used to create the samples) were also used as a source of information, since 

they provided insight into some of the features of the total research population.

IV. Conclusion

Given the fact that this research is partly based on a previous study, the methodological 

choices made in the 1990s had to be taken into account. I have explained how I dealt 

with this material and made decisions about what would be used in the present study. 

The study’s focus on ethnic minority politicians in Amsterdam and the Paris region was 

orientated towards a concentration on both the representatives elected at the local 

level and Amsterdam and Paris. The previous study also guided the comparative design 

of the present work: the interviews collected in the 1990s form the starting point of a 

longitudinal study of political careers, and the interviews conducted in Amsterdam are 

the basis of a “most similar systems design”, whereby access to politics over time is 

studied, focussing on changes between the early 1990s and the current circumstances. 

The comparison of the interviews conducted in Amsterdam and Paris provides an 

opportunity to analyse access to politics, the development of careers and discourses on 

representation in different contexts and across time; in other words, a “most different 

systems design.” As explained above, the conclusions that will be drawn from the analysis 

will depend upon the degree of similarity of the practices which will be observed in the 

two cities. Reaching general conclusions about ethnic minority politicians in Western 

European cities, and the mechanisms guiding their political careers, is the purpose of the 

comparison across cities.
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In the fi nal part of this chapter, I have provided information about how the data 

for this dissertation was gathered. Most of this section focussed on the interviews, as 

these are the cornerstone of this study. By providing extensive details on the choice 

of respondents, the questionnaires, the interviewing of subjects and the way in which 

the interviews were analysed, I have shown what the data can be used for. The samples 

of respondents in the 1990s were very different: the one in Amsterdam covered an 

entire population, while that in the region of Paris was not representative of the ethnic 

minorities elected there. The new samples, however, are representative of the population 

of ethnic minority councillors with regard to a number of features (principally gender and 

party affi liation). However, because of the relatively small number of interviews held with 

each group of respondents, the generality of the conclusions will mainly depend on the 

comparative analysis.
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Chapter III

The Structural Features

of  Amsterdam and Paris

The purpose of this chapter is to set out the structural features of the cities that are 

being compared. Amsterdam and Paris (and the latter’s region) are described on the 

basis of the characteristics highlighted in Chapter II, namely the features of the electoral 

system, the local organisation of power, the local party systems and the political culture. 

I will also focus on the ethnic minority presence in the areas’ populations as well as the 

mechanisms of its political incorporation.

I.  Amsterdam

When compared to other capital cities, Amsterdam is a relatively small municipality 

(750,000 inhabitants in 2008 – see www.os.amsterdam.nl, 2009). It is also a rather 

unusual capital city, because although it is indeed the fi nancial and cultural heart of the 

Netherlands, all of the country’s political processes are based in The Hague, which is the 

seat of Parliament and the location of all ministries and embassies. Nevertheless, the 

1983 formulation of the Dutch constitution is explicit in stating that the capital city of the 

Netherlands is Amsterdam (Bosscher, 2007e, p.495).

a. Electoral system and local political mandates

The Dutch electoral system is characterised by its party list system, with pure 

proportionality, and very low thresholds. Accordingly, it is possible for a large number of 

parties to be elected, with coalitions being forged thereafter in order to form executives. 
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This is also the case at the local level, where elections are held every four years. The 

number of votes required to win a seat (called a “kiesdeler”) depends on the number of 

issued votes, divided by the number of seats available. In the case of Amsterdam (with 

a council of 45 seats), 2.22 percent of the votes were needed to win a seat in the 2006 

elections. Eldersveld thus writes of ‘a highly volatile party environment’ (1998, p.325) in 

which new parties arise easily and coalitions often change.

Greater volatility is added to the mix as a result of the opportunity that voters have 

to cast preferential votes, meaning that candidates can win a seat relatively easily, despite 

a lowly position on the party list. Once elected and sworn in, councillors hold their seat 

personally, meaning that the individual retains it, even if he or she leaves the party to 

which they are affi liated.

As one of the fi rst Western European countries to do so, the Netherlands granted 

local voting rights to foreigners in 1985. Since then, non-nationals can participate in 

local elections after fi ve years of legal residence in the country (since the Maastricht and 

Amsterdam Treaties, EU-citizens only have to wait for six months). There is no need to 

register in order to be entitled to vote; the municipal administration automatically sends 

voting forms to all inhabitants entitled to participate a few weeks before Election Day. 

In 2006, nearly 580,000 residents were entitled to vote in Amsterdam (77 percent of the 

population; Hylkema & van Zee, 2006, p.3).

The city council is a legislative body and has important powers: it sets the agenda, 

passes regulations and controls the actions of the executive. The executive, formed by the 

mayor and his or her deputies, has to abide by the decisions of the council (Gemeentewet, 

III, H.IX). It also needs the council’s support, since coalitions can crumble if there is a lack 

of confi dence in the executive. In such a scenario, coalitions must be rebuilt during the 

council’s term in offi ce, but if this is not possible, new elections must be called.

The Dutch local electoral system allows seats in the municipal (or district) council to 

be shared by two people, one of whom is formally a councillor, while the other becomes 

a “duo.”1 This provides an opportunity for politicians who are interested to learn the rules 

of the game while keeping a low profi le and having less responsibility.

The Ministry of the Interior sets the maximum amount of the indemnity that city 

councillors receive for their work, which depends on the size of the population in the city. 

In Amsterdam, councillors receive 2000 Euros per month (Rechtspositiebesluit raads- 

en commissieleden, 2004), while district councillors receive a monthly indemnity of 980 

Euros.

The mayors of Dutch municipalities are not elected by either the population or the 

municipal council. Instead, they are appointed (for a period of six years) on the basis of 

the choices made by a commission of the council, which is validated by the Ministry of the 

Interior (mayors are then formally appointed by the Queen). Dutch mayors, particularly 

in big cities, can thus be characterised as professional managers. Their main duty is to 

secure public order (Gemeentewet, III, H.XI, art.172). The memoirs of Ed van Thijn, which 

deal with his period as mayor (between 1983 and 1994), reveal some of the elements of 

the role, as well as details of his relationship with his deputies and the council. The mayor 

should not be involved in political decisions, van Thijn writes (2003, p.25); he is supposed 

1. “Duo” councillors are not elected, but they have an offi cial status and can vote in the commissions. They 

cannot, however, vote in the council.
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to stand above the parties and represent the city, while being controlled politically by 

the deputy mayors (idem, p.114). However, the extent to which the mayor plays a part in 

political decisions depends on the character and political positions of his deputies and 

the dynamics within the executive. Confronted with “strong” deputy mayors, the mayor 

is indeed kept outside the political game. However, when faced with a group of weaker 

deputies (either because their parties do not have a strong base, or because the deputy 

has been criticised in the council), the mayor can play much more of a leading role (idem, 

p.25, p.111, p.152).

The number of deputy mayors can vary; there must be at least two, but their 

number cannot exceed 20 percent of the overall number of councillors (Gemeentewet, 

II, H.III, art.36). The type of coalition that is formed can infl uence the number of deputy 

mayors, since each coalition partner will provide at least one. Until 2002, deputy mayors 

were members of the council and were chosen from the municipal councillors. In 2002, 

however, the system of dualism was introduced, creating a strict distinction between the 

council (the representative and controlling body) and the mayor and deputy mayors (the 

executive). As a result, it is now possible to appoint deputy mayors who either were or 

were not on the party lists.2

b. Administrative organisation of  Amsterdam

The city council in Amsterdam has 45 seats, and 14 of the city’s 15 districts have district 

councils (one, Westpoort, has no council as its population is very small). While the mayor 

of Amsterdam is appointed (see above), the district mayors are elected by the people – it 

is usually the fi rst candidate of the party that wins the most votes. The size of the district 

councils depends on the size of the population in the district. So, the most populated 

districts (Zuidoost, Oud Zuid, Noord) elect 29 councillors, while the least populated (de 

Baarsjes, Bos en Lommer, Oud West, Westerpark) elect 17 (in total, 322 district councillors 

are elected). City and district council elections are held on the same day, but are separate, 

and it is not possible to hold a seat in both.3

The districts councils were initiated in 1981, when the districts of Noord and Osdorp 

elected councils as an experiment, and as a compromise between the social-democratic 

party, the PvdA, which was very much in favour of district councils, and its Christian-

democratic coalition partner, the CDA, which was less so (Bosscher, 2007d, p.493). Four 

additional councils were elected in 1987 (de Pijp, Watergraafsmeer, Buitenveldert and 

Zuidoost), and by 1990, all districts, except the city centre and the industrial area of 

Westpoort, had councils.4 A few districts merged in 1998 (reducing the number thereof  

2. Source: Ministry of the Interior (http://www.minbzk.nl/onderwerpen/openbaar-bestuur/politieke/

wethouders/benoeming-en-ontslag, 2009).

3. Since the elections of March 2010, a number of districts have merged. There are now seven districts with 

councils in Amsterdam (Centrum, Noord, Oost, Zuid, West, Nieuw-West and Zuidoost) and the number of 

district councillors has been reduced to 203.

4. The idea behind the creation of districts was on the basis that, at some point, Amsterdam would become 

part of a city-province, along with a number of municipalities in the region, meaning that it would no longer 

have a municipal council and would instead be governed both at district and metropolitan level. This plan 

was, however, rejected by a referendum in 1995 (Bosscher, 2007d, p.493; Barlow, 2000).
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from 16 to 13), and the city centre elected a council for the fi rst time in 2002.5 In formal 

terms, the districts are commissions of the city council, and their role depends upon what 

it decides to delegate to them. District policies mainly concern the management of public 

space, spatial and economic planning and welfare, culture, sport and recreation (Barlow, 

2000, p.277; Schaatsbergen, 2006).6

Figure 3.1: Map of  Amsterdam and its districts

Source: http://www.amsterdamsights.com/amsterdam/neighborhoods.html (2009)

c. The political system in Amsterdam

According to Eldersveld (1998), the success and failure of political parties in Amsterdam 

has largely followed national political developments, albeit with the city having its own 

distinct dynamics. Eldersveld distinguishes four stages through which the relevant parties 

have passed since World War II. The fi rst of these lasted until 1963, and was a period of 

stability and consensus  during which fi ve parties (the PvdA, the VVD and three religious 

parties) won between 75 and 80 percent of the votes cast. Subsequently, a “viability 

crisis” occurred between 1963 and the early 1970s, when many small parties entered the 

political arena. This led to the erosion of the electoral base of the mainstream parties 

(idem, p.321; Bosscher, 2007c, pp.424-30). The third stage identifi ed by Eldersveld was 

5. The executive had always argued that policies for the city centre concerned the whole city, and did not, 

therefore, need the approval of a separate council. However, the municipal council decided that the city 

centre needed a council just like the other districts. A referendum was called by opponents to a city centre 

council, and voters rejected the idea of a council. However, as fewer than 30 percent of the enfranchised 

inhabitants cast their vote, the referendum was invalid (Bosscher, 2007d, p.493).

6. With the elections of March 2010, the prerogatives of the municipal and district councils have been 

clarifi ed; see Gemeente Amsterdam (2009).
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one of “restabilization”, which began in the late 1970s and ended in 1990. This period 

was characterised by the dominance of a few big parties (PvdA, VVD, CDA – a union of 

the religious parties that had existed previously, and D66), but also by increased levels 

of abstention and volatile voting patterns (Eldersveld, 1998, p.321-24). During this third 

stage, the upheaval caused by squatters and other radical movements in the city had 

a signifi cant impact on politics. The question of how to deal with public disorder was a 

signifi cant matter. Moreover, the concerns raised by these movements dominated the 

public and political debate, and related to issues of housing, the state of the subway, and 

monumental projects – i.e. an overall concern for city planning. These debates were also 

triggered by the election of new, radical parties to the council of representatives(Bosscher, 

2007d) . Finally, a fourth stage began in 1990, with the dramatic losses of the social-

democrats and the Christian-democrats, and the emergence of both the Green Left 

party and the extreme-right (Eldersveld, 1998). The electoral success of the extreme-right 

parties, CD (“Centrumdemocraten”) and CP’86 (“Centrumpartij 86”) in the early nineties 

(three seats in 1990, four seats in 1994) was a shock (van Thijn, 2003, pp.89-93), but 

their achievements did not last. Traditionally, extreme-right (political) movements have 

remained marginal and isolated in Amsterdam (Berveling, 1994, p.25; Buijs & Fennema, 

1998, p.33).

Figure 3.2: Percentage of  votes obtained by the main parties in Amsterdam 

between 1986 and 2006

Source: Hylkema & Zee, 2006, p.4

PvdA: social-democratic party, VVD: right-wing liberal party; GL: Green Left party, SP: socialist party, CDA: 

Christian-democratic party, D66: social-liberal party.

Since 1953, left-wing parties have always held more seats in the city council than their 

right-wing counterparts. One party clearly dominates the political arena in the city: the 

social-democratic party, the PvdA (Berveling, 1994, p.25). As Figure 3.2 demonstrates, 

the PvdA, has always come fi rst in the elections over the last 20 years, followed by the 
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liberal party, the D66 (social-liberal), the VVD (right-wing) and GroenLinks (green party). 

The electoral success of the PvdA has, however, varied, experiencing both peaks of very 

strong support (1978, 1986, 2006) and periods where the party was less popular (1966-

1970; 1990-2002; see Bosscher, 2007c; Bosscher, 2007d; Eldersveld, 1998). These ups and 

downs are somewhat linked to the position of the party leaders; Schaefer, who led the 

party in the 1978 elections, was very popular, while Etty, who headed the party list in 1990, 

was seen as being an authoritarian (Bosscher, 2007d, p.457, p.471). At that time, the PvdA 

was known for its stringent party discipline, which made the party group in the council an 

obedient follower of the decisions of the deputy mayors. After the dramatic elections of 

1990, however, all parties agreed on a number of rules to enhance the autonomy of the 

council vis-à-vis the mayor and his deputies (Berveling, 1994, p.24).

The coalitions formed for the executive have changed regularly, although the PvdA 

has always been a constant, and has played a pivotal role in terms of its decisions about 

which parties it was prepared to govern with (Berveling, 1994, p.25). However, between 

1990 and 2006, and because the party had fewer seats in the city council, multiple-

party coalitions have had to be formed.7 In 2006, the PvdA regained its unquestionable 

leading position in the city council by winning 20 of the 45 seats. It went on to form a 

coalition with the Green Left. The social democrats are also in power in a majority of the 

districts. Indeed, after the 2006 elections, all 14 district mayors were members of the 

social democratic PvdA.

d. The role of  migration in Amsterdam

According to Bosscher (2007f, p.541), the main challenge for Amsterdam in the 21st 

century is not its capacity to attract new inhabitants (after losing 200,000 between 

1960 and 1986), but the issue of how to deal with the growing ethnic diversity of the 

population. This increase in diversity is well documented, since Dutch municipalities 

register an individual’s country of birth as well as that of both of his or her parents. In 

other words, through this administrative form of registration, it is possible to gain insight 

into the size of the population of fi rst and second generation immigrants in a particular 

area.

Recent fi gures for Amsterdam reveal that half of the population is foreign-born, or 

has at least one parent who was born abroad. This includes so-called Western immigrants 

(who come from other European countries, the US and Canada, and Japan; 14 percent of 

the population). The largest minority groups are from Surinam, Morocco (nine percent of 

the population) and Turkey (fi ve percent). Those born in the Netherlands of native-born 

parents represent 51 percent of the city’s population (see Table 3.1).

Despite the signifi cant size of the population of those of foreign descent, a large 

majority (88 percent in 2008) of the inhabitants in Amsterdam has Dutch nationality, 

while fi ve percent have the nationality of another European country, two percent are 

Moroccan and one percent is Turkish (source: Onderzoek en Statistiek Amsterdam, 2008). 

The local enfranchisement of foreigners does not, therefore, involve large numbers of 

those living  in the city.

7. Including the two liberal parties (the VVD and D66), as well as GroenLinks (in 1990), the VVD and D66 (in 1994) 

and the VVD, D66 and GroenLinks (in 1998). In 2002, the PvdA formed a coalition with the VVD and the CDA.
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Table 3.1: First and second generation immigrants in Amsterdam, 2008

Country of origin N %

Total non-western immigrants 258,494 35%

Among whom from:

Surinam 68,813 9%

Antilles 11,440 2%

Turkey 38,913 5%

Morocco 67,153 9%

Western immigrants 107,422 14%

Dutch natives 381,374 51%

Total 747,290 100%

Source: www.os.amsterdam.nl, 2009

The presence of immigrants – fi rst and second generation – varies greatly from one 

district to another (see Onderzoek en Statistiek Amsterdam, 2008). Dutch natives form 

more than 60 percent of the population in the city-centre and the districts of Oud-West, 

Oud-Zuid and ZuiderAmstel (the southern districts, see Figure 3.1). Western immigrants 

(fi rst and second generation) are also present in these same districts. On the other hand, 

immigrants of Turkish and Moroccan origin are concentrated in the Western districts; in 

Bos en Lommer and Geuzenveld/Slotermeer, 23 percent of the population is of Moroccan 

descent and 16 percent are of Turkish origin. Immigrants with a Surinamese background 

are concentrated in the district of Zuidoost, which is a very distinctive area that is both 

separated geographically from Amsterdam and has its own particular history.8 The city, 

thus, has districts with specifi c concentrations of different groups of people, although 

the extent of the concentration and segregation thereof should not be overestimated. 

As Musterd and Ostendorf state, there is “no extreme segregation or polarisation” in 

Amsterdam (1998, p.198) because of the effects of the Dutch welfare state; the system 

of social benefi ts, social housing and income redistribution attenuates the impact of the 

combined spatial concentration of poverty and ethnicity.

e. Political recruitment and the inclusion of  minorities

Political recruitment and candidate selection is typically a matter of intra-party politics 

(Rahat, 2007); parties are relatively free to decide how to select and nominate candidates. 

In practice, however, the procedure for candidate selection in the Netherlands varies only 

slightly from one party to another. There is usually a selection committee (which may be 

separate from the executive committee of the party), which auditions candidates, receives 

statements of support about potential candidates from individual party members or 

party groups, and sets up a draft list of candidates. Party members also play an important 

role in the decisions made about the list of candidates. For example, within the PvdA, 

8. For a description of the district of Zuidoost from a human geography perspective, I refer to Dukes (2006).
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GroenLinks, the VVD9 and D66, the party members of either a particular district, or the 

whole town, vote on each position on the electoral list, thus enabling them to change 

the order of the candidates, or even put a candidate on the list who is not backed by the 

selection committee (PvdA, 2005; GroenLinks, 2008; VVD, 2005; D66, 2008).

Leijenaar and her colleagues have looked in detail at the process of the recruitment 

of municipal candidates for the 1998 elections in the Netherlands, particularly with regard 

to the selection by political parties of women and those belonging to ethnic minorities. 

Their fi ndings highlight the importance of specifi c features of the recruitment process, 

in particular the role that self-selection and the party committees play in deciding on 

candidates. The small share of women and ethnic minority candidates in the selection 

commissions explains, in the opinion of Leijenaar and her colleagues, why few female 

and immigrant candidates were selected in the late 1990s (Leijenaar et al., 1999, p.105). 

Moreover, these authors also point out that there is bias in the traditional recruitment 

channels, which favour individual initiative. Women and those from ethnic minorities 

are, apparently, less likely to put themselves forward as a candidate than men and native 

Dutch party members (idem, p.41). It further appears from their analysis that ethnic 

diversity on party lists is seen as an important issue by left-wing parties in the more 

urban areas. The two liberal parties (VVD, right-wing and D66, centre-left) see potential 

candidates more as individuals than the left-wing parties, which tend to see people as 

part of a group (idem, p.100).

A study conducted a few years later on the political participation of immigrants in 

four Dutch cities not only also revealed that selection committees were predominantly 

comprised of white middle-aged men, but likewise highlighted the limited ways in 

which candidates were sought: usually, people who were already party members were 

approached and/or personal networks were used (Berger et al., 2001, p.53). However, for 

almost half of the selection committees examined, including ethnic minority candidates 

in the candidate lists was an explicit act, with the Christian democratic, social-democratic 

and green parties actively seeking out those from minority groups (idem, pp.58-59). This 

study also revealed that in Amsterdam and Rotterdam, as opposed to the smaller cities 

like Zaanstad and Eindhoven, parties were more “used to” ethnic minority representatives, 

and their inclusion on party lists was more often a priority (idem, p.60).

As for the more general profi le of the parties, a survey conducted by Eldersveld of 

the holders of positions in the parties in Amsterdam in 1961, 1976 and 1993 (Eldersveld, 

1998), revealed that the parties’ elite (ward administrators, leaders of party groups - e.g. 

women and youths – and party administrators) has remained relatively stable or, to use 

Eldersveld’s term, exclusive in terms of their social-economic profi le (being predominantly 

staffed with “middle-class male professionals”, idem, p.342). It was mainly by changing 

the intra-party organisation and increasing the opportunities for members to have  a 

say that the smaller parties (D66, PPR, and later GroenLinks) adapted to the changes in 

context that started to be seen in the 1960s (idem). Eldersveld thus characterises the 

political system of Amsterdam, in terms of its adaptation to societal phenomena, as a: 

“dynamic vote-relevant structure, aware of the imperatives of adapting to environmental 

changes and political crisis” (idem, p.344).

9. The party regulations for the 2006 selection procedure clearly indicate that party members vote on each 

position on the list (VVD, 2005). However, one of the interviewees, a member of the VVD, explained that the 

general meeting only voted for the list as a whole.
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Overall, the features of Amsterdam as a political structure for the inclusion of ethnic 

minorities in the local political elite appear to create a favourable context. The system of 

proportionality favours representation in terms of gender and social background (Farrell, 

2001, pp.165-166), while it is also possible to suppose that proportionality is a priori 

benefi cial when it comes to the representation of ethnic minorities. Moreover, since 

1985, foreigners have been entitled to vote and stand in a local election after fi ve years 

of residence. This not only has a direct effect, through the participation of foreigners in 

elections (although, as we have seen, this effect is limited nowadays), but also an indirect 

impact, since parties include immigrants on their lists in order to appeal to the foreign 

electorate (which is generally not the only reason to include ethnic minority candidates 

on party lists). Finally, I would argue that the status and prerogatives of the city and 

district councillors ensure that elected representatives in Amsterdam play an interesting 

role: they truly hold power, since they control the executive. Moreover, they can also do 

this as an individual, because the seat is, in a way, his or hers personally for four years.

In terms of the implications for representation as a result of the features of the 

system, it is important to note that according to law, city and district councillors represent 

the entire city and not just their particular area (Gemeentewet, III, H.II, art.7). Preferential 

voting has important implications. Some councillors may be directly elected by a group 

of voters and feel accountable to them. However, there is no way to clearly identify 

this group, other than by their geographic location in the city or district. Overall, the 

conception of representation conveyed by these structural characteristics is one that is 

detached from group interest representation.

The dominance of the PvdA in Amsterdam has an important implication for the 

access of migrants to the local political system: this access largely depends on the choices 

made by the social-democratic party. The number of migrants elected can depend on 

preferential votes, but the political parties make the crucial decisions about whether 

to include ethnic minority candidates on their lists, and, if so, who they are. In practice, 

however, the PvdA in Amsterdam, like the other major political parties in the city, has 

proved to be open to ethnic minorities.

II.  Paris and its region

a. Electoral system and local mandates

In France, nationality and citizenship are strongly intertwined, although an exception was 

(reluctantly) introduced in 2001 for EU-citizens (Strudel, 2003, p.4): French citizens and 

EU-nationals have voting rights at the local level. Those entitled to vote have to register on 

the electoral rolls (“listes électorales”) to be able to participate in the elections. Municipal 

elections are held every six years in France, and local representatives are elected via a 

two-round majority vote with closed party lists. Since the law on parity of 2000, half of 

the candidates on the lists must be women.

If a particular list wins a majority of the votes in the fi rst ballot, it automatically 

wins half of the seats on the council. The other half are allocated by a system of 

proportionality (using the method of the highest averages) among all of the lists which 
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won at least fi ve percent of the votes, including the one that has already won half of the 

seats on the council. If no list has a majority of the votes after the fi rst round, a second 

round is necessary. All of the lists which won at least 10 percent of the votes on the fi rst 

ballot go through to the second round. The list with the most votes wins this ballot, and 

automatically gets half of the seats on the district council. The other half of the seats is 

divided as set out above (Bécet, 2001a, p.60).

There are several different positions in a municipal council. Local executives (the 

mayor and his/her deputies) are elected by, and from within, the municipal council. The 

mayor is the executive authority of the municipality, and is the only person responsible 

for administrative and legal duties (Bécet, 2001a, p. 64; Bécet, 2001b, p.101). One of the 

great powers of the mayor is the responsibility for public order, which gives him/her 

important latitude with regard to the means (management and the use of the municipal 

police and the signing of decrees) and objectives of public policy.

The mayor can also delegate tasks to the deputy mayors, who are then in charge of 

the implementation of a specifi c area of policy-making and its budget. He or she is also 

assisted by municipal councillors, who are referred to as having a “délégation.” While the 

prerogative of the municipal council is to “delineate the concept of local public interest 

by voting on decisions in all areas of communal responsibility” (Bécet, 2001b, p.106) (i.e. 

it is a legislative body), the political power in French municipalities is clearly concentrated 

in the hands of the mayor. In practice, the executive clearly initiates the policies of the 

municipality. The structure created by the electoral system, and the division of tasks in 

the council, is one of top-down hierarchy.

It is possible to hold concomitant mandates at the local and/or regional and/

or national level (the so-called “cumul des mandates”), and this opportunity is widely 

utilised.10 The opportunity for newcomers to gain access to politics is, therefore, reduced 

(the number of political positions that are available is restricted), but this disadvantage is 

believed to be less important than the advantages of the “cumul” system. The cornerstone 

of the “cumul” is the embeddedness of politicians and the contact that there is with the 

population. In this context, the local mandate, and especially the mandate of the mayor, 

has a very important role in the French political context. Indeed, Offerlé writes that a 

local mandate constitutes a pool of legitimacy and resources (Offerlé, 2004, p.82; see also 

Haegel, 1993, p.78; Houk, 2007, p.133; Thiébault, 1988, p.83).

An important issue, which is partially linked to the “cumul”, relates to the material 

remuneration for locally elected positions. The amount of these indemnities is outlined by 

law, but the precise sum that elected representatives receive is voted on by the municipal 

council. In Paris, district councillors do not receive any fi nancial compensation for their 

mandate, nor do those who have a “délégation.” All other councillors (district deputy 

mayors, district mayors and members of the Conseil de Paris) do receive payment. This 

arrangement clearly refl ects a strong hierarchy of positions and, thus, power. A recent 

decision of the Conseil de Paris, which applied from 1st of July, 2008, set the amount of 

the indemnity for district deputy mayors and all members of the Conseil de Paris at 1500 

Euros a month.11 The city’s deputy mayors and the district mayors receive 2800 Euros a 

month, while the mayor of Paris receives a monthly sum of 5000 (Délibération du Conseil 

10. Twenty-seven of the 163 members of the Conseil de Paris hold a regional, national or European mandate 

– knowing that the Conseil de Paris is both a municipal council and a council for the “département.”

11However, two district deputy mayors I interviewed told me that they receive 1100 Euros a month.
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de Paris, 16 juin 2008). In addition, all of these representatives can claim for certain 

expenses (like transport and mission costs).

b. Administrative organisation of  Paris

Paris has a city council, the “Conseil de Paris”, and 20 district councils. The former has 163 

seats and is both a municipal council and a council for the “département”12 (a “conseil 

général”). It has separate budgets, following the policy division between these two formal 

layers of power. The members of the Conseil de Paris are elected indirectly, through an 

election in each district.

Electoral lists run for candidacy in each district. Consequently, the fi rst third of the 

councillors elected in each district (following the order of the candidates on the lists, and 

according to the two rounds system of both majority and proportionality votes described 

above) automatically hold a seat on both the district council and the Conseil de Paris 

(see Code électoral, partie legislative, IV, ch.VI; Berthon, 2001, p.113). Accordingly, one 

could say that each member of the Conseil de Paris is elected on behalf of a particular 

district. In total, 516 councillors are elected to Parisian district councils. The size of these 

councils depends on the size of the population: the most populated district, the 15th, 

has a council with 51 seats, while the least populated, the 4th, elects 12 councillors (see 

Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3: Map of  the districts of  Paris

Source: http://www.friparis.blogspot.com/2010/06/liens-vers-les-arrondissements.html (2010).

The district councils were elected for the fi rst time in 1983. Their role is to participate in 

the organisation and administration of the district, but they have no decision-making 

powers. The district council must be consulted by the Conseil de Paris on issues of urban 

planning that concern the particular area (Code Général des Collectivités Territoriales, 

L.2511-15). Furthermore, the district council has the right to deliberate and release so-

12. The “département” is an administrative sub-division of the French region.

�
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called preferences about the decisions made by the Conseil de Paris that are relevant for 

the district (idem, L.2511-13). Ultimately, though, decisions are made by the Conseil de 

Paris and the Parisian executive.

c. The political system in Paris

For over a century, the supremacy of moderate right-wing movements and parties in the 

capital city has been enduring (Nivet & Combeau, 2000, p.55), and the political battles 

in Paris have been fought within the political right. The opposition between Gaullist 

and conservative (centre-right) parties has, indeed, structured the more recent political 

developments in the city (Nivet, 1994, p.161; Dupoirier, 1977). Ever since the 1950s, 

the Gaullist parties have gained power, and the Gaullist representative, Jacques Chirac, 

became Paris’ fi rst mayor in 197713, remaining in power until 1995. His fi rst deputy, Jean 

Tibéri, succeeded him as mayor until 2001, when a left-wing candidate, Bertrand Delanoë, 

was elected.

The divisions of the right characterise Parisian politics. The traditional right-wing 

parties and their leaders have had signifi cant problems with the Gaullist parties, which were 

thought to be too focused on national power and not Parisian enough.14 The proximity 

of the national arenas of political power enhanced the localism of the traditional right 

in Paris, while for the Gaullists, and particularly the RPR, national and local politics were 

intertwined (Houk, 2007, p.132). The success of Jacques Chirac in 1977 can be explained 

by his ability to lean on existing networks and rely on right-wing “notables” (Haegel, 

1984, p.20). Subsequently, Chirac managed to turn Paris into a RPR bastion (Nivet & 

Combeau, 2000, p.249; Houk, 2007, p.146), using political and administrative positions 

for the purposes of partisan retribution (Haegel, 1984, p.33). One effect of this was that 

the success and supremacy of Chirac masked the divisions of the right for a number of 

years, although these re-appeared as soon as he left the Town Hall for the Elysee palace 

in 1995; there has been no consensus on who the leader of the right should be for the 

municipal elections since he left (Boy & Chiche, 2002, p.31-32; Houk, 2007, p.146).

Another important and constant feature of the political structure in Paris is the east-

west divide. Eastern districts have always favoured left-wing parties, while the western 

parts of the city have constantly elected right-wing executives. This divide has now been 

present for over a century and the political frontier has been remarkably stable over time 

(Ranger, 1977, p.811; Boy & Chiche, 2002, p.47; Dupoirier, 2004). After the creation of 

the district councils in 1983, the right won in all districts in 1983 and 1989, thus, exerting 

absolute control in the city. In 1995, however, six districts in the north-east quarter (the 

3rd, 10th, 11th, 18th, 19th and 20th) elected left-wing mayors. The traditional east-west 

divide returned from 2001 onwards, as the western (7th, 8th, 15th, 16th, 17th) and two 

central districts (the 5th and 6th) in the city elected right-wing district mayors, while in 

the 12 other districts (a majority of districts), the left-wing lists won the majority of votes, 

thus, making the election of Delanoë possible.

13. Paris had no mayor between 1871 and 1977 (Nivet & Combeau, 2000, p.11). During that period, the 

executive of the city was led by the ‘préfet de Paris’ and the ‘préfet de police’, both appointed by the national 

government (Dupoirier, 2004, p.32).

14. Interview with Elisabeth Dupoirier, 22/07/2008.
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The election in 2001 of a left-wing mayor in Paris can be seen as a radical change 

in the traditional political equilibrium of the capital city, as it ended the supremacy of 

the right (Dupoirier, 2004, p.48). The left-wing coalition of socialists, communists and the 

greens did not, however, gain a majority of the votes in 2001. The political change is best 

explained by the effect of the mode of election (Dolez, 2002, p.78), in combination with 

the division of the right (idem, p.90) and the success of the green party, which is seen as 

being a consequence of the process of gentrifi cation in certain districts (Dupoirier, 2004, 

p.44; Pinçon & Pinçon-Charlot, 2004, p.83).

The east-west opposition in electoral terms is, thus, linked to the sociology of the 

population. The western parts of the city are, and have previously been, the “beaux 

quartiers”, where wealth is concentrated. In contrast, the eastern districts were where 

the working-class traditionally resided (Pinçon & Pinçon-Charlot, 2004, pp.16-17; 50-51). 

The sociological features of the population also explain why other parties, noticeably the 

extreme-right Front National, never managed to gain ground in Paris. The population 

is well educated and materially well off, and, according to Dupoirier, is “not particularly 

concerned with immigration and security” (Dupoirier, 2007, p.82). Moreover, Chirac 

fi ercely opposed the Front National, and in Paris this extreme-right party never achieved 

the success it had had in the “banlieues” (idem, p.83).

d. The role of  migration in Paris

Paris is a city of strangers, in the sense that “real Parisians” i.e. those born in Paris 

(without including those whose parents were born in the city) are in a minority within 

the population of the city. This has been the case for decades: in 1889, 36 percent of the 

people living in Paris had been born there, while 56 percent had been born in France, but 

outside the city. Nowadays, approximately a third of the population of the capital city 

was born there, while half were born in other areas of France and 20 percent were born 

abroad (Pinçon & Pinçon-Charlot, 2004, p.28).

French law does not allow for the statistical distinction between ethnic groups. 

The only insight into the origins of the population is data about country of birth and 

nationality fi gures. The fi gures from the latest census (Table 3.2) reveal that the share of 

foreigners among the population of Paris in 1999 (14 percent) is slightly higher than in 

the region of Paris (13.3 percent), and is more than twice as high as the national average 

(5.6 percent; see Belbah et al., 2003, p.19). Looking at the foreign-born population 

(irrespective of nationality), it appears that 18 percent of those living in Paris were born 

abroad, principally in other European and African countries. Almost 40 percent of these 

individuals were born in Africa, of which the group born in the North African countries 

was the largest, representing fi ve percent of the total population.

Another indication of the effect that migration has on the population of Paris can be 

seen in the naturalisation fi gures. In 1999, 7.3 percent of the population was naturalised 

(idem, p.20), which is slightly higher than the average in France. In other words, 21 

percent of the Parisian population either is or was born a foreigner.
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Table 3.2: Country of  birth of  the inhabitants of  Paris in 1999

Absolute 
fi gures

% of born abroad % of total

Europe 132,540 34% 6%

Africa 150,638 39% 7%

Among which:

North Africa 99,632 26% 5%

other African countries 51,006 13% 2%

Asia 76,322 20% 4%

Americas

South Sea Islands 26,898 7% 1%

Total born abroad 386,398 100% 18%

Total population 2,125,246 100%

Source : www.insee.fr, 2009.

In their study on the integration of foreigners into Paris, Belbah and his colleagues 

revealed that the population of non-natives in the city distinguishes itself from the rest 

of the Parisian population in terms of both its social and demographic features and its 

activities: they are less well educated and are more likely to be unemployed (idem, p.20).

The presence of immigrants differs signifi cantly from one district to another: the 

percentage of foreigners is above average in the wealthy districts (the 16th and the 8th), 

the city centre (2nd, 3rd, 10th and 11th) and the north-eastern districts (18th, 19th and 

20th). In the bourgeois 16th and 8th, where many Europeans live, a signifi cant proportion 

of the foreign population is wealthy and has high-ranking jobs, while the remainder are 

active in the low qualifi cation services sector (housekeepers and cleaners). Conversely, 

in the working-class districts (the 18th, 19th and 20th districts), non-western immigrants 

form the majority of the foreign population (Pinçon & Pinçon-Charlot, 2004, pp.33-34).

e. Structural features of  the region of  Paris

While the territory of Paris is limited, that of the region of Paris (Ile-de-France) is 

composed of eight “départements” and 1,280 municipalities, including close to 11 

million inhabitants and extending to rural areas. The suburban municipalities close to 

the city are comprised of three “départements” (Hauts-de-Seine, Seine-Saint-Denis and 

Val-de-Marne), and more than half of the region’s population lives either in Paris or in the 

suburban area nearby (see Table 3.3).

The geographic, demographic, social-economic, and political features of the region 

are extremely varied, and it makes no sense to talk of the “banlieues” as a coherent entity. 

As Kastoryano & Crowley (2001, p.174) write: “In no sense, therefore, are les banlieues a 

uniform social space” (italics in original).
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Table 3.3: Population of  Paris, the suburbs and the region of  Paris in 1999 

per thousand of  inhabitants, and an estimation of  the population in these 

areas for the year 2005

Year Paris Close suburbs
(“petite couronne”)

Distant suburbs
(“grande couronne”)

Region
(Ile-de-France)

1999 2,125.2 4,039.0 4,787.8 10,952.0

Estimation as of 01/01/2005*

2005 2,153.6 4,254.6 4,991.1 11,399.3 

Source: www.insee.fr, 2009.

* Provisional data

One of the characteristics of many of the cities surrounding Paris (although there are 

important exceptions) is an “urban void” (Cornuau et al., 1965, p.18), since traditional 

French centralisation is palpable in the Paris region. Many of the municipalities in the 

suburbs, especially in those near to the centre, are in fact an extension of the capital 

city and have turned into so-called dormitory towns. As Cornuau and his colleagues 

explained, by the 1960s, the urban functions of the conglomeration of the region were 

concentrated within Paris (idem, p.19).

From a social-economic point of view, some suburbs are wealthier than others 

(the western “banlieues” vs. the northern and eastern “banlieues”). This division more 

or less coincides with the presence of immigrants (mainly in the northern and eastern 

“banlieues”) and political preferences: the western suburbs usually vote for right-wing 

parties, while the eastern suburbs (and those close to Paris in particular) are known as 

the “red belt”, and are governed by left-wing parties.

The political context of the Paris suburbs has, for the past century, been strongly 

linked to the relationship between these areas and the capital city. Firstly, the political 

identity of the “banlieues” was constructed partly in opposition to Paris: the cities in 

the suburbs depended fi nancially and administratively on the capital city, but, since 

the end of the 19th century, have opposed the supremacy of Paris in terms of making 

decisions about the region (Girault, 1995, p.251). Secondly, and due to the movement 

of a large number of workers from Paris to the suburbs (idem, p.252), as the left-wing 

parties started to lose ground in the city at the beginning of the 20th century, so they 

began to gain votes in the suburbs. By the end of the 1930s, the political profi le of the 

different geographical areas of the suburbs had been stabilised for many years to come, 

in the form of opposition between the rural and residential areas of the “banlieues” in the 

west, which were largely conservative, and the “red belt” in the north and the east, with 

its population of workers and being the place where the communist and socialist parties 

were, and still are, successful (idem, p.256-257; Thema b, 2005).

The administrative reforms of 1964, which led to the fragmentation of the 

original “département” of the Seine into four distinct “départements”, has in some way 

strengthened the political and social-economic cleavages within the suburbs close to 

Paris. The municipalities of the north-east, with their large populations of workers, were 

grouped into the “département” of Seine-Saint-Denis and were “abandoned” to the 
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communist party (Girault, 1995, p.260). The cities in this area are described by Kastoryano 

& Crowley as “comparatively poor in a comparatively rich region” (2001, p.175), with high 

unemployment, a lot of social housing, and a comparatively large foreign population 

(19 percent; INSEE 1999). More recently, the socialist party has gained power at the cost 

of the communist party, while the extreme-right Front National has gradually also won 

votes (fewer in the suburbs close to Paris, more at the peripheries of the region; Thema 

b, 2005).

Processes of migration to Paris and its suburbs are linked to the attraction of the 

region in economic terms. Paris, and by extension the suburbs, fi rst attracted people 

from the French countryside (at the end of the 19th century), neighbouring countries 

(Italy and Spain), other European countries and, fi nally, other parts of the world. These 

different groups arrived at different points in time and settled in different areas of the 

“banlieues.” So, during the 20th century, the Italians settled in the eastern “banlieues” 

(Blanc-Chaléard, 1995, p.100), the Spanish in the north and north east “banlieues” 

(Dreyfus-Armand, 1995, p.133), and the Portuguese across the entire region (Volovitch-

Tavarès, 1995, p.196). Similarly, Algerian immigrants have settled in the north (Stora, 

1995, p.167, 169), while the Sub-Saharan Africans moved into both the north-eastern 

part of the region and the north-eastern districts of the capital itself, namely the 18th, 

19th and 20th districts (Poiret, 1995, p.205-206). Many of these historical patterns of 

settlement continue to be notable, but mobility within the region has reduced the effects 

of the concentration of certain groups of people in certain areas (Kastoryano & Crowley 

2001, p.174).

If one looks at more recent fi gures concerning the country of birth of the inhabitants 

of the Paris region, it appears that in 1999, 15 percent of them were born outside France 

(14 percent in 1990, see Table 3.4). Among them is a large group of people who were 

born in other European nations, as well as individuals who were born in African countries.

Table 3.4: Those born abroad but living in the Paris region (Ile-de-France) 

in 1999

 Absolute fi gures % of total

Europe 568,049 5%

Africa 705,592 6%

Among which

North Africa 466,608 4%

Other African countries 238,984 2%

Asia 269,644 2%

Americas/South Sea Islands 67,723 1%

Total born abroad 1,611,008 15%

Total population 10,952,000 100%

Source: www.insee.fr, 2009.
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f. Political culture and the inclusion of  minorities

Some aspects of the political culture, such as political careers in general, the openness 

of the parties, the level of democratisation, and the codes and norms of militancy, are 

important issues to consider if we want to understand the careers of ethnic minority 

politicians in Paris. The French academic literature contains several studies of the 

country’s political culture (Duyvendak, 1994; Offerlé, 2004; Haegel, 2007) but these are 

either concerned with the national organisation of specifi c parties, or particular local 

settings (but not Paris).

The study by Haegel (1984) of the RPR elites offers some insight into the Parisian 

careers of those at the top of Chirac’s Gaullist party during the 1980s. More than the other 

parties at that time, the RPR welcomed women and young politicians (Haegel, 1984, p.8, 

p.12). Nevertheless, in terms of education and profession, the RPR councillors were a 

relatively homogeneous group (idem, p.13). Haegel distinguished two groups among the 

RPR elite: the fi rst was the “barons”, who had held many electoral roles and had had long 

political careers. This group held power, although this was (partially) restricted by the 

growing control of Chirac of the Parisian right (idem, pp.20-21). The pretenders, on the 

other hand, were younger, had no Parisian roots, and did not have local mandates; they 

built their careers mainly within the party, holding leading positions in it (idem, p.30-32).

The French right-wing movements and parties are traditionally very hierarchical, 

and the designation of candidates and party lists for elections does not involve 

consulting the party members. At the end of the 1990s, however, a change occurred, 

since internal positions became the subject of party member designation (Haegel et al., 

2003, p.177-78). Yet, in both the RPR and the UDF, the continuation of certain practices, 

like the far-reaching decision-making power of the leader and the deference of party 

members to the party “notables”, do restrain democratic infl uxes (idem, p.181). Indeed, 

the designation of candidates and party offi cials in the current, main right-wing party, 

the UMP (founded after the 2002 presidential elections), refl ects the practices of its 

predecessors. The decisions about candidates and lists for municipal elections in cities 

with more than 30,000 inhabitants are made by the party’s highest national body on 

the basis of a proposal of the national nomination committee, which fi rst consults party 

members belonging to the local branch (UMP, 2008).

In contrast, the process of designation of candidates by the Parti Socialiste (PS), 

the major left-wing party, does involve a vote by the party members on the issue of 

candidate lists (as a whole, not on each candidate). However, when it comes to important 

roles (like that of the mayor of big cities), any decision needs to be validated by the party’s 

national council (party statutes of the Parti Socialiste, 2006, article 9.1). Interviewees 

have explained how the choice of candidates for the municipal elections was made by 

the executive commission of the section (the local branch of the party, usually at the 

level of the municipality or city district15) on the basis of a diffi cult balance between the 

representation of the different party factions, the “parité” obligations and the inclusion of 

both incumbents and new people. Despite the formal role of the sections, the mayor – or 

candidate mayor – appears to have a great deal of infl uence on the choice of candidates 

on the lists of the different districts. For the 2008 elections, the mayor of Paris decided 

15. See Parti Socialiste, http://fonctionnement.parti-socialiste.fr/category/les-structures/ (accessed 29/07/08)
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that half of the 20 district list leaders should be women and insisted that so-called “civil 

society candidates” should also be included.16

Little is known about the workings of the Parisian PS party. One detail did, however, 

emerge from the interviews: although a third of party members occupy an elected 

position, this share is much less in Paris. The city was regarded as a battlefi eld for the 

socialists in the past, and the Parisian socialist party has delivered only a few national 

party leaders (including former Prime Minister, Jospin). Delanoë was not a well-known 

politician on the national stage when he was elected mayor of Paris in 2001, but he 

established himself as the main left-wing candidate for the position because he had been 

the leader of the socialist group in the Conseil de Paris (Boy & Chiche, 2002, p.31).

The PS appears to have played a crucial role in the inclusion of ethnic minorities 

in French politics more generally, although it is also much criticised for its lack of “real” 

inclusion. When looking at the political mobilisation of immigrants of North-African 

origin, Leveau explains why the PS has been an obvious interlocutor: fi rstly, because the 

communist party did not welcome this group; secondly, because François Mitterrand 

(the socialist president elected in 1981) made a number of promises to immigrants 

(regarding the enfranchisement of foreigners in particular ); and fi nally, because the 

socialist government opened up the right of association to foreigners and increased 

the available subsidies, both of which enhanced the mobilisation of North-African 

immigrants (Leveau, 1989, pp.255-56).

Two other parties are important political actors when it comes to the inclusion of 

ethnic minorities in Paris and the region, but for different reasons. Since having gained 

many votes in the city at the end of the 1990s and the beginning of the new century, the 

Green party (les Verts) has proved to be particularly open to ethnic minority politicians 

(as will be seen in the next chapter). This party is known for its democratic culture: every 

decision involves lengthy discussions and a vote by party members (Faucher-King, 2007). 

How the Parisian branch of the party works is not documented, although the number of 

party members in the Parisian region greatly exceeds that of the party’s other branches 

(idem, p.119). What further characterises the Green party is the profi le of its members: 

almost 60 percent of them have a higher education qualifi cation (idem, p.123).

The other important, partisan actor here is the communist party (PCF), since it holds 

power in many municipalities of the “département” of Seine-Saint-Denis, where there 

are high concentrations of immigrants. The attitude of the PCF towards this group has 

been ambivalent; although these immigrants were predominantly (unskilled) workers, 

thus belonging to the working-class preserve of the party, the PCF has not welcomed  

this population, either in terms of its (specifi c) interests, or within the party organisation 

(Masclet, 2006, p.29 ff; Leveau, 1989, p.251).

In his study of how the communist party dealt with immigrants in a municipality 

of Seine-Saint-Denis, Masclet argues that the PCF’s municipal leaders have always had 

great diffi culty with the increasing migrant population in the city, because the presence 

of immigrants, and the resulting socio-economic problems, hindered the party’s political 

ambitions: the creation of a ‘real’ urban entity out of a proletarian tenement (Masclet, 

2006, p.30). Masclet also highlights that the communist party’s leaders only very 

reluctantly – and very late in the day– included ethnic minorities on their party lists, while 

16. Interview with Claude Dargent, 13/06/2008.
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the socialist party and the greens, in a minority position, have been much more open 

(idem, p.253 ff, p.290).

Little is known about the political participation of ethnic minorities in the 

municipalities of the Paris region, but the studies that have focused on the issue (usually 

concerning one specifi c group of immigrants in a particular area) tend to conclude that 

immigrants conform to the political dominance of the municipality. In her work on the 

inclusion of Italian immigrants in two very different municipalities of the “banlieues”, 

Blanc-Chaléard explains that in the communist area, Montreuil-sous-Bois, the group 

joined the communist party, while in the right-wing Nogent-sur-Marne, this community 

strongly opposed communism and refrained from overt political engagement (Blanc-

Chaléard, 1995, p.128). Likewise, Kelfaoui, who studied the political participation of 

North-Africans in Saint-Denis, concluded that voting patterns were very similar to those 

of the rest of the population in that city, with similar variations in turnout levels and 

choices of parties (Kelfaoui, 1995, p.377).

A recent study by Geisser and Soum (2008) focuses on the practice behind the new 

trend of diversity (‘diversité’), which all French political parties seem to be so supportive 

of. The inclusion of ethnic minorities (for internal or elected positions) is not new for 

the Parti Socialiste and the Green party, which dealt with the issue during the 1980s 

and 1990s (Geisser & Soum, 2008, p.31, p.33). However, both parties had to face the 

disillusionment of their (former) party members (idem, p.38). In contrast, the right-wing 

parties were not particularly open to ethnic minorities during the 1980s and 1990s, 

whether in their discourse or the practice of including this group in their ranks (idem, 

p.45). However, they do now appear to provide better opportunities for immigrants. 

Nevertheless, the fi gures presented by the authors for the number of ethnic minority 

party members in the highest national body of each party reveal that the Parti Socialiste 

and the greens have many more ethnic minority party representatives (respectively 10 

and seven percent) than the right-wing party, UMP (one percent; idem, p.110). When 

it comes to candidates for elected positions, all of the parties have a tendency, when 

election campaigns approach, to promote those who are newcomers in every sense, 

thereby discarding ethnic minority politicians who have been party members for a longer 

period of time (idem, p.54).

The political context of Paris and the Paris region thus appears to be characterised 

by hierarchical structures and the concentration of power, deriving from both the mode 

of elections and some elements of the political culture. The former element guarantees 

that there is very strong power in the hands of the mayor and a top-down power 

structure, with the mayor at the top and the opposition at the bottom. The “cumul des 

mandats” reinforces the concentration of power in the hands of certain representatives. 

From the point of view of the conception of representation, it is important to note that 

the electoral system entails a geographic representation in Paris. On the other hand, the 

French constitution of 1958 is clear about the fact that sovereignty cannot be divided 

or attributed to a group of people, or even to parties (la Constitution du 4 Octobre 

1958, art.3, art.4). Group interest representation is thus incompatible with the dominant 

conception of representation and, a fortiori, ethnic group representation. Despite the 

importance of the presence of immigrants in the capital city and its region, the relatively 

closed party systems (through the dominance of certain parties in certain territories) and 

the political culture, highlight the lack of interest that parties, especially those on the 
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right, have in the political integration of minorities. The exclusion of foreigners from the 

political process is one of several factors that restrains, rather than facilitates, the access 

of newcomers to the political arena.

III. Comparing Amsterdam and Paris

The features of the contexts presented in the previous two sections highlight the 

numerous differences that are summarised in Table 3.5. The two countries’ contexts do, 

however, share some elements. First of all, Amsterdam and Paris are both the capital 

cities of liberal Western countries. They share basic democratic features (scoring towards 

the top  for political rights by the standards of the Freedom House indices, with high 

scores also being assigned for civil liberties, see LeDuc et al., 2002, p.7), as well as a 

colonial past and comparable experiences of the  mass immigration of guest workers 

in the 1960s and 1970s, followed by their families later on. Moreover, despite important 

differences in their electoral systems, to which I will turn below, it is important to note 

some similarities: in both countries there are party list elections, indirect elections of the 

executive, and (in principle) a separation of the executive and legislative power. Finally, 

but importantly, ethnicity and migration do not play a role in the political process: these 

factors do not act as an impediment or a prerequisite for participation in the political 

system. In this, both France and the Netherlands differ from, for example, New Zealand, 

where seats are reserved in the parliament for Maoris to compensate for the fact that 

this minority is under-represented in the political and electoral system (Farrell, 2001, 

p.168). No such approach is taken for ethnic minorities in France or the Netherlands. 

Nevertheless, in France foreigners are excluded from the political process because 

nationality and citizenship are intimately intertwined. So, in order to vote and/or be 

elected, one must have French nationality (an exception is however made for EU-citizens 

in local and European elections). In the Netherlands, on the other hand, non-nationals 

have been granted local political rights since 1985. France and the Netherlands thus 

differ in terms of the political rights granted to foreigners, which is an issue that is not 

strictly correlated with ethnicity, but is related to it.

From a bird’s-eye view, the two contexts that I have compared share some 

characteristics, but Amsterdam and Paris – or the Netherlands and France – can only be 

seen as relatively similar political contexts, in terms of the issue of the political participation 

of ethnic minorities, when compared to a totally different country or city. Within the 

framework of my study, the contexts of Amsterdam and (the region of) Paris are, fi rst and 

foremost, very different from one another. Firstly, their size makes them utterly dissimilar. 

Amsterdam has almost 750,000 inhabitants, while Paris has over two million and is at 

the heart of a conglomeration of eleven million people. Secondly, although Paris and 

Amsterdam are both capital cities, Amsterdam is not the seat of the government, and the 

local political elite is largely disconnected from its national counterpart. Indeed, France 

is often promoted as an example of a strongly centralised country: the status of Paris is 

that of the centre of all political power, and the status of the “banlieues” is highly linked 

thereto. The proximity of the national political arena obviously has an impact on the local 

political processes in Paris, which in turn infl uence political developments in the region.
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Table 3.5: Structural features of  Amsterdam and Paris

Amsterdam Paris

Population 747,290 inhabitants 2,125,246 inhabitants

Electoral system Pure proportionality
List system
Preferential voting

Two-round majority vote with limited 
proportionality
Closed list system
Parity (half of all candidates must be 
women)

Enfranchisement Automatic
Enfranchisement of foreigners 
since 1985

Inscription on electoral rolls is 
necessary
Only nationals have political rights

Position of executive Appointed mayor
Appointed deputy mayors

Elected executive

Position of the 
council

Legislative body
Control of the executive
(dualism)

Legislative body
(in practice: council follows the 
executive)

Length of local 
mandate

4 years 6 years

Number of seats Municipal council: 45
All district councils: 322 (until 
2009)

Conseil de Paris: 163
All district councils: 516

Indemnity • Municipal councillors:     
€2000/month; 

• District councillors:           
€980/month

• Parisian mayor: €5000/month
• Deputy mayors and district      

mayors: €2800/month
• District deputy mayors and 

Conseil de Paris: €1500/month
(No indemnity for district councillors)

Political system Stability: one, city-wide dominant 
party (social-democrats)

Stability: social-democrats in charge 
since 2001 (after 100 years of right-
wing domination)

Change: changing equilibrium 
between the most important 
parties; changing coalitions

Change: division of the right;
division of the city (left and right-
wing districts)

Role of migration Figures for fi rst and second 
generation:
• 35% of population is of non-

Western origin
88% of population has Dutch 
nationality

Figures for foreign-born:
• 18% is foreign-born
• 5% is born in a North-African 

country
86% of population has French 
nationality

Recruitment and 
openness of political 
system

Selection of candidate is made 
by committees within parties
Final decision is made by party 
members

Opaque procedures of selection. 
Members have a large say on paper, 
but in practice party leaders have 
most of the decision-making power

Explicit will of most parties to 
include ethnic minorities (and 
women)

Obligation to include women.
Varying willingness to include ethnic 
minorities

Dominant 
conception of 
representation

Councillors represent the entire 
city

Indivisible sovereignty. However, 
members of the Conseil de Paris are 
district representatives
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Thirdly, the defi ning features of the electoral systems are such that very different 

political systems emerge in each context. While the municipal electoral system is based 

on proportionality in the Netherlands, the French municipal councils are elected via a 

majority-runoff system (with a small element of proportionality) with closed lists. There 

is still an ongoing debate among scholars about the exact effect of electoral systems 

on party systems and representation, but it appears that those utilising proportionality 

ensure better representation in terms of gender and social background (Farrell, 2001, 

pp.165-166). Furthermore, the multi-party system, along with the need to build coalitions 

in Dutch municipalities, creates party systems and political cultures that differ from 

those in French municipalities, where the electoral system ensures strong majorities and 

a powerful position for mayors. Accordingly, while Paris and Amsterdam have known 

dominant parties (the Gaullist RPR between 1977 and 2001 in Paris, the social-democratic 

PvdA since 1953 in Amsterdam), the kind of dominance that is exercised is very different. 

Furthermore, the number of parties affects the opportunities for immigrants and ethnic 

minorities to engage in a party (as it does for all those who want to take part in politics), 

and may engender a competition between ethnic minority politicians for eligible 

positions.

Another important difference that is produced by the electoral system is the 

opportunity to cast a preferential vote in the Netherlands, whereby councillors can have a 

strong individual link to (part of) the electorate. Finally, in the Netherlands, non-nationals 

can vote in local elections, while this is impossible in France (with the exception of EU-

citizens). I have demonstrated above that the effect of the enfranchisement of foreigners 

in Amsterdam should not be overestimated, but this political right to participate has 

practical and symbolic consequences, whereas non-nationals are excluded from the 

political process in France, which is also important in symbolic terms.

Accordingly, despite some differences, there is common ground when we look at the 

dominant conceptions of representation in both contexts: the prevailing understanding 

of representation is one in which the entire population is represented and group interest 

representation is not approved. Ethnic group representation seems to be out of place 

in both cases. So, now that each structure has been described in terms of its relevant 

features, I will now turn to the practices of ethnic minority representatives (their careers 

and their discourses), which can be observed within each context.
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Chapter IV

Access to Local Politics

In this chapter, two questions will be answered with regard to the access that ethnic 

minority politicians have to local politics: who gets access and how? Both questions 

are dealt with in respect of three groups of interviewees. In Amsterdam, the issue is 

compared at two points (in the 1990s and 2006) to see if changes have occurred across 

time in the city, or if there are similarities. Then, access to politics in both Amsterdam 

and Paris is contrasted at a similar point of time (the 2006 elections in Amsterdam vs. the 

2008 elections in Paris) to see if there are similarities despite the differences between the 

two contexts. In other words, this chapter contains both a diachronic and a synchronic 

comparison.

I.  Access in Amsterdam in the 1990s

Twenty-three immigrants occupying an elected position in the city of Amsterdam were 

interviewed in 1990 (19 respondents) and 1994 (four other respondents). Six of these 

interviewees had been elected to the city council1, while the rest were representatives 

in the district councils. This group represents the entire research population; almost 

all of the councillors of foreign descent elected in Amsterdam in the early 1990s were 

interviewed.

1. Five were city councillors at the time of the interviews (two of them being duo-councillors) while one had 

held a seat in the council between 1986 and 1990.
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a. Who gets access?

The group of ethnic minority councillors elected in Amsterdam in the 1990s was 

predominantly male (19 men and four women). When compared to the share of women 

on the city council and the share of immigrant women living in Amsterdam,2 females 

were clearly under-represented among the ethnic minority councillors. The respondents 

appeared to be relatively young, the average age was 35, and a majority was aged 40 

or less (17 respondents). It was not, however, possible to compare the ages of these 

respondents to those of other councillors.

The respondents had been well educated: 15 of them had either an academic 

degree or one from the HBO (higher vocational education). Moreover, fi ve were still 

studying. Many of the respondents had studied social sciences, languages, or literature, 

or had a degree from the “sociale academie”, which provides social-cultural vocational 

training. All but one had followed higher education programmes in the Netherlands. 

A large majority were, therefore, highly educated. Indeed, only two respondents had 

undertaken a lower level of vocational training, while one said that he had received very 

limited schooling.

All of the respondents were born outside the Netherlands, although some had 

been born in the Dutch Antilles (which is part of the Dutch Kingdom), and others had 

been born in Surinam and Indonesia when these countries were still Dutch colonies. 

Not only had all of the respondents been born outside of the Netherlands, they had 

usually also been brought up elsewhere: 19 respondents arrived in the Netherlands as 

young adults (17 to 34 years old). Most came to the country for study or work, and only 

one respondent was a “traditional” guest worker (a Moroccan low-skilled worker who 

arrived in the Netherlands in the 1960s). Finally, four respondents arrived in the country 

as young children with their parents (when they were between four and 12 years old).

Nine respondents were born in former colonies before independence, and had thus 

been Dutch nationals since birth. Five were foreigners: two were Moroccan and three 

were Turkish. Nine had become naturalised by the time that they were interviewed (seven 

of them held both Dutch nationality and the nationality of their country of origin). If we 

consider the year of naturalisation, it appears that two respondents had acquired Dutch 

nationality before 1985, when foreign residents were enfranchised at the local level. As 

nine subjects were Dutch by birth, this meant that 11 of the 23 had been Dutch nationals 

before 1985; i.e. they were not excluded, a priori, from political participation. Five other 

respondents had acquired Dutch nationality before they were elected, meaning that 16 

interviewees did not directly make use of the enfranchisement of foreign residents in 

order to become councillors.

Table 4.1 summarises the characteristics of the respondents and reveals that so far 

as issues of gender, level of education, migration and nationality are concerned, there are 

important similarities. This group is, however, also characterised by great diversity; fi rstly, 

with regard to ethnic background: those of Turkish (nine respondents) and Surinamese 

origin (six respondents) form a large majority of the sample. There are also four subjects 

of Moroccan origin, two from the Antilles, one from Tunisia, and one from Indonesia. 

Put in these terms, however, the extent of the diversity within each of these groups is 

2. Between 1986 and 2002, 24% of all city councillors in Amsterdam were women. Within the main immigrant 

groups the share of women is between 40 and 50% (see www.cbs.nl).
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hidden. Among those of Turkish descent, for example, two stated that they were Kurds, 

and two referred to their Syrian orthodox origins. Among those from Surinam, three 

belonged to the Hindustani minority of that country, while two of the (four) respondents 

of Moroccan origin did not come from the Rif, unlike most of the Moroccan immigrants in 

the Netherlands. Furthermore, three respondents were the children of mixed marriages: 

two had an Antillean mother and a Surinamese father, and one respondent, who was 

born in Indonesia, had a Moluccan mother and a Dutch father.

In terms of the issue of social-economic background, two groups emerge: one with 

a modest background (eight respondents), and one with a middle-class upbringing (15). 

The former had parents who were unskilled workers in the Netherlands, or farm hands in 

the country of origin. Only a few of the interviewees’ mothers had had a paid occupation: 

15 were housewives, particularly in the case of the Turkish and North-African respondents. 

Among the respondents who had a middle-class background, two had fathers who had 

received a university education, three had fathers who were teachers and fi ve had fathers 

who had worked in the military or the police in the country of origin (including the father 

of the Indonesian respondent, who was a Dutch military man).

Table 4.1: Profile of  the respondents interviewed in Amsterdam in the 

1990s

Number of respondents 23

Gender 4 women, 19 men

Age in 1990 Range: 24-58
average: 35

Origin (based on country of birth of 
respondents and country of birth of both 
parents)

9 Turkish; 6 Surinamese
4 Moroccan; 2 Surinamese/Antillean

1 Tunisian; 1 Dutch-Indonesian

Background (based on profession of 
parents)

8 working-class
13 middle-class

2 upper middle-class

History of migration All born abroad
19 migrated as (young) adults,

4 as young children

Reason for migration 11 family migration/(re)unifi cation
9 study/qualifi ed work

1 unqualifi ed work
2 political refugees

Education 20 higher education
2 vocational education

1 no education

Nationality 18 Dutch nationality (9 by birth; 9 
naturalised)
5 foreigners
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As noted above, a large majority (19) of the interviewees arrived in the Netherlands 

as young adults. Six came to study, three arrived to do qualifi ed work, one came for 

unqualifi ed work, two came as political refugees, and seven joined a partner or their 

family, who had already settled in the country.

Despite differences with regard to ethnic origin and social-economic background, it 

appears that the group of councillors interviewed in the 1990s in Amsterdam is relatively 

homogeneous, being predominantly composed of men in their thirties, who came to the 

Netherlands as young adults, where they obtained a higher education qualifi cation and 

worked in the social-cultural sector. Almost all have Dutch nationality.

b. How did these people get access to politics?

As all of the respondents were born abroad, with a large majority of them coming to 

the Netherlands as young adults, it is important to consider the issue of their political 

socialisation in the country of origin. Eight respondents said that their parents had been 

politically active: fi ve (of Turkish and Moroccan origin) stated that their parents were 

members of left-wing parties, two claimed (from Surinam) that theirs had been active 

within the Hindustani party of that country, and the only respondent of Indonesian 

descent explained that her mother and her mother’s family were active members of the 

nationalist (Moluccan) movement.

Nine respondents had been involved in political activities in their country of origin, 

mostly in left-wing movements (fi ve of Turkish descent, two of Moroccan descent, and 

one of Surinamese origin). One respondent supported the Surinamese independence 

movement. Nevertheless, for a majority (14 of a total of 23), their political involvement 

started in the Netherlands.

A majority of the respondents joined left-wing political parties in the Netherlands: 

the social-democratic PvdA (eight), the green party GroenLinks (seven) and the social-

liberal party D66 (two). Five respondents joined the Christian-democratic party, the CDA, 

and one the right-wing liberal party, the VVD. There had usually been a relatively brief 

period of time between party membership and the fi rst successful election. Nineteen 

respondents had been party members for four years or less when they were elected for 

the fi rst time. In the case of the women, they had to wait for an average of one more 

year than their male counterparts before becoming a councillor (3.5 years vs. 2.5 years).

Five respondents explained that their candidacy was borne of their own initiative. 

Most, however, had been asked to join the party list, either by party leaders, the candidacy 

committee, their section, or a party group.3 Three of these individuals were also pushed 

by their ethnic community to become involved. The reason why the respondents were 

asked to do this is not always clear, but a number of matters seem to have played a role. 

The 1990 elections formed a particular context: the establishment of 14 new councils 

in districts of Amsterdam in 1987 and 19904 led to the creation of many new political 

3. The procedure of candidacy slightly differs from one party to another (see Chapter III). However, we gather 

from the interviews that in the 1990s, there was a candidacy commission in all parties, which auditioned 

candidates and received support statements from the party sections of party groups.

4. The district councils were introduced gradually in Amsterdam: fi rst, two in 1981 (Noord and Osdorp), 

followed by four new neighbourhood councils in 1987. In 1990, all neighbourhoods had their own council, 

except the city centre, which fi nally elected one in 2002.
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positions, for which there were no incumbents, and parties appear to have had trouble 

fi nding candidates. As the creation of these neighbourhood councils coincided with the 

enfranchisement of foreigners (in 1985), the parties were eager to have immigrants on 

their electoral lists. The combination of new political positions and a new electorate was, 

thus, a factor in the access of immigrants to local politics. Four respondents explained 

that their origins were explicitly mentioned when they were asked to join the party list, 

and six others claimed that an ethnic minority background tended to be an advantage, 

both for them and, more generally, for ethnic minority politicians overall. One respondent 

explained that he was explicitly asked to stand in the election by the local party leaders 

because of his migrant background:

The board secretary of the party section here in the district wrote me a letter, saying 

that they needed… migrant candidates, and therefore they wanted to know if I was 

interested in standing in the election.5

Nevertheless, three of these respondents also stated that they had experienced specifi c 

forms of prejudice during the selection process. The lack of experience (of board 

membership, for example), ability (e.g. to speak or write Dutch, or draft memoranda) and 

the need to “learn the job fi rst” were reasons used to dismiss ethnic minority candidates. 

One respondent, a member of the Christian-democratic party, did not have such an 

experience himself, but had witnessed it occurring:

You sometimes feel that some criteria are used more strictly for ethnic minorities than 

for autochthonous candidates, like the criterion of experience within the party, and 

that when it is useful for the white party leaders to use it, they use it at the cost of 

ethnic minorities. But I do not think that there is really any discrimination in the party, 

or in any other party.

Three respondents stated that civic activities, especially with and for migrants, were one 

of the reasons why they were asked by the party to join the list. However, 11 others were 

also members of migrant or ethnic-based organisations (those from Surinam), but they 

did not mention that these activities had played a role in the process of access.

To summarise, a large group of respondents had been involved with political 

activities in their country of origin, but the majority had begun their political activism in the 

Netherlands, joining left-wing parties and then being party members for a short period 

of time before they were elected. They were asked to join the party list, and apparently 

benefi ted from a favourable context in that there were many new political positions 

available, as well as a new electorate whose good will the parties tried to gain. These 

ethnic minority councillors were not themselves concerned about the enfranchisement 

of foreigners, as they were already Dutch nationals, but they were apparently considered 

by parties on the basis of their potential appeal to the ethnic minority electorate.

5. I translated all of the respondents’ quotes contained in this dissertation.
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II.  Access in Amsterdam in 2006

a. Who gets access?

In 2008 (after the 2006 elections), eight ethnic minority politicians held a seat in the city 

council (of a total of 45, i.e. 18 percent) and 75 were district councillors (of a total of 322, 

i.e. 23 percent).6 An overwhelming majority (seven in the city council, 50 in the districts) 

were elected for the social-democratic party, the PvdA. The number of ethnic minority 

councillors elected for the Green left party (GL; one in the city council, 11 in the districts) 

and the right wing liberals (VVD; six district councillors) were much smaller. Similarly, the 

other parties (Christian democratic CDA; Christian party ChU; socialist party SP; local 

parties) were marginally represented among this group of councillors. These fi gures 

refl ect the domination of the PvdA on the city council and all of the district councils, with 

this party holding 45 percent of the seats on the former and 40 percent of the seats on 

the latter.

As far as the profi le of these councillors is concerned, the picture is one of diversity 

and contrast. In terms of gender, there is a difference between the city council, where 

women dominate (six women, two men), and the district councils, where men are in 

the majority (43 men, 32 women). When looking at the councillors’ origins, those of 

Moroccan, Turkish and Surinamese descent are equally represented on the city council, 

both in relative and absolute terms. In the district councils, however, those of Turkish 

origin are the most numerous (21), followed by representatives with a Moroccan (19) 

and Surinamese (17) background. In certain district councils, some groups are well 

represented: councillors of Turkish and Moroccan origin are particularly present in the 

western district, while those with a Surinamese or Ghanaian background were mainly 

present in Zuidoost. This refl ects the composition of the population in these areas. 

Nevertheless, other districts with a similar make-up of population have different types 

of political representatives in the district councils (Slotervaart and Osdorp, for example7). 

It is noteworthy that for 18 councillors, the publicly available information (electoral 

material, newspaper articles, and council websites) did not provide any details of their 

origins, although their names and photographs suggested that they did belong to an 

ethnic minority. In other words, for almost a third of the ethnic minority councillors in the 

districts, ethnicity was not deemed to be relevant information in the electoral campaign, 

either by the candidates themselves, or their parties.

A large majority of the ethnic minority councillors were newly elected in 2006. None 

of those voted onto the city council had been elected in 2002 (the previous election), 

as was also the case for 53 of the 75 ethnic minority district councillors. There is no 

signifi cant difference between men and women in terms of the rate of re-election, nor is 

6. These fi gures are based on the study of the names of all councillors elected in Amsterdam, cross-checked 

with newspaper information and internet searches. The fi gures were collected at the beginning of 2008, and 

are therefore a snapshot of a particular point in time. There are many, rapid, changes in the composition of the 

Amsterdam councils, as councillors regularly step down and are replaced by others.

7. There is some evidence that the party sections of the PvdA are more or less open to newcomers in the different 

districts, and this is refl ected in the candidate selection process and the composition of the district councils.
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there a difference in terms of origin. Of those elected for the PvdA, there were, relatively, 

slightly fewer newcomers compared to the share for other parties.8

Fifteen interviews were conducted to gain more insight into the profi le of the ethnic 

minority councillors and how they got access to the local political arena. All of the city 

councillors, except one, have been interviewed, along with eight district councillors. 

Among them, nine women are women and six are men, while four have Surinamese, four 

have Turkish and three have Moroccan backgrounds. Among the remaining respondents, 

one is from the Antilles (and has a Venezuelan father), one is from Bosnia, one is of 

Moluccan origin, and one has a Tunisian father and a Dutch mother. Eleven of the 15 

respondents are members of the PvdA, three the GL and one the VVD. In terms of the 

features known about all of the ethnic minority councillors, this group of respondents is 

fairly representative of the overall population.

Table 4.2 Profile of  the respondents interviewed in Amsterdam in 2008

Number of respondents 15

Gender 9 women, 6 men

Age at interview Range: 26-48
average: 41

Origin (based on country of birth of 
respondents and country of birth of both 
parents)

4 Surinamese, 4 Turkish
3 Moroccan, 1 Moluccan, 1 Bosnian

2 mixed origin (Antillean-Venezuelan; 
Dutch-Tunisian)

Background (based on profession of 
parents)

9 working-class
6 middle-class

History of migration 11 born abroad
7 came when young adults, 4 when 

young children
4 born in the Netherlands

Reason for migration
(11 respondents)

8 family migration or (re-)unifi cation
2 for study, 1 as refugee.

Education 13 higher education
2 vocational training

Nationality All hold Dutch nationality
(5 by birth, 10 are naturalised;

8 hold dual citizenship)

The respondents share two characteristics: they are highly educated (all but two of them 

have academic or higher vocational qualifi cations) and are Dutch nationals (fi ve by 

birth, while 10 have been naturalised; eight have dual citizenship). As for other features, 

there is more diversity and contrast than there are similarities. In terms of age, there are 

8. When comparing the councillors elected in 2002 with those elected in 2006, the share of newcomers is 

slightly overestimated. Quite frequently, people got access to the council during the mandated term in offi ce. 

The interviews reveal that this has been the case for three of the 15 respondents.
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important differences, with the youngest being 26 and the eldest 58 (with an average 

age of 41). Four respondents were born in the Netherlands, meaning that a majority 

were born abroad (11). The reasons for their migration also differ: four came to the 

Netherlands as young children with their families, and four others came within the 

framework of family migration or reunifi cation, but as young adults. Two respondents 

came to the Netherlands to study and one came as a refugee. Seven respondents are 

the children of guest workers, and two others had parents who had received little school 

education in their country of origin. In other words, nine respondents have a working-

class background, while six could be described as middle-class.

To summarise (see Table 4.2), the large majority of the ethnic minority councillors 

elected in Amsterdam after the last local elections are affi liated with the social democratic 

party, and were elected for the fi rst time in 2006. In terms of gender and origin, there is 

a fair balance between different groups. The interviews also highlighted the fact that the 

councillors are highly educated and are Dutch nationals. In terms of age, gender, social-

economic background and history of migration, however, there is no typical profi le of the 

ethnic minority councillors elected in the city in 2006.

b. How did these people get access to politics?

Two of the 15 respondents had been politically active in their country of origin. For the 

large majority, however, their political activities are based on the Dutch context. A few 

respondents began their political involvement many years ago, with three joining their 

party at the beginning of the 1990s. Nevertheless, this is not the case for the majority 

(nine), who joined their party no more than four years before the 2006 elections. Indeed, 

all of those elected to the city council had joined a party a relatively short time before 

their election. There is more diversity in terms of length of party membership before 

election among those elected to the district councils: it varies from two to 16 years. There 

were no obvious differences in terms of gender.

Despite their relatively brief party membership, most of the respondents said 

that politics was usually “never far away”, as one of them put it. Six explained that their 

parents had been politically active in the country of origin (only one has a parent who 

is a member of a Dutch political party), while fi ve met politically active individuals in 

their parents’ close circle of family and/or friends. These respondents explained that 

their political engagement is largely a continuation of what they had experienced in 

their youth. For half of the subjects (eight), this political socialisation took place in the 

Netherlands.

Standing for election is a step that the respondents took in very different ways and 

at different times. Firstly, 11 of the 15 were elected for the fi rst time in 2006, while three 

had joined the district council during the previous mandate. This trio of individuals had 

not, however, been directly elected in 2002, but had gone onto the council after elected 

councillors had left. Moreover, one respondent had briefl y held a seat on a district council 

before 1990.

Secondly, the process leading to the candidacy also differs; for some, it was a rapid and 

natural step to take, while others needed some preparation. Four respondents explained 

that they had felt very distant from politics, and did not believe that they would ever get 

access to an elected role without a great deal of work. To cite one of the interviewees:
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I had always been active within organisations, but I did not think about politics. I did 

not feel concerned… what should I do in politics? I was not trained for it… But when 

I started attending the party meetings, I got stimulated. And because I was already 

active within the organisation, I thought that it in fact, it is the same, but here [in 

politics] I may get more things done.

It appears from the interviews that the activities they had engaged in within their civic 

organisations played a kind a mediating role for six of the respondents; they became 

acquainted with certain rules and/or they got in touch with politicians. For four others, it 

was the fact that family members or friends had been elected that set an example.

Three respondents had been scouted and/or asked by party leaders to join the 

list. Three others had been asked to do so in the past, but had declined the invitation: 

two because they felt that they were being asked as a “token” immigrant woman, while 

one explained that he had previously wanted to stand in an election, but had been 

discouraged from doing so by the party leaders at that time. Despite these differences 

in pace and settlement, it is noteworthy that for a large majority of the respondents, the 

decision to join the electoral battle was a matter of individual choice. They were often 

supported by their family, friends, relatives and party members, but they were clear that 

they made an individual and well-considered decision.

One of the reasons for this is that a candidacy appears to need a source of legitimacy, 

as 10 respondents explained. Legitimacy to stand for election can be based on a number 

of different things. Either the respondents were long-term party members and/or very 

active within their party, or they were active members of a civic organisation.

The role of ethnicity in the process of becoming a candidate was raised during the 

interviews, and led to different reactions. For a majority of the respondents, belonging to 

an ethnic minority group was not a particular feature in the competition to secure places 

on party lists. Furthermore, the respondents did not have the impression that the parties 

needed them on the lists as “token” immigrants.

Nevertheless, ethnicity did play a role for several respondents, but in differing ways. 

For some, the issue raised its head in the process of becoming a candidate within the 

party. One respondent explained that she felt attracted by the party’s call for candidates: 

women and those from an ethnic minority were particularly asked to apply. Another 

respondent fought hard to get an eligible position on the list, and in doing so used the 

argument that she is of Surinamese descent. In her words:

I had to argue a lot to get a secure position on the list. I claimed an eligible position. I 

told them that they needed me much more than I needed the party!

Ethnicity also played a role during the election campaign, with three respondents using 

specifi c “ethnic” tools, such as going to mosques, issuing campaign material in their own 

language, visiting migrant broadcasters, or otherwise mobilising ethnic networks. These 

respondents thus chose to use these specifi c resources in their campaign. In contrast, 

another respondent did not want her ethnicity to play a role on the election trail, but felt 

that she had to prove that she had not only been chosen because of her background:

I believe that that is specifi c for the councillors elected in 2006, we were approached 

with suspicion, people wondered what education we had, whether our Dutch was good 
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enough, and whether we had been elected because we were woman and immigrants, 

because that has been suggested, that this was the reason why I was put high on the list.

The reason why this respondent felt misjudged was partly due to a statement made 

by the national leader of the social-democratic party (Wouter Bos) just after the local 

elections of 2006. Refl ecting on the outcome, especially in Amsterdam, Bos expressed a 

fear that the large number of newly elected ethnic minority politicians, many of whom 

had benefi ted from preferential voting, would lead to problems for his party and for 

the governance of the city. During the interviews I conducted two years later, four 

respondents still felt angry about this statement, but only one felt that she had to prove 

herself because of it.

Overall, the impression given by the interviewees was that ethnicity played a role 

in their access to politics only to the extent that they wanted it to do so. If they wanted 

to be seen as a migrant, or an ethnic politician, the respondents could emphasise this 

(which they usually did not). Conversely, when they did not want their background to 

feature in their political activities, this was also possible. The interviews suggest that the 

Dutch political parties did not force the respondents to adopt an ethnically defi ned role.

The picture that arises, when we look at the issue of political socialisation and the 

partisan experiences of the respondents, is one of many contrasts. A few individuals 

had been socialised politically in their country of origin, but for most this occurred in 

the Netherlands. A large majority of the respondents had been party members for a 

brief period of time (four years or less) before they were elected, but they nevertheless 

identifi ed different reasons for the legitimacy of their candidacy. Some had been asked 

to run for offi ce and many were supported by friends and relatives; even so, a majority 

see their candidacy as an individual initiative. Finally, the issue of their ethnic background 

appears to have played a part only to the extent that the respondents wished it to during 

the process of becoming a candidate and in the election.

III. Access in Paris in 2008

a. Who gets access?

After the March 2008 elections, of the 517 councillors elected in the 20 districts of Paris, 

58 (i.e. 11 percent) could be identifi ed as being either immigrants, having immigrant-

origins, or being from overseas territories.9 Of these 517 councillors, 163 have a seat on 

both a district council and in the Conseil de Paris (see Chapter III) and, among them, 16 

are ethnic minority politicians (i.e. 10 percent).

This group of (58) ethnic minority councillors is composed of 34 women and 24 

men. Given that 50 percent of all Parisian councillors are women, it is noteworthy that 

9. I fi rst did so by checking the names and photographs of the councillors on the districts’ websites. I then 

ran the names that I had found in this way (those councillors who most obviously belonged to the research 

population) through a press database (Factiva) and the internet. This helped me to fi nd information (date and 

place of birth, occupation, origin) on a number of people, but also helped me to identify a number of other 

ethnic minority councillors. Finally, via the interviews and discussions with a number of people, I gradually 

added other people to the list.
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they outnumber men among these ethnic minority representatives. In terms of their 

party affi liation, an overwhelming majority of these councillors (43) were on the socialist 

party’s (PS) electoral list,10 while fi ve were elected for the Green party, two were on 

competing left-wing lists, and eight are members of the right-wing UMP. Given the fact 

that the majority of the left-wing councillors elected in Paris belong to the left-wing 

majority party (312 of a total of 517), these fi gures are not surprising, but the ratio is 

worth noting: the left-wing orientation of this particular group of councillors is greater 

than for Parisian councillors overall.

For a majority of the councillors (41), their place of birth is known. Twelve were 

born in the French “Métropole”, six in the French Antilles, 15 in North-African countries, 

three in sub-Saharan countries, while the others were from Spain, Portugal, Lebanon 

and Haiti. On the basis of a number of different sources of information, it appears that 

21 councillors have North-African origins, seven are Antillean and nine come from Sub-

Saharan nations.

When comparing the names of those elected before and after the 2008 elections, 

it appears that 48 of the 58 ethnic minority councillors were newly elected in March 

2008. Some of them may, however, have been elected in other cities or at an earlier time 

(I know that this is the case for two people). Nevertheless, it is clear that this group of 

councillors is predominantly comprised of newcomers.11

Despite their overall recent access to the local political arena, a signifi cant proportion 

of the ethnic minority councillors occupy a position of power: 26 of the 58 (45 percent) 

are district mayors, district deputy mayors or deputies of the Mayor of Paris. This is 

particularly the case for women, half of whom are position holders, while this is only the 

case for a third of the men.

In order to obtain more information, a number of interviews were conducted with 

councillors elected in March 2008. These were carried out in two phases, both before 

and after the elections in March 2008: six people were interviewed in 2007 (these 

councillors were re-elected in 200812) and 11 councillors who were elected in 2008, 

but had previously held no electoral mandate, were interviewed in June and July 2008. 

Accordingly, 17 ethnic minority councillors elected in Paris have been interviewed. Of 

these representatives, three have a seat in the Conseil de Paris (and three others did 

during the previous mandate), 11 are women and six are men. In terms of party affi liation, 

11 are members of the PS, while fi ve belong to the Green party and one is member of the 

right-wing UMP. The sample is not representative of the total population in two respects: 

councillors elected to the Conseil de Paris and members of the socialist party are slightly 

under-represented.

In terms of their origins, two respondents are Antillean, six are from North-African 

countries (three from Algeria, two from Morocco and one from Tunisia), two are from 

the Lebanon and two are from Sub-Saharan African nations (Burkina Faso and the Ivory 

Coast). One interviewee was born in Morocco like her father, while her mother was born 

10. These lists, one for each district, are coalitions between the leading PS, a number of other left-wing 

parties and unaffi liated candidates (“candidats d’ouverture” or “de la société civile”).

11. Although it is not, strictly speaking, comparable, this fi gure can be contrasted with that relating to 

incumbents in the Conseil de Paris. Almost half of the 163 members of the Conseil (47 percent) were elected 

for the fi rst time in 2008.

12. Two more interviews had been conducted in 2007, but these people were re-elected in 2008.
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in Tunisia, but both parents are of Italian origin.13 Four further respondents have parents 

of different origins: a French mother (for three of them she was also of foreign origin: 

Czech, German and Spanish) and a Moroccan, Tunisian, Algerian or Ivorian father. One of 

them explained that it is important to not only look at her African origins (those of her 

father), since she was raised by her fully bilingual and bicultural French-German mother:

So in fact my background, the fact that I am… that I have multicultural ancestors, from 

other countries, it is indeed linked to the Ivory Coast, but it is mostly linked to the 

history of my mother… Eventually through experiences at school, during my studies… 

it is society that sees me as a “métisse” [half-breed], or as someone of African origin.

Among the fi rst generation immigrant councillors, the reasons for their migration vary a 

great deal. Six respondents came to France as children, one to join family he had in the 

country, three within the framework of family reunifi cation, and two migrated with their 

parents for personal or political reasons. On the other hand, seven respondents came to 

metropolitan France as young adults in order to study, or, for one respondent, to work.

Table 4.3 Profile of  the respondents interviewed in Paris in 2007 and 2008

Number of respondents 15

Gender 11 women, 6 men

Age at interview Range: 26-59
average: 44

Origin (based on country of birth of 
respondents and country of birth of 
both parents)

3 Algerian, 2 Moroccan, 2 Lebanese, 2 Sub-
Saharan African, 2 Antillean, 1 Tunisian, 1 

Italian (but 2 generations in Morocco)
4 respondents mixed background.

Background (based on profession of 
parents)

9 working-class
6 middle-class

History of migration 4 born in metropolitan France
1 in Antilles
12 abroad

Reason for migration
(13 respondents)

6 family migration/reunifi cation as children,
6 for study and 1 for work as young adults.

Education 16 higher education
1 vocational training

Nationality All hold French nationality
(7 by birth, 10 are naturalised;

7 hold dual citizenship)

Seven individuals are the children of guest workers and thus have a modest background 

(in France), while the parents of one respondent were farm hands in their country of origin. 

In contrast, nine respondents have a middle-class or upper middle-class background. All 

13. The French state has encouraged people from France and Southern Europe to move to its North-African 

colonies. The ancestors of this respondent moved from Sicily to Tunisia and Morocco on that basis.
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are highly educated, except for one interviewee who underwent vocational training. All 

of the other respondents have a higher education qualifi cation, ranging from the two-

year graduation programme, the DEUG, to a doctorate. Most studied the social sciences 

(political science, educational science, sociology, geopolitics).

All of the respondents have French nationality, a prerequisite for standing for 

election. Seven are French by birth and 10 were born abroad and have acquired French 

nationality. Among this last group, seven have dual citizenship.

Table 4.3 summarises the information I have obtained on the profi le of the group 

of ethnic minority councillors elected in Paris after the 2008 elections. This group is 

predominantly composed of women who were born abroad, were elected for left-

wing parties and have had no previous electoral mandate. Seventeen interviews were 

conducted with Parisian councillors. The only characteristic that they share is that they 

are highly educated: all but one has an academic degree. In terms of socio-economic 

background and history of migration, there are no common features.

b. How did these people get access to politics?

When one looks at how the respondents gained access to politics, it appears that half of 

them were politically socialised within their family: seven have parents who have been 

politically active, while two have close relatives who were. In most cases (apart from two), 

this political engagement took place in, or was linked to, the country of origin.

The political activism of the respondents themselves began, and has continued, in 

France. Indeed, only one interviewee had had any political experience before arriving 

in continental France, namely an Antillean respondent who had been active within the 

Guadeloupe independence movement. Another individual had, however, been active 

within civic organisations in Lebanon before migrating to France.

The length of party membership varies greatly. A majority of the respondents (10) 

had been a party member for more than four years when they were elected for the fi rst 

time. Among the 10 who were fi rst elected in 2008,14 fi ve had been party members for 

seven years or more (with this fi gure being up to 22 years for two individuals). One of the 

interviewees explained that he had not wanted to stand in an election before because he 

thought that he would return to his country of origin:

Being an active member of a political party, the moment comes when you have to 

think about what you will do. So I wondered: shall I step into the decision-making 

process, or will I remain an active militant? And I thought that it was time for me to 

enter the decision-making process.

Yes… but you never thought of doing that before?

… Not really.

So what made you change your mind?

Well… I say not really, but to be honest… I always thought that I would be going back 

to Africa one day.

Among the six respondents who were interviewed before the 2008 elections, the length 

of their party membership varied from three to 18 years. This group was elected either 

14. One other respondent was interviewed in 2008, but he had been elected in 2001 in a distant suburb of 

Paris, before leaving the council after less than a year for professional reasons.
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in 1995 (two) or 2001 (four). Gender makes a difference in terms of the length of party 

membership before the fi rst election: on average, women had been a party member for 

six years, while this was 10 years for the men.

Most of the respondents (10 of the 17) have had responsibilities within the party, 

at least at the level of the local party branch, with fi ve of them having held positions 

within the regional or national party assemblies. Party activism is an important source of 

legitimacy within the party in an election battle. Activities within civic organisations were 

another source of legitimacy proposed by the interviewees: eight of them said that this 

had played a role in the process of gaining access to politics. Indeed, in the competition 

for positions on the party list and/or during the electoral campaign, activity within an 

organisation had been a positive factor, demonstrating civic engagement and proving 

that the candidate was in contact with the population.

The initiative to enter the electoral battle within the party came largely as a result of 

a personal decision. Ten respondents stated that they had decided to become a candidate 

for a position on the party list; they told either the administrative body of the section 

or the leading candidate that they wished to stand in the election. Two respondents 

explained that becoming a candidate was a natural process because of their extensive 

activities within the local party branch. Conversely, fi ve were asked to join the list by the 

person who led the party list at the elections. When asked in this way, the respondents 

were usually guaranteed a particular position on the list, while those who entered the 

selection process on their own initiative faced severe competition.

It appears from the interviews that the leading candidate (usually the incumbent 

district mayor) has played a key role in the decisions made about the formation of 

the party list. Although the party statutes of the socialist party clearly state that party 

members vote on the list, many respondents explained that they got a position on it 

because the leading candidate agreed. In the words of one of them:

In practice, how does it work? Who did you let know that you wanted to stand in 

the election? The local branch?

No, you apply. That’s it. You apply, you say: “I am a candidate” by sending a letter to 

the mayor… and then… then he selects you.

However, the mayor (when he wishes to be re-elected), or the leading candidate, do 

not always have absolute power over the local section. He/she thus has to take various 

factors into account in the selection procedure. The compiling of the electoral list is 

a complicated process, in which varying factors come into play. The following extract 

details some of these:

Different criteria come into play in the composition of a list. We have three sections 

[the respondent lives in a district that is divided in three local party sections], and each 

section must be represented. Secondly, there is the “parité” between men and women. 

So these are two criteria that do not concern the abilities of the candidate… there must 

be 50 percent of women, and there must be an equilibrium between the sections.

What about the party factions?

Indeed, in addition, there are the party factions, that must be represented each 
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according to their importance.15 And fi nally, an important criterion is whether the 

candidates… if we are responsible and we win the elections, the representatives must 

be serious-minded, active… they must have some skills in order to be credible for the 

population.

The respondents had different views about the personal features that had played a role 

in their access to politics. Knowing that the law on “parité” forces parties to include 50 

percent of female candidates on the lists, it is noteworthy that among the 11 women 

who were interviewed, only three stated that they have benefi ted from their gender. 

Furthermore, these three respondents did not see gender as an adequate reason for 

getting on a list. One explained that four factors had played a role in her high position 

on it:

There are many versions that circulate about why I was the second candidate on the 

party list… But I see four [reasons]: I am young, there are not many women of 30 that 

wish to get elected, I am a woman, I am anchored locally, and I can stand for the 

population [in terms of origins]. All these factors played a role together, there is not 

one that was more important than the other.

So far as the issue of origin is concerned, and the extent to which it had played a role 

in the electoral battle, the interviews suggested that this had been a marginal factor. 

Four respondents believed that this had contributed to their success, although, again, it 

was not thought to be the only factor. However, the issue of origin does appear to be a 

positive feature: being of foreign descent is a distinctive element that can be mobilised 

as a resource by the respondent and/or the party. One subject explained how she had 

used this argument to get a position on the list:

The third argument that I used [when auditioned by the selection committee; the fi rst 

being her civic activities and the second her contacts within a specifi c neighbourhood], 

and it was a bit of an unfair argument, but I thought: well, I have nothing to lose, I have to 

use it… It was an unfair argument and at the same time I sensed that it was an argument 

that could tip the scale… that was the argument of positive discrimination. I told them, 

I accused them, really, saying: I took a look at the electoral lists of the right wing party, 

they put people of foreign origin high on the lists, and I don’t know what the PS will do, 

but for the time being, it is doing bad. (…) They criticised me for using that argument… or 

well… they told me that I was not included on the list just because I am of foreign origin, 

but because they thought I was a good candidate. I am not fully convinced.

To summarise, it is possible to identify a common feature in the process of the Paris 

respondents gaining access to politics; they began their political activities in metropolitan 

France, although many have parents who were politically active in their country of origin. 

The length of party membership varies a great deal, and there was not one standard, 

pre-election career. Half of the group has had – or still has – responsibilities within the 

party. The candidacy itself was usually an individual initiative, but the support of the 

leading candidate, a party faction, or the local party section was an absolute necessity 

for someone to be included on the fi nal candidate list. Belonging to a minority group 

15. The party factions play an important and institutionalised role within the socialist party. At each party 

congress, the factions propose motions, and the votes issued on each motion determine the weight of the 

factions.
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appears to be of little importance. Women do seem to have an advantage: they are more 

numerous, have been party members for a shorter period of time before their election, 

and are more often a district deputy mayor or a deputy mayor.

IV. Comparing access across time and across cities

Two comparisons can be made here: one in which the context is the same (in Amsterdam) 

but the period of time is not (the 1990s vs. 2006), and another at a similar point in time 

but in two different contexts (Paris vs. Amsterdam). Important changes can be seen when 

comparing the ethnic minority councillors elected in Amsterdam in the early 1990s and 

those who succeeded in 2006: there was a large increase in the number of women, there 

was greater involvement of second generation immigrants, there is growing diversity 

in terms of ethnic background, and the number of “partisan” politicians (people who 

were long-term party members and/or held responsibilities within the party before their 

election) has increased. These changes are of different kinds. The increase of second 

generation immigrants, for example, refl ects a societal change, while the other factors 

are a sign of an alteration in the recruitment practices (or strategy) within the political 

parties.

The most striking change, however, is that a relatively homogeneous group of 

councillors in the 1990s, composed of young men born abroad, with a middle class or 

upper middle class background, who migrated as young adults and have achieved a high 

level of education, was replaced (after the 2006 elections) by a group characterised by its 

diversity in terms of gender, origin, social-economic background and migration history. 

This change may be due to the signifi cant increase in the number of ethnic minority 

councillors, but this cannot explain why no dominant profi le emerges from the group of 

politicians elected after 2006. Nevertheless, a few features are central and have remained 

constant over time: a high level of education, Dutch nationality and the affi liation to 

the social-democratic party, the PvdA. These features point to consistent preconditions 

for access to the politics of Amsterdam over time: access is mainly possible within the 

dominant party in the city for those who are highly educated and have Dutch nationality.

The comparison of the situation in Amsterdam with that in Paris reveals, fi rstly, that 

in both relative and absolute numbers, more ethnic minority politicians are elected in 

Amsterdam. Then, if we compare those elected in Amsterdam and Paris, it appears that 

more women are successful in the latter. Moreover, these women have had an advantage 

over men: their access to local politics appears to have been easier; they have been party 

members for a shorter period of time before their fi rst election success and they gain 

access to higher positions in the Parisian hierarchical political system. Furthermore, on 

average, the respondents in Paris have been party members for longer periods of time 

than their Dutch counterparts. On the other hand, the groups of respondents in both 

cities share a number of characteristics: their left-wing engagement, the diversity of their 

ethnic backgrounds, the high level of their education, the important presence of fi rst 

generation immigrants and the high number of newly elected councillors. It appears that 

in both cities migration in adulthood, political socialisation in the country of origin, or 

even political activities in the country of origin are no impediment to a political career in 
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the host country (nor are these factors a necessary condition). It is also important to note 

that these highly educated, left-leaning politicians are active citizens, either within parties 

or within organisations. As a form of training, a resource and a source of legitimacy 

(whether as a complement to or, sometimes, a substitute for partisan legitimacy), activities 

within civic organisations tend to help in the process of gaining political access. In both 

cities, the respondents needed these sources of legitimacy before they decided, or were 

asked, to stand for election. One does not get a position on a party list “out of the blue.”

When contrasting the three groups of respondents and addressing changes and 

similarities over time, a few characteristics come to the fore: they are highly-educated, 

left-leaning and civically and/or politically active citizens. With regard to their education, 

ethnic minority politicians resemble politicians in general. In other words, the former fi t 

into a more general pattern of the profi le of the elected elite. The high level of education 

of the respondents is also a sign that these individuals distinguish themselves from ethnic 

minority and immigrant groups, which are not generally well educated. It is also important 

to highlight that even when possessing the nationality of the country of residence is not 

a prerequisite to getting elected (as is the case in the Netherlands), the ethnic minority 

representatives were Dutch nationals. Nationality and political participation are thus – 

whether by law or in practice – intimately linked.

More generally, the conclusion of this chapter is that ethnic minority politicians rarely 

correspond with the (caricature) image of immigrants: a male, unskilled guest worker 

with little schooling, an illiterate wife, and children who struggle in society. Even for the 

respondents who are the children of guest workers, their family background and history 

of migration are atypical: they have parents of different origins, they migrated with a 

single (divorced) parent, they moved in order to study, or their family travelled back and 

forth, etc. The respondents were often members of ethnic or religious minority groups 

in the country of origin, or are a minority within the immigrant group in the country of 

residence. Their exceptional family backgrounds, histories of migration, scholarly and 

professional careers and civic activities are the signs of their particular position with 

regard to ethnic minority groups in both cities. This status of exception appears to favour 

their access to the elite of the country of origin, while it distances them from those that 

they stand for in the eyes of so many.

As these practices of access to local politics, both over time and in two cities, 

have now been described and analysed, they can be linked to the insights in Chapter 

III so as to address the issue of the interaction between structure and practices. Some 

changes over time, or across the two cities, can be linked to differences in terms of the 

structural features. With regard to the presence, in absolute and relative numbers, of 

ethnic minority politicians in Amsterdam and Paris, the empirical facts presented here fi t 

well with the features of the structure described in Chapter III; Amsterdam does indeed 

have a more favourable context for the inclusion of ethnic minorities in politics than 

Paris. The proportional electoral system urges parties in Amsterdam to constantly appeal 

to voters, among whom are enfranchised foreigners. This is particularly the case for the 

social-democratic party, the PvdA; if it wants to maintain its dominance in the city council 

and district councils, it must remain open to all of society and include minorities on its 

lists. Parties in Paris do, however, seem to have more latitude when it comes to their 

recruitment strategy; the electoral system gives almost absolute power to the winning 

list and, more particularly, to the leading candidate on it. This is refl ected when looking 
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at the access that ethnic minority politicians in Paris have, which largely depends on the 

willingness of party leaders to include them on lists.

The comparison of Amsterdam over time also highlights the role of structure. The 

1990 election was atypical for a number of reasons (weakened position of the PvdA, 

new district councils, enfranchisement of foreigners), and this relates to some of the 

characteristics of the councillors elected at that time; parties proactively sought out 

ethnic minority candidates, thereby recruiting people with little political and/or partisan 

experience. Those elected in 2006, however, are both more embedded in their parties and 

more concerned with the issue of their legitimacy to stand in an election. Furthermore, 

an ethnic minority background played a much more enabling role in the recruitment 

process in the 1990s than in 2006.

Nevertheless, other outcomes are diffi cult to link with structural features. Despite 

the difference in structure of the two cities, the characteristics shared by the respondents 

over time, and in both Amsterdam and Paris (the high level of education and the atypical 

background, family history and process of migration), are puzzling in this respect. These 

characteristics point to there being other mechanisms at play that do not depend on the 

electoral system, the political system and the political culture in each city. Indeed, as I 

will argue in my conclusion, these similarities among the ethnic minority councillors in 

Amsterdam and Paris are best explained by looking at the functioning of representative 

democracy and elite recruitment.
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Chapter V

The Development

of  Political Careers

This chapter is based on longitudinal data, namely interviews conducted with the same 

ethnic minority councillors in both the early 1990s and more recently. It partly builds on 

the previous chapter, since the 23 interviews conducted in 1990 and 2004 are utilised 

again. However, another group of respondents is introduced here: the 15 ethnic minority 

councillors elected in the Paris region at the beginning of the 1990s. A large majority of 

both groups of respondents were re-interviewed in 2006 and 2007 (respectively 16 and 

11 individuals). This longitudinal data makes it possible to study the development of 

careers. As explained in Chapter II, I will use information about the type of mandates and 

party positions held, the length of political careers, and the aspirations of politicians to 

refl ect on Weber’s typology: politics by vocation or avocation (Weber, 1946 [1921], p.83). 

Furthermore, the relationship between the politicians and their party, and the extent 

to which they depend on their party for the development of their political careers, are 

discussed here. Finally, the aim of this chapter is to study the issue of leaving politics in 

terms of when, how and why it occurs, since this is  a lacuna in the current research on 

ethnic minorities in politics.

As a new group of interviewees is being introduced here, I will begin with a brief 

overview of the profi le of those interviewed in 1992 in the Paris region. I will then describe 

the development of their political careers. In the following section, this same issue is 

considered in terms of those elected in the 1990s in Amsterdam. In the fi nal section, the 

careers of the ethnic minority politicians in both contexts are compared and linked to the 

conclusions of Chapter IV on the structural features of the two contexts.
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I.  Political careers of  ethnic minority politicians in the
  Parisian region

a. Profile of  the respondents

Fifteen politicians were interviewed in 1992 in the Paris region. These individuals had 

been born abroad or in the Antilles, or at least one of their parents had been. Two were 

elected in Paris, and 13 others in surrounding municipalities.1 The respondents had been 

elected to a local council at the time of the interviews, save for one who had been deputy 

mayor in a district of Paris between 1980 and 1983, and had been elected to the regional 

council in 1986 and 1992 (two mandates). He is included in the sample because of these 

political mandates and because he belonged to a right-wing party.

The group was comprised of two women and 13 men. Six were born in the Antilles, 

eight are of Algerian origin, two have an Algerian father and a French mother, and one 

respondent is of Moroccan descent. Five of the politicians were born in France, and all are 

of North African origin. In contrast, 10 other respondents had migrated to the country. 

Three were young children when they did so, while seven came to metropolitan France 

as young adults, when aged between 17 and 35, either to study or work. In one case, 

the respondent came to France following the declaration of independence in Algeria (in 

1962). He and his family were so called “rapatriés”, namely French and Algerian families 

who were brought “back” to France (although some had never lived there).

The youngest respondent was aged 26 while the eldest was 51. The average age 

of the 15 respondents was 41. The six who came from the Antilles were slightly older 

(average: 46 years) than those of North African origin (average age: 37). The average age 

for the second generation immigrants among the respondents was lower than for the 

group as a whole (33 years of age).

Most respondents had a modest background: eight were working class, while the 

other seven had had a lower middle-class or middle-class upbringing because their 

father (and for two respondents also their mother) had been undertaking qualifi ed work 

in their country or region of origin. The respondents themselves were predominantly 

middle-class. Eleven have a higher education diploma in the fi elds of informatics, 

economics, political science, law, sociology, or geography, while four had undertaken 

vocational training, either in the medical sector (three respondents) or as an electrician 

(one respondent).2

Nationality and citizenship are intimately linked in France: in order to have the right 

to be elected, all of the respondents had to have French nationality. Nine individuals 

were born French: either they were born in France (six Antillean respondents and two 

second generation immigrants), or Algeria before independence. Six respondents were 

born foreigners and later acquired French nationality.

1. Ten respondents were elected in the municipalities of the “petite couronne” (close suburbs of Paris), 

including seven in the Seine-Saint-Denis “department.”  Three respondents were elected in remote suburban 

municipalities.

2. The new series of interviews in 2007 revealed that there were no changes in their educational status, but 

due to the selection process, the level of education was slightly higher than for the original group of 15 

respondents, with only two who had just undertaken vocational training. Two respondents have retired since 

the 1992 interviews.
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Table 5.1 summarises the different elements of the profi le of the respondents, and 

reveals that while the group seems to be rather heterogeneous (in terms of origins, age, 

background and history of migration), relatively young and highly educated men are in 

the majority.

The way in which these politicians gained access to politics is not at the heart of 

this chapter. It is, however, helpful to bear in mind when and how they became involved 

in this arena if we are to refl ect on the development of the political careers of these 

individuals. Accordingly, the key features of the process of gaining access to politics for 

the 15 respondents considered in this chapter are, thus, summarised briefl y. Most stated 

that their parents had engaged in few or no political activities. Only two mentioned 

that their father was a member of a political party (one the Communist party in the 

Antilles, the other the Gaullist party in Algeria and subsequently in France). Six of the 

eight respondents of Algerian origin claimed that their father supported the FLN (“Front 

de Libération Nationale”) during the Algerian war of independence. The respondents did 

not, however, believe that their fathers were high profi le activists; they mainly collected 

money.3

Table 5.1: Profile of  the respondents in the region of  Paris

Number of respondents 15

Gender 2 women, 13 men

Age in 1992 Range: 26-51
average : 41

Origins (based on country of birth, and 
country of birth of parents)

6 Antillean
8 Algerian (2 of them French-Algerian)

1 Moroccan

Background
(based on profession of parents)

8 working-class
7 middle-class

History of migration 4 born abroad; 6 in Antilles
7 migrated as adults; 3 as young children.

5 born in ‘Métropole’

Reason for migration
(10 respondents)

6 Study/qualifi ed work
1 because of Algerian independence

3 family migration

Education 11 higher education
4 vocational training

Nationality and naturalisation All hold French nationality
9 by birth

6 naturalised

Engagement in political activities was, therefore, primarily based upon the respondents 

taking the initiative themselves. Moreover, their political engagement was, and still is, 

fully linked to France and took place within French political parties. Seven respondents 

were members of the Socialist party in 1992 and three were members of the Communist 

3. The father of one respondent was, however, sent to prison because of his activities.
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party. One respondent was a member of Génération Ecologie, an environmentalist party 

founded in 1990,4 one belonged to a right-wing party, the RPR, and fi nally, one individual, 

after being a member of the Socialist party for nine years, was now a member of a small, 

rather marginal, party, the “Mouvement pour une Nouvelle Humanité” (MNH), which 

is  mainly led by Antilleans. Two respondents were not a party member at the time of 

interview, and never had been; these individuals had been elected on a list as civil society 

members,5 and it was a conscious and voluntary choice to engage in politics without 

belonging to a party.

The 13 respondents who were members of a party had been long-term party 

members at the time of their fi rst election (in 1977 for one, 1980 for another, 1983 for 

four, or 1989 for the rest): eight had been a party member for four years or more, one 

individual had been a member of Gaullist parties for 27 years, while, in contrast, two 

respondents had joined their party shortly before the elections and were both members 

of newly founded parties (“Génération Ecologie” and the MNH). A large majority of 

the respondents explained that the length of their party membership legitimised their 

candidacy. The general feeling was that it is not only obvious that one should be elected 

after some years of activism, but even that the process should not operate otherwise. 

Those who were not party members stressed that they had had contacts who were 

local politicians for many years, and it was these individuals who had eventually invited 

them to join the electoral list. Accordingly, it seems that apart from long-term party 

membership, local civic engagement was recognised by local party leaders as a source 

of political legitimacy.

It appears from the interviews that the Socialist party issued a guideline during 

the 1989 campaign, encouraging local branches to include candidates of foreign origin 

on the electoral lists, and in two interviews the role of this directive was referred to. 

The guideline was, however, by no means an adequate reason for inclusion on the 

electoral lists. Indeed, the respondents underlined the fact that they were also active 

and recognised members of the party and/or the local section. In other words, they 

tended to explain their access mainly by referring to their longstanding and active party 

membership, and not to the fact that they might have been chosen because of the party 

directive.

b. The development of  careers

Eleven of the 15 respondents from 1992 were re-interviewed in 2007 and 2008. Six were 

still members of the party they represented in 1992.6 Four other individuals were no 

longer party members, two had never been7 and two others had left their party (for both, 

the Communist party, after 18 and 20 years of membership). Finally, one respondent 

had changed parties: he had been a member of Génération Ecologie in 1992, joined the 

4. Génération Ecologie was particularly successful in 1992. It brought together centre-left and centre-right 

environmental activists, but has subsequently moved closer to the right-wing parties. It has not been very 

successful politically since 1993.

5. In French: “personnalité d’ouverture”, or “issu de la société civile.”

6. This equated to 42 years of activism for one respondent. Another respondent left the party he was elected 

for, joined another party for which he was a candidate, and then rejoined the fi rst party again.

7. One of them, however, had explicitly said in 1992 that he was a member of the Communist Party. In 2007, 

he explained that he had never been a member of that party, but that he had been a supporter.
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Gaullist party, the RPR, in 1997, and was now member of its successor, the UMP.

Five of the 11 respondents who were re-interviewed still held an electoral mandate. 

One became an MP during the parliamentary elections of June 2007, after a gap of nine 

years, which was due to the fact that she had held a position (in a public agency) that 

was incompatible with a political mandate. She had tried to get elected in 2001, but was 

not selected as a candidate by her party. A new opportunity arose for this individual with 

the parliamentary elections of 2007, partly because of the growing attention paid to the 

absence of visible minorities in French politics after the “banlieues” riots in 2005. This 

respondent stressed that it was on her own initiative that she joined the electoral battle 

again in this particular context:

Of course, I was still interested in politics… I have worked in the Parisian municipal 

administration since 2001, and I continued to follow things closely. And at some 

point… there were social movements, the riots in the “banlieues” and I thought it might 

be good to… to get involved again. I wanted to give a signal to some, in particular 

to young people… they seemed to me to be very disappointed about their French 

citizenship. (…) I thought that I needed to show that we all really are equal in rights.

Four respondents were elected to municipal councils,8 three of whom had not lost their 

seat since 1989, or even 1983 (one had been a councillor in his municipality for 24 years). 

One respondent was elected to a municipal council between 1989 and 1995, then moved 

to another municipality and was elected in 2001 to a district council in Paris.

Among the six respondents who left politics, three no longer have a political 

mandate because of a confl ict, and three did not want to be re-elected. One interviewee, 

an Antillean, continued in offi ce for two mandates (12 years) on the municipal council 

of his area. However, during the campaign for the 2001 municipal elections, he came 

into confl ict with the mayor - he believed that too little was being promised to Antillean 

inhabitants - and withdrew from the list.

I was in 6th position on the list. After the fi rst round, I withdrew. I asked for a number of 

things for people from the overseas territories: a judicial offi ce, a welfare worker, and 

they could not comply with these demands, because the city had debts. There was no 

need to fool my compatriots, so I withdrew.

Another respondent was not included on the list for the regional elections in 1998. He 

had been a regional councillor between 1986 and 1998 (two mandates), and before 

then he had been the deputy mayor in a district of Paris. He had argued with party 

leaders about various issues, one of which was his alleged (unfairly according to him) 

communitarian approach. This respondent is still a member of the right-wing party, but 

is very critical of it and its leaders.

A third respondent had also lost his seat. He had been a member of the Socialist 

party between 1980 and 1995, and had held a seat in a municipal council between 1983 

and 1995. In 1995, he decided that he wanted to become deputy mayor, but the mayor 

8. There were some changes after the 2008 municipal elections: two of the re-interviewed respondents kept 

their local mandate, while two had stepped down. Another respondent had been out of offi ce for a few years 

and was elected to a municipal council. Finally, the respondent who had been elected as an MP in 2007 now 

combines this position with that of district councillor in Paris.
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refused his request. He then joined a small centre-left party to oppose the mayor. He did, 

however, rejoin the Socialist party in 2006 to prepare for the 2008 municipal elections.9

Three respondents did not refer to any confl ict when explaining why they left local 

politics; instead, a form of lassitude played a role, although many different factors were, 

in fact, at play: two moved to other municipalities and could not, therefore, be re-elected. 

None of these respondents intends to seek re-election in the future.

When asked to refl ect upon their careers, three respondents gave positive responses 

about their situation and achievements. All three are currently in offi ce; two have 

remained on their municipal council for many years, and one has recently become an 

MP. All three are members of the Socialist party. Their satisfaction relates to a number of 

different matters; they were happy about the policies of their municipality and what they 

had achieved personally. One individual, who has a vocational qualifi cation, explained 

that his political experience (18 years on his city’s municipal council, of which seven were 

spent as deputy mayor) was more valuable to him than any higher education degree. A 

sense of pride and social revenge is expressed here:

Even if I had gone to university, I probably would have learned less than I have here… 

When I meet new people, whatever the topic of the conversation, I may not always 

have an opinion, but I know what we are talking about. (…) I am well-informed and 

I know the ins and outs… And that, I learned in politics, whether you like it or not. In 

a way, it was the university I could not go to, and I feel proud that I got this training 

without going to university.

These three respondents rejected the often-heard criticism that their party did not do 

enough for migrants and visible minorities. To them, people have to make an individual 

effort to obtain a political position. The reaction of one respondent was illustrative of this 

when she was asked why some criticise the Socialist party for not doing enough to get 

ethnic minorities elected:

Well, some people ask what the PS [Parti Socialiste, LM] does for them, but they should 

also ask themselves what they do for the PS. Do they… It is a competitive arena. You 

have to put a lot of yourself into the party, you have to write, you have to do things, so 

as to… so as to give the impression that you can be useful to the group.

In contrast, there was a group of six disappointed respondents. Two are members of 

the Socialist party, two belong to the right-wing UMP and two have left the Communist 

party. Two of these individuals hold an elected position, and their disappointment mainly 

stems from the fact that after 20 years of activism, they believe that they have not had the 

recognition they deserve. As one said: “there cannot be any justifi cation for being relegated 

to nothing at all at the age of 50.” The other respondent explained that his position can 

be quite demotivating to young people who might be interested in engaging in politics:

I cannot be a role-model; I am just a municipal councillor, and that after 20 years of 

political engagement. That really isn’t a good example to others. They will think: why 

have a hell of a bad time for 20 years and end up as a dogsbody…

9. He did, however, leave that party at the end of 2007 to join the new centre party, Modem.
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So, why accept such a position if it is seen as downgrading after 20 years of political 

engagement? This same respondent believes that in order to pursue a political career, 

a minor position (which is what the role of district councillor is to him) is better than no 

position at all:

I accepted to be the last on the electoral list, I accepted this humiliation because I 

believe that… nothing is easy. You don’t get a position just like that. You have to accept 

being humiliated. That is diffi cult. I have shown that… that I was able to keep my 

feelings to myself. I did not say: I quit. I accepted to be the last on the list. (…) Luckily, 

we got a very high score, and I was elected. Otherwise I would have been politically 

dead.

Really?

Well, yes, I wouldn’t have had any political position. I could have disappeared from the 

political arena.

But through other means, within your party for example…

Yes, but it is much better to have a mandate. Even a minor position, but you need to 

have a mandate.

Four other critical respondents no longer hold an elected position. Three left after an 

argument with the party (one is a member of the UMP, one the PS and the other had 

been a member of the Communist party),10 while one did not want to stand in an election 

again. Both the lack of opportunities to advance their careers, their irritation about the 

rules of the political game and disappointment about policy achievements explain their 

criticisms 

Finally, two individuals had mixed feelings when they evaluated their political 

careers, expressing some disappointment, but also evoking positive experiences. Their 

reasons for their satisfaction and disappointment were similar to those of the more 

outspoken respondents.

c. The role of  ethnicity

From the interviews in 2007, it appears that the origins of the respondents primarily 

played a role in their political activities and careers as an ascribed identity that was used 

by others, noticeably the party and some political opponents.

Starting with the most extreme situations, two respondents explained that they 

had been on the receiving end of explicit racist remarks. It is interesting to note that in 

both cases this occurred when they stood in an election for a role at a higher level in the 

hierarchy of the French political system. One headed a party list for the regional elections 

of 1992, while the other was a candidate for a seat in parliament. Both are Antilleans. The 

fi rst was harassed with anonymous phone calls:

When I stood in the election for the regional council… my wife could not sleep at home 

at night. Every night we got phone calls… “nigger, we are going to burn your house 

down, we are going to kill you!”… These must have been extreme-right people. And… 

that made me quit politics as well. At night we had to take the phone off the hook.

10. These respondents admitted that their confl icts were essentially linked to their personality, as their strong 

temperament had led to clashes with party leaders.
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This respondent explained that he had not expected such attacks because of his political 

activities and they were more than he could endure. Indeed, this experience was one of 

the reasons he left the political arena.

The other respondent was accused by her opponent of being a “communitarian 

candidate” (i.e. a politician who only cares about the interests of his/her ethnic community), 

which is an insult in the French political context. Despite having stood in many elections 

previously, this interviewee had never before been confronted with such statements:

My main opponent (…) was always saying that mine was a communitarian candidacy. 

But I always defended universal issues. But for him, as I was born in an outermost 

region, my candidacy could only express something like folklore. (…) He really insisted 

on that and it was quite annoying!

Were you accused of this for the fi rst time?

Yes. Like this, yes. I have often taken care of issues of immigration, racism etc., but 

never had anyone put the emphasis on my origins like that.

This respondent felt motivated to show her opponent how wrong he was. It also put an 

emphasis on the symbolic element of her candidacy, which she happily assumed.

A very different type of identity ascription was mentioned by two other respondents, 

and is linked to a particular party. These interviewees believed that the Socialist party has 

something against people of Algerian descent, and felt that this had been an obstacle 

to the advancement of their political career. One respondent, who is a member of the 

PS, was a deputy mayor for 15 years and was subsequently on the municipal council 

in his area. He did not believe that he could attain a higher level in politics, because of 

prejudices against Algerians:

Do you think about standing for another election in the near future?

Well… I think that it is impossible. I think that within the Socialist party, it is impossible.

Why?

Because I think that there is a form of deeply imbedded racism within the party. I truly 

believe that.

Because of your origins?

I think so, yes. I wouldn’t have said that some years ago. (…) After 24 years of 

engagement, and many years of support for the socialists, I came to the conclusion 

that it is impossible. Impossible. For those of Algerian origin. People from other origins 

are not problematic. Those of African, Moroccan, Tunisian origin. But for those of 

Algerian origin, it’s impossible. You have to realise that the Algerian war is not over 

yet in France. It left terrible scars behind, absolutely terrible scars, within the Socialist 

party just like everywhere else, but maybe even more within the Socialist party, among 

the leaders of the Socialist party, there is a profound hostility. Profound and intense.

Despite questions seeking further clarifi cation with both this respondent and another 

who also touched upon this issue, it is not really clear why this prejudice against Algerians 

would be particularly strong within the Socialist party, in comparison to others. The 

respondents did not give examples of remarks or statements made by party members 

that would illustrate their (serious) accusations. It is, therefore, diffi cult to assess these 

claims. They are, however, interesting when compared to what was said by an Antillean 
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respondent, who is active within an all-party organisation of elected Antilleans, and who 

explained that this “oecumincal” engagement for his community is “a sacrifi ce of one’s 

career.” In these circumstances, we see here the idea of a strong hierarchy of political 

positions; it is all right to take care of your community’s interests as a municipal councillor, 

and to work with fellow Antilleans from other parties for that matter, but if you want to 

take on a more high-profi le role (heading a list, or standing in a single-member district 

election), this will not be accepted by the party. These experiences of discrimination 

(accusations of “communitarism”, latent prejudice and explicit racist remarks) highlight 

that although the issue of origin is not an impediment to gaining access to politics, or to 

holding a local offi ce, it can be an obstacle if an individual has wider ambitions.

Five respondents revealed their frustration at seeing other ethnic minority party 

members having responsible roles without displaying the same level of engagement and 

loyalty. There is a link here with what was said before; in the mind of these respondents, 

parties favour a high turn-over of ethnic minority politicians in order to ensure that 

they fi ll the less prestigious political positions. Co-opting people with little political and 

party background would thus be a strategy to “neutralise” long-time party members who 

deserve political recognition in the form of more high-profi le roles. In the words of one 

of the interviewees:

Yes, I am terribly disappointed. Even more because they have rewarded others… that is 

awfully frustrating. They rewarded people from the North-African community who had 

previously told me to go to hell with “my Chirac” and “my Juppé” and “my Toubon”! 

Those are the ones who got promoted. One even got a position as advisor at the 

Elysée.11

There is, however, another dimension to this particular criticism levelled by the 

respondents. Four of them elaborated on the position of (migrant) women. To cite one of 

these interviewees, who is a member of the right-wing party, the UMP:

There shouldn’t be specifi city for us. I have been a representative for a long time, so 

why have those who get a position in government never been elected? (…) Should 

people have no representative experience in order to get access to politics… as a 

token of innovation? We should be treated like everyone else. I have been a candidate, 

I have been active in politics for a long time… In the end, only women with a migrant 

background get access. (…) Parties kill two birds with one stone when they choose 

migrant women. But I think that it is very bad, as it conveys the idea that men with a 

migrant background are not legitimate. We should compete just like the others. We 

are always left out.

The respondent believes that male politicians with a foreign background (and, more 

particularly, those of North-African origin) cannot compete for senior positions in the 

French political system. They may get elected at the local level, but are not chosen by 

their parties for more high-profi le roles.

11. Jacques Chirac has been the leader of the Gaullist movement for many years, mayor of Paris, prime 

minister and president of the French Republic between 1995 and 2007. Alain Juppé was a close companion of 

Chirac both at the Parisian Town Hall and in government (his fi rst prime minister). Jacques Toubon was also a 

close and loyal companion of Chirac, elected in Paris and holding various positions in government. The Elysée 

palace is the seat of the French president.
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Ethnicity thus appears to be primarily something that the respondents are 

unwillingly labelled by. Nevertheless, a few explained how they could mobilise this 

issue themselves. Three interviewees described how they had fought inside their party 

to ensure the inclusion of ethnic minority candidates on the party lists. One of these 

individuals explained why and how she did this:

In 2004 [the regional elections], we had to fi ght hard, it was a tough battle in 2004, in 

order to have an Antillean elected…

In Ile-de-France [the region including Paris and the suburbs]?

In Ile-de-France, yes. And although… the regional council has 200 representatives. And 

in Ile-de-France, some places are very multicultural… A few people of foreign origin 

were included on the list, but nobody from the Antilles, while Antilleans have been 

French for much longer. And they are largely present here. So it was a tough battle.

A very different mechanism of ethnic mobilisation was revealed by another respondent; he 

began his political involvement being somewhat distant from the Antillean organisations 

within his municipality, but was, through his work as councillor, drawn to this community 

and ultimately became the president of an Antillean association.

I think that at some point, I realised that whatever I did, whether I wanted it or not, 

I am part of the Antillean community, notably in the eyes of other people. To put it 

differently: the others see me as member of a community, as a communitarian.

And by others, you mean Antilleans and “Métropolitains”?

No, I mean white people. White people. It is important to say white people. 

“Métropolitains” are not necessarily white.

This respondent thus turned an ascribed identity into an assumed and asserted identity, 

which was also meaningful for political purposes. He encouraged the Antillean inhabitants 

of his city to register as voters and become active in the political process. Indeed, the 

mobilisation of an ethnic identity for political purposes seemed to be particularly strong 

for the Antillean candidates. In fact, as we will see in the next chapter, this is also refl ected 

in the discourses of these respondents.

The group of ethnic minority politicians interviewed in 1992 in the Paris region 

was very diverse in terms of origin, age, background, history of migration and level of 

education. They had also taken different paths to gain access to local politics. Their 

careers have been different as well; some continued to work locally, others moved onto 

other levels (or at least tried to), some stayed in offi ce, and others left politics altogether. 

The stories behind the divergence of these various careers, and how the respondents 

assessed them, varied. Some were very satisfi ed about their experiences, while most were 

disappointed and frustrated.

When looking at the career development of these politicians, two types thereof 

emerge. For some respondents, political activities are attached to a local setting and 

their political careers are also local; they were elected to the municipal council for a 

period of time (which can be lengthy) and left the arena quite happily. For others, their 

political career is centred on a partisan engagement. Parties are at the core of what 

they do, their legitimacy as a representative stems from their party activism, and their 

political mandates are features of their political careers – along with their activities and 
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responsibilities within the party. The municipal mandate is often one of the elements 

of their political engagement – it may be a substantial part, but is rarely enough on its 

own. While a successful political career can be achieved through their good work for the 

municipality for the fi rst group, this depends upon the advancement of their political 

career for the second. To these individuals, a political career is a ladder with the municipal 

mandate at the bottom, and a national mandate at the top. Climbing this ladder can, 

however, be diffi cult and is often frustrating. This dichotomy does not completely refl ect 

the notion expressed by Weber that politics is either a vocation or an avocation (Weber, 

1946 [1921], p.83). This is because we see elements of politics as a vocation in both cases. 

The discriminatory elements in the dichotomy revealed by the analysis of the careers 

of the French respondents seem to be the level of ambition and the attachment to (or 

dependence on) the party.

When looking at the part that ethnicity plays in the careers of the respondents, it 

did not seem to be crucial in terms of access. The subjects underlined that they were 

active party members and their candidacy naturally followed on from this. For those 

who are members of the Socialist party, the party guideline issued in 1989 may have 

helped them get access to politics, but cannot explain it. During their careers, ethnicity 

primarily played a role as an ascribed identity that was used against the respondents, 

especially for those who wanted to climb the career ladder of French politics. Having a 

more “communitarian” approach at the local level appears to be more acceptable than 

when higher positions are sought. This conclusion refl ects the outcomes of Chapter 

III. The existence of a closed political system (due to different aspects of the electoral 

system and historical features), a strong hierarchy of positions, and party cultures that 

are not particularly open, led me to conclude that the access that newcomers have to the 

political arena is restrained rather than facilitated in the context of Paris and its regions. 

The interviews have helped us to realise that it is not access that is necessarily restrained 

for ethnic minority politicians, but more the opportunity to build an upwardly mobile 

political career.

Furthermore, the interviews highlighted that despite the important presence of 

immigrants, and particularly Antilleans, in most of the municipalities where the ethnic 

minority politicians studied herein were elected, ethnicity is usually not mobilised as a 

political resource by them. It is, and remains (over time), a burden much more than a 

blessing.

II. Political careers of  ethnic minority politicians in Amsterdam

Of the 23 respondents interviewed in Amsterdam in 1990 and 1994, sixteen were re-

interviewed between 2006 and 2008.12 The profi le of those interviewed in the early 1990s, 

their access to politics and their discourses on representation have been presented in the 

previous chapter, and will, therefore, not be repeated here. We have seen that this group 

of respondents is characterised by heterogeneity in terms of origins and social-economic 

background, and by homogeneity in terms of gender (with few women), education (with 

a generally high level of education), history of migration (all were born abroad) and 

nationality (only a few are foreigners).

12. See Chapter II for responses and non-responses.
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In terms of the profi le of the interviewees, there were some minor changes between 

the early 1990s and 2006/2008. Three respondents (all of Turkish origin) had since acquired 

Dutch and offi cially renounced their Turkish nationality. Moreover, in terms of education, 

there seems to be greater uniformity in the respondents recently re-interviewed: fi ve 

of the 16 had only undertaken vocational or a lower level of training in 1990, but had 

continued their education since then. Accordingly, all 16 respondents have now achieved 

a higher level of education, in either academic or vocational terms (HBO).

a. The development of  careers

To briefl y summarise the observations presented in the previous chapter, the majority of 

the respondents, although born and raised outside the Netherlands, began their political 

activities in the country. Nevertheless, a substantial number had also had political 

involvement in their country of origin. The overwhelming majority were affi liated to left-

wing parties at the time of their fi rst election, and party membership was relatively recent. 

Most of the respondents were asked to stand in the election, in a context where parties 

were eager to appeal to the new foreign electorate (although almost all respondents 

were Dutch nationals) and many new political positions had been created.

One of the striking outcomes of the new series of interviews with these same 

politicians is that only one of them still held a political mandate (as deputy mayor in 

a district of Amsterdam). As explained in Chapter IV, deputy mayors do not necessarily 

need to be elected, and this was the case with this respondent. 

For all 23 of the respondents interviewed in the 1990s (save for one) information 

is available about when they left the city council or their district council. The average 

duration of mandate was seven and a half years; in other words, slightly less than two 

terms. Three respondents remained in offi ce for 12 years. In contrast, two others had left 

the council early after three years.

Although the fi gures are not comparable,13 the average of seven and a half years in 

offi ce is greater than the average number of years spent in offi ce by all of Amsterdam’s 

city councillors in the period 1986-2002 (fewer than fi ve years), while the average length 

of time in offi ce of all of the district councillors in the district of Slotervaart14 between 

1990 and 2002 was a little more than 6 years. This is, however, less than the average 

of eight and a half years in offi ce referred to by Tjalma-den Oudsten (2006, p.5) on the 

basis of a survey of Dutch municipal councillors. If all this information is put together, the 

length of the careers of the respondents in Amsterdam does not appear to be radically 

different from that of councillors in general. One of the re-interviewed respondents 

explained that there is nothing specifi c to ethnic minority politicians when it comes to 

how long is spent in offi ce:

In the Netherlands, people stay on the council for a while, there is a hard core of 

people… let’s say the die-hards, who stay, and they make it a profession… but the large 

13. It is not comparable because the average time in offi ce of the respondents combines the years spent 

both at city and district level. However, the average period given for all city councillors in Amsterdam does 

not include the years eventually spent by some politicians in a district council prior to the election at the 

municipal level.

14. There was no particular reason to choose Slotervaart here; it was the only district for which data was 

made available.
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majority stays in offi ce for a few years and then leaves. If I think of those who were 

in the council with me… how many of them are still elected? Maybe… you can count 

them on the fi ngers of one hand.

Furthermore, it also appears that the majority of the respondents had held only one type 

of political position, at the local level: six had had a seat on the city council and 13 on 

a district council. One respondent was fi rst elected at district level, and then spent four 

years on the city council before later returning to the district council. Three respondents 

were fi rst elected to a district council and subsequently to the city council. In other words, 

21 of those interviewed in the early 1990s have remained on the local stage, while only 

two respondents have moved onto other levels: one was elected to the regional council 

for three years, while another has been an MP for seven years.

Leaving the political arena after a few years in offi ce thus seems to be common. 

During the new series of interviews (with 16 of the initial 23 respondents), two individuals 

stated that they left offi ce because they did not like the way things operated within 

the council, but for all of the other respondents, leaving the political stage was not a 

decision based on negative feelings. The reasons they put forward were: the end of the 

term (seven respondents; and no re-election, either because the individual did not stand 

again, or their party did not win enough votes); a new job that was incompatible with 

their political function (three respondents); or a move to another district or town (four 

respondents; in this scenario, the seat is lost immediately). One of the interviewees who 

lost her seat because she moved away explained that she was sorry to step down, but did 

not feel enough regret to try to get re-elected in her new municipality:

Did you think it was a pity that you had to step down?

… At the time, I did! Yes, I did. I mean, at the time, it felt like that. But I cannot say that 

I have regrets. If I had had regrets, I would have tried to get back to it. Well… I still 

believe it is a hard job. In fact I believe it is fully a job, because I think that… (…) I often 

hear people say about politicians: “they’re just there for the money”… Well, a politician, 

or a councillor does a lot more than that. My experience was that next to what you do 

in the council, you have to stay in touch with the population, and that costs a lot of 

money… and at that time I had two little children… and I had my job, and other civic 

activities… that was quite hard. I still think it is diffi cult to combine all that. Now that 

the children are older I would have a bit more time… so… but no, I have no regrets.

Most of the respondents stated that it was their own decision to leave politics. They 

typically thought that it was time to do something else, such as returning to their 

professional career. One explained that stepping down did not mean that he disliked 

politics, but instead thought that doing so was both good for him and necessary:

I wanted to broaden my horizons… I wanted to do something completely different for 

a few years… I had a job as consultant while I was elected to the council, but at some 

point I wanted to leave the council completely, I wanted to work in the private sector 

for a while…

Why was that important for you?

… because if you are totally immersed in politics, at some point you run the risk of 

becoming a bit dull, many things become self-evident, and you need to reset from 
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time to time, at least that is what I think… You need to reset your hard disk and… 

and try to do something completely different so as to get inspired and acquire new 

experiences.

Disappointment about their experiences in the council and with their political career was 

not a factor for any of the respondents. There can of course be disappointments: the 

inability to achieve certain goals or to advance, or concern about how politics works. One 

interviewee who expressed the most disappointment explained how she tried to launch 

a change in the municipality’s policy towards immigrant children, but failed to convince 

the rest of the council. This led to her leaving her role:

I discovered that I could not change things. I had become a candidate because I 

wanted a change for women and immigrants, and I could not change things. (…) The 

fi rst year, I was rather passive, I wanted to observe, see how you have to do things. 

The second year, I started to become active: I wrote reports, I made propositions. My 

most important project was to make pre-school intake mandatory, so that immigrant 

children would not be held back with regard to the Dutch language. (…) My party 

agreed with my proposal, except for one or two colleagues who were always against 

everything, but the rest of the council did not back my proposal. They thought that 

it was too expensive, while the municipality fi nanced other projects that were less 

important! And eventually the national government could have fi nanced it. It was a 

crucial proposal and it was rejected. I am still angry about this!

However, even when they evoked such disappointments, the respondents stated that they 

did not regret their political experience and had learned a great deal. By and large, they 

were satisfi ed with what they had learnt and experienced. One interviewee summarised 

most of the positive remarks made by the other respondents when asked to look back 

on his experiences:

What did you like about being a councillor?

… Well… I liked… I liked the fact that I had [played] my part in deciding about important 

societal matters… I liked my political group very much, the people I worked with. I liked 

working together with other parties… and I learned a lot. I learned about the political 

structure in the Netherlands, how it all works (…) And… also I liked the fact that I could 

take care of the interests of underprivileged groups. I liked being so active here, I am 

proud that I have been civically active.

What was valued most, by almost all of the respondents, was the learning process. They 

frequently explained that they learnt about how the city functions and who does what. 

Moreover, they had also learned to look at administrative processes in a different way, 

and had personally benefi ted from doing so. To cite one of the respondents:

The experience gained within the council… you can’t gain it anywhere else! You 

cannot follow a course… because it does not exist. I have greatly benefi ted from this 

experience, it was good for my own development.

The (16) re-interviewed respondents may have left their elected positions, but nine of 

them were still members of the party that they represented at the beginning of the 
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1990s. Two had, however, changed parties: one left the social democrats to join the social 

liberal party (D66) and then the green party, while the other left D66 to join a local party 

(active only in his neighbourhood), and then founded his own party in the area. Five 

respondents were no longer party members. These fi gures support the notion that it was 

not due to confl icts with the party that these respondents decided to leave their role. It 

is also clear that a majority of those who were re-interviewed had not closed the door 

on the political arena completely. Nine of the 16 are either already involved in political 

activities, or stated that they might consider holding a political position in the future, 

mainly referring to (appointed) executive roles.

b. The role of  ethnicity

In Chapter IV on the issue of access to politics, we saw that the group of respondents 

elected in the early 1990s believed that they had benefi ted from their ethnic background 

in the context of the 1990 elections. Of course, this was not the only factor to play a role, 

and in itself is obviously not enough to achieve political access, but an ethnic minority 

identity was apparently valued by the parties. So, what role did it play after that? One of 

the respondents argued that it is by being re-elected that ethnic minority politicians can 

overcome this positive discrimination issue:

Up to a specifi c point, it is an asset to be an immigrant, there is positive discrimination. 

But past that point, you have to be better than the others if you want to stand your 

ground and to make progress. If Aboutaleb or Albayrak15 were to become a minister, 

it would be a case of positive discrimination: the PvdA would appoint them to set an 

example. But in order to keep their position, or come back after elections, they would 

have to be very good at what they do.

Fifteen years later, all of the respondents had either lost or given up their seat (only one 

still held a political offi ce). We also saw that with regard to the length of time spent in 

local politics, there is nothing with which to distinguish these respondents from other 

local councillors. Furthermore, ethnicity does not appear to have played a part in the 

end of the respondents’ political careers. Indeed, only one individual mentioned that 

his decision to end his political career was partially motivated by a change in his party’s 

standpoint on the issue of ethnic diversity:

The reason why I quit politics, well, there were different reasons, and one of the reasons 

was the course chosen by the party. In 2000, 2001. (…) With regard to people. I mean 

with regard to ethnic minorities. They had always said, from the top of the party to 

the bottom: they are enriching. And people can integrate without a problem while 

retaining their own identity, they can participate and they do not need to renounce 

their identity. That had always been the offi cial position of the party, because that it 

is how it was created. That was really important to me, because it was not just like: 

oh, well, you are nice people, no, it had a profound meaning. It was an important 

issue, and it was important to show why they thought about it like that. And… all of a 

sudden, all of that was gone! All gone.

15. The interview was conducted before the government was formed (in February 2007), and Ahmed 

Aboutaleb and Nebahat ALbayrak were in the race for a position as a minister. They both are secretaries of 

state at this point in time.
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Not much was said during the interviews about the impact, whether positive or negative, 

that their ethnicity had had on the course of the respondents’ careers. Remarks about this 

issue (by six subjects) were rather incidental, although they all seemed to be coming from 

the same point of view: ethnicity is mobilised by others (the party and/or the electorate) 

against the respondents. Why and how this happens differed for those who mentioned 

it, but the issue of ethnicity seems to be particularly utilised in certain situations: during 

electoral campaigns, at the time when the respondent tries to attain a new position, and/

or in the case of a confl ict with the party.

Ethnic labelling, at the cost of the respondent, most often occurred within the 

parties. One of the particular situations in which this happens is when the electoral lists 

are formed: parties strive to produce ‘perfect’ lists, with the ideal combination of profi les 

that refl ect the diversity of society. In this process, candidates can be reduced to their 

ethnicity, which was the case with a Surinamese respondent. He wanted to be elected to 

parliament, but the national candidacy procedure within his party meant that he ended 

up being in competition with other ethnic minority candidates for a secure, eligible, 

position on the list:

The candidacy process has three rounds. I came through the three rounds, and I ended 

at position 52. My section started a lobby to get me higher on the list. There was a 

Moluccan man on the list, and a Surinamese woman, and me. So they were trying to 

secure a higher position for me. And the chairman of the commission said that I was a 

good candidate, but that there already was a Surinamese on the list. And he explained 

that if I would get a higher position on the list, the Moluccan candidate would end up 

lower on the list, which was problematic.

The ethnic background of this respondent was used against him in this particular situation, 

and his national aspirations were thus blocked. Another respondent also experienced 

ethnic labelling within his party, but in different circumstances. He was deputy mayor 

in his district, and his party wanted him to step down and leave the position free for 

someone else. In the confl ict that ensued, the respondent was accused of having a 

clientelist attitude, which, he argued, is only levelled at ethnic minority politicians:

During that period of time, I have been deputy mayor for a year and a half. And then 

you see the problem again, the problem I mentioned earlier about ethnic minorities. 

Because… I had a confl ict within the party because people said that I was clientelist. (…) 

In politics, that is normal! But when Blacks do that, it becomes something bad. Then it 

is called clientelism. You see what I mean? But if you look at what Bos and Marijnissen 

[national political leaders] want to do, if a Black person would do that, you would hear 

people say: that is clientelism. No way: that is satisfying your electorate.

For another respondent, ethnic labelling was not an incidental phenomenon, but a more 

structural one within his party. He believed that his origins were crucial in the perception 

the party had of him. He regretted and opposed this, because it did not coincide with 

how he wanted to be perceived:

Within the party, I was always seen as being Surinamese. That was diffi cult for me. 

Because I got stuck. On the one hand, I was telling the Surinamese people about the 
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constraints, I was participating in radio programs in order to explain what I was doing 

in politics, and more generally what politics is about, and at the same time, I was trying 

to work on other issues in the city council, I was in the harbours commission, and the 

employment commission…

Ethnic labelling can also come from the electorate, and, more specifi cally, from voters of 

the same origin. One respondent gave an amusing example of a voter who approached 

him on the basis of an imaginary common identity:

My grandfather came from India, so I have an Indian surname, and once I was called 

by a lady who wanted to know what my position was on the electoral list. So I told 

her. And she said: you know, I defi nitively want to vote for a Hindustan. I had to tell 

her that I am not a Hindustan, I am a Creole, my grandfather was a Hindustan. Oh, she 

said, too bad! (Laughs).

In that case, ethnic labelling has few political consequences. This was, however, different 

in the case of another respondent who explained that he was attacked by some of those 

within the Turkish community when he tried to get a position on the list for the municipal 

elections.

I was asked to join the list for the city level. People from the local section asked me to 

do it. So I talked about it with my wife. We thought it could be interesting. But at some 

point I realised that some Turks were running a campaign against me.

Why?

I am not a Turk, I am not a Muslim, I defend progressive ideas… I know that they 

checked what I said about Kurds for example and they used it against me. I had no 

support here in the neighbourhood; the group of progressive Turks is rather limited. 

Anyway, I got position 16… or 20, I can’t remember. It was the 1990 election, with 

Walter Etty, and the PvdA lost dramatically.

Ethnicity as an ascribed identity and something that is used against the respondents 

was the way in which this issue was principally referred to in the interviews. Ethnicity 

may, however, also be mobilised by ethnic minority politicians as a political resource, 

and the respondents gave examples of this, while stressing that they themselves had not 

done so. One individual explained how, in his district, an opponent of Turkish origin was 

successful in convincing Turkish voters to vote for him, and got elected as a result:

Within the PvdA I know an example. But they were unlucky, they wanted an immigrant 

on the list for the picture, but this person was not as stupid as they thought, he went 

to all the Turkish cafés… to convince voters (laughs). And what happened… he was in 

position 24 or 25, but he got more [preferential, LM] votes than the second candidate 

on the list… so he got elected! Yes, these things happened.

The remarks made about the role of ethnicity in the development of careers are rather 

insignifi cant, as was mentioned above: for the majority of the respondents, it seems to 

have played a role in access, but not after that. For those who brought the issue up, 

ethnicity seems to have been a burden, as opposed to the resource it was initially.
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In Chapter IV, we saw that the group of respondents interviewed in the early 1990s 

in Amsterdam could be characterised by a relative level of homogeneity, both in terms of 

profi le (with regard to gender, migration history and level of education in particular) and 

how they got access to the local political arena. The respondents disclosed a relatively 

brief period of  party membership before their fi rst election, they had been asked to join 

the party lists, and appeared to have benefi ted from the context of the early 1990s, which 

was particularly welcoming to ethnic minority politicians.

When we look at the course of these respondents’ political careers, we can also see 

many similarities. Firstly, they had all lost their seats or resigned by the time they were 

re-interviewed recently. Furthermore, their careers took place at the local level only: a few 

tried to reach the regional or national level, but only two succeeded. Finally, satisfaction 

prevails when looking back on their careers, while their exit from politics was driven by 

apolitical motivations and feelings of serenity.

The length of stay on the council (seven and a half years on average) is very much 

in line with what is known about councillors in the Netherlands more generally. Indeed, 

in how they conceive their careers, the respondents seem to have adopted the Dutch 

way of practicing local politics, despite (for the large majority) their socialisation in their 

country of origin. Their political careers are local careers, which are characterised by a 

limited number of years in offi ce and overall satisfaction. Using Weber’s terminology, 

the way in which the respondents exercised their political mandate fi ts with the notion 

of politics as an avocation: “politics is, neither materially nor ideally, ‘their life’ in the fi rst 

place” (Weber, 1946 [1921], p.83).

This job and career satisfaction can be linked to the description of the political system 

of Amsterdam, which was described in Chapter III. I have argued that the prerogatives of 

the council, which really controls the executive, make the position of councillor valuable 

and potentially interesting. Indeed, the conclusions of this chapter confi rm that being a 

councillor in Amsterdam is motivating in itself, which is supported by the fact that the 

respondents did not attempt to pursue their careers at other levels of government.

Ethnicity, which appears to have played a role when gaining access to politics, does 

not explain why the respondents chose to conduct their political careers in the way that 

they did, and nor does it appear to have had an impact on how and why they left the 

local political arena. When asked to refl ect on the development of their careers, the 

respondents only rarely evoked anything relating to their origins. For the few who did 

so, their ethnicity was mainly seen as a burden, and was ascribed to the individual by the 

party.

III. Comparing the development of  political careers

The comparison between the two cases presented herein – the development of the 

political careers of politicians elected in Amsterdam and the Parisian region in the 

early 1990s – reveals important differences. The respondents have different profi les 

(the group in Amsterdam shares a number of important features, while the group of 

French respondents is heterogeneous), took different paths to gain access to politics (the 

respondents in Amsterdam were asked to join a list, while the French insisted that this was 
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due to their long-standing party engagement), and have followed very different political 

career paths over time. The respondents in Amsterdam have either left or lost their seat, 

remaining on the city or district council for (on average) seven and a half years, and then 

resuming their professional career. The respondents in the Parisian region, however, had 

had two types of careers (local or partisan) in a variety of situations. On average, these 

political careers were (much) longer in France.

These important differences in profi le and type of career between the two national 

cases point to the infl uence of context. Given the variation in ethnic background in both 

locations, and the variations in profi le in France, the differences between the cases are 

best explained by referring to the political culture and context of each national case. 

Ethnic minority politicians make political careers that, by and large, seem to fi t the profi le 

of the career that is typical for each context.

The facts that when compared to the French case careers appear to be relatively 

brief and are limited to one level of government for councillors in the Netherlands (the 

respondents are not an exception) raise questions. Could it be that the more open a 

political system, the more political careers are restricted in time and place? Amsterdam 

has been characterised as an open political system: some features of the electoral system 

enhance the positive representation of society in terms of its diversity (proportionality, 

low thresholds and the enfranchisement of foreigners, see Chapter III). These factors 

favour the gaining of access to the political arena by members of ethnic minorities (as 

was described in Chapter IV). The careers observed within this context are limited when 

compared to those of their French colleagues. Many of their French counterparts would 

assume that the Amsterdam councillors lack ambition, while those who were elected in 

Amsterdam might not understand the obstinacy, despite disappointments, of the French 

respondents. The interviews in the Parisian region seem to show that (at least for some 

of the respondents) the threshold for entry into the (local) political arena is high, but that 

once you are in, you stay in. This highlights a strong interdependence with the political 

party; the individual politicians and the parties seem to be stuck with each other and, 

therefore, also stick together. In contrast, in Amsterdam, the thresholds appear to have 

been relatively low in the early 1990s, with a lower threshold for an exit as a corollary. The 

relationship with the party also seems much looser in Amsterdam than in the Parisian 

region (as was also observed in the previous chapter).

It is interesting to link this to Weber’s dichotomy of politics as a vocation or 

an avocation (Weber, 1946 [1921], p.83). We see that in the open political system of 

Amsterdam, politics is the latter, while in the Parisian region many respondents see 

their political career as a vocation. But how are the conceptions of politics linked to the 

features of both systems? Is politics conceived of as an avocation because the system 

is open, or does an open system follow from the fact that people see politics as an 

avocation? Although trying to answer this question is in some way beyond the scope of 

the present work, I would tend to argue that an open political system requires politicians 

to be willing to abandon their position at some point. In an open system, politicians 

know in advance that the corollary to their easy access is the easy access of others, at the 

expense of their own political career.

One of the issues of concern has been the role of origins and ethnicity in politics. 

In none of the cases under study here is this clear-cut. It is present in many ways, and 

has been at various stages of the political careers of the ethnic minority councillors. 
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Nevertheless, the comparison demonstrates that ethnicity seems to have helped the 

Amsterdam respondents to gain access to local politics in the early 1990s, while for 

their French counterparts it has played a much more marginal role. More generally, in 

both contexts (even though it is more clearly the case in the Parisian region than in 

Amsterdam), ethnicity does not constitute an impediment to access to politics, but can 

become so when people try to achieve more high-profi le political positions. Furthermore, 

the longitudinal study of the development of careers in both contexts presented here 

supports the notion that while ethnicity may be an advantage in terms of access (which 

was quite clearly the case in Amsterdam in the 1990s), it is not a resource when it comes 

to the development of careers.
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Chapter VI

Conceptions of  Representation

Theoretical discussions of representation have always revolved around a few basic 

controversies, as detailed in Chapter II, and whether representation is a matter of group or 

general interest is an important part of these debates. This issue is particularly interesting 

to address in the case of ethnic minority councillors, since these politicians are often 

believed to stand for a particular ethnic group (or a more abstract idea of diversity), 

while the dominant conceptions of representation in both France and the Netherlands 

are strongly linked to the principle of the defence of the general interest. Accordingly, 

the aim of this chapter is to analyse who or what it is that the ethnic minority councillors 

say they represent. Special attention is paid to the extent to which the respondents 

maintained that they wished to represent specifi c groups (and, ultimately, their own) 

and/or their party. The relationship to the party has been highlighted as a relevant factor 

in the Western European context, and has also been addressed in the previous chapter, 

when looking at the development of the careers of these politicians.

The other issue that is addressed in this chapter concerns the practice of 

representation. Little is known about what it is that representatives actually do and how 

they represent us. Based upon the theoretical discussion of whether representatives 

should act as trustees or delegates, it seems particularly important to look at the contact 

that the respondents have with the electorate and specifi c groups within it, and what 

actions they take as a result. As this was not addressed in the early 1990s’ interviews, 

I will only consider the practice of representation dealt with in the discourses of the 

respondents interviewed in Amsterdam in 2008 and in Paris in 2007 and 2008.

In order to explore the conceptions of representation in the discourses of the ethnic 

minority subjects in this study, all references to representation and the content thereof 

were coded (who they wished to represent, how, why, and what representation involves, 
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etc.).1 Grounded coding was utilised; in other words, the categories that are presented here 

fi rstly refl ect the meaning ascribed by the respondents to representation (references were 

eventually grouped and simplifi ed for the sake of the clarity of the outcomes). However, 

these meanings are also contrasted with the theoretical controversies on the concept. 

The outcome of the analysis of the discourses on representation will, therefore, fi rst be 

presented for each individual group of respondents: those interviewed in Amsterdam 

in the early 1990s, the interviewees in the Parisian region in 1992, and those spoken to 

in Amsterdam in 2008 and Paris in 2007 and 2008. In the fi nal section, the outcomes in 

respect of all of the groups are compared, as a result of which it appears that despite 

variations across time and space, important similarities can be identifi ed.

I.   Conceptions of  representation in the discourses of  the
  respondents interviewed in Amsterdam in the early
  1990s

When looking at what or who the ethnic minority politicians elected in Amsterdam in the 

early 1990s said they represent, it fi rst appears that they combined different references 

when talking about the issue (18 of the 23 respondents did this). Conceptions that might, 

theoretically, seem contradictory (e.g. the representation of both the entire population 

and immigrants) were often expressed by the same individual. Table 6.1 records the 

occurrence of the kinds of references made to representation, and indicates in bold type 

the dominant conception of each of the 23 respondents.2

The most common reference to representation (by 18 respondents) was the notion 

that one represents all inhabitants (10 respondents), and this was sometimes combined 

with the idea of having a special interest in specifi c groups (10 respondents). The 

following quote from one interviewee, who stated that he represents everyone in his 

district, is interesting, as it reveals the expectations he faced:

I am not only a candidate for the rank and fi le, also for Dutch people, I am candidate 

for all inhabitants of the district. I don’t make any distinction in this.

This respondent has apparently been confronted with the notion that he ought to 

represent a specifi c group, but insists that he represents everyone. Furthermore, it was 

necessary for him to clarify that he also represents his Dutch constituents. This highlights 

the fact that the respondent felt that he was expected to be affi liated to a particular “rank 

and fi le”, which would not include Dutch people. It is not, however, clear who among the 

party or the electorate had attributed such a specifi c group to him.

When the respondents say that they have a special focus on a certain group, this 

group is defi ned in terms of being underprivileged, discriminated against, or lacking 

access to the political arena. This applies to socio-economic groups, ethnic groups or 

immigrants more generally. An example of how to combine representation of the entire 

1. For more details on how the interviews were coded, see Appendix 5.

2. The dominant conception of a respondent was identifi ed by looking at what was stressed most by the 

individual and the number of references to the different conceptions of representation.
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population with a special interest in one particular group was provided by a respondent 

of Surinamese origin, who was elected to the city council:

Look, I have always said that I do not solely represent the ethnic minorities. I was 

elected by the “Amsterdammers” [inhabitants of Amsterdam]. I represent the 

“Amsterdammers”, both immigrants and autochthones. However, I also look at the 

position of groups within the city. And I can see that those who have low incomes, 

those who live on social benefi ts, and the immigrants are underprivileged. They 

therefore need special attention.

One of the interview questions concerned who the respondents regarded as the rank 

and fi le. The Dutch term (“achterban”) can refer to both supporters and voters, and this 

is refl ected in the responses the interviewees gave. There was an important reference to 

representation in the answers given to this question. Eleven respondents stated that they 

represent all voters. It is important to note here that elected representatives can receive 

personal votes in the Netherlands, but despite this most of the interviewees referred to 

their party’s voters. This is also clear in Table 6.1: the idea that one represents the voters 

was usually combined with the notion that one also represents the party. To cite one of 

the respondents who expressed such a view:

My rank and fi le is constituted of those who voted for the PvdA. That’s it actually, 

nothing more and nothing less.

Three respondents referred to their “own” voters, refl ecting on the preferential votes 

they received. Getting such votes is a marker of personal legitimacy as a representative. 

However, when looking at what the interviewees said about their “own” voters, it is 

striking that they were primarily careful to claim that a variety of people had chosen 

them. An example of this was provided by a respondent of Turkish origin:

I know that Moroccan, Surinamese, and Turkish and Dutch people have voted for me. 

I know that they cast their vote for me personally. 

Again, we can see that the respondents wanted to remove themselves from the image 

of being an ethnic representative who was elected by co-ethnics and was accountable to 

them. From a different point of view, the fact that only a few respondents spoke about 

their “own” voters suggests that most do not see themselves as being personally elected. 

Other parts of the interviews revealed that a majority believed that voters choose a 

candidate because of the party, and not only because of the individual.

The idea that one represents the party was quite wide-spread in the interviews: nine 

respondents made this point. One example of this was expressed by an interviewee in 

the following way:

Well, you represent a political movement. Without the party you are nothing. You are 

only yourself. You may then represent your own interest or your ideas and the like. 

Thus ultimately, what really counts is that you are on the same wavelength as the party.
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This idea of representation is linked to the concept expressed by four respondents, 

namely that it is about political ideals. The interviewees often made the point that they 

joined a party because of its ideals, as can be seen in the following extract. In this sense, 

the representation of ideals in politics is linked to the representation of a party, as this 

respondent made clear:

I joined [the party] for ideological reasons. Because of a few principles, such as being a 

class-party, fi ghting for equal rights, for equal distribution, etc. etc. Because of political 

principles in other words. And this means that those who share these ideals are my 

rank and fi le. So my rank and fi le, I am not a politician in the sense that I have people, 

a mass of people backing me. That’s not the way it is, I am a politician, as a politician 

within a political structure, in the council, in a parliamentary structure but I represent, 

or I convey the principles of the party, so the same ideology for seven years [since he 

had been a party member].

This respondent thus stated that he represents the ideals of the party in the council, 

but, in doing so, he also stands for the ideals that made him join that particular party. 

Accordingly, the party, here, is more or less an instrument for the expression in a 

representative body of this interviewee’s personal ideals. The representation of the party 

and political ideals are (at least partially) linked; they are two forms of what could be 

described as politically induced representation. In total, 12 respondents made references 

to this conception of being a representative.

Other views of representation, specifi cally the idea that one represents a minority 

group, were rarely to the fore in the interviews. Five respondents stated that they 

represent specifi c groups in the council, yet how these groups were defi ned varied: two 

talked about socio-economic groups, one about his ethnic group (Turks), and three 

about immigrants more generally. Even so, these respondents combined the idea that 

they represented a specifi c group with other conceptions of representation: they also 

wished to represent the entire population or their party.

Three basic notions  of representation can thus be distinguished in the respondents’ 

discourses: one focuses on the representation of all inhabitants (sometimes alsowith a 

special focus on underprivileged groups), another stresses the representation of group 

interests (all immigrants, an ethnic group and/or a social group), and yet another is 

linked to political ideals and/or to a party structure. If we look at the dominant reference 

of each interviewee, this fi nal concept of representation was the most common (for ten 

of the 23 respondents), followed by the notion that the representative represents the 

entire population of the city or district (for eight of the 23 interviewees). Group interest 

representation was, however, a marginal concept in terms of what the respondents said.
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II.  Conceptions of  representation in the discourses of  the
  respondents interviewed in the Paris region in 1992

The respondents who were interviewed in the Parisian region in 1992 also often 

combined different concepts when they spoke about who or what they represent (12 

of the 15 interviewees did so). Table 6.2 records the occurrence of the different types of 

views of representation referred to in the interviews (with each respondent’s  dominant 

conception indicated in bold).

Two types of references were most commonly made by the respondents: the idea 

that one represents an ethnic group (seven), and the notion that one represents a socio-

economic group (seven respondents – sometimes the same people). References to the 

representation of their own ethnic group were particularly frequent in the discourse of 

the Antillean interviewees; all but one of this group said that they represent and stand 

for “their community.” One expressed this idea simply and concisely: “In the fi rst place, I 

am a defender of the interests of my community, that’s all.”

Another Antillean respondent made an interesting distinction between who she 

stands for (Antilleans), and who led to her having a place on the candidate list (women 

within the party):

The question should be: who am I elected by, and for whom? I was elected because 

the Socialist party wanted me to be elected, and because women within the party 

supported my candidacy. For whom? That is very clear to me: I do my job just like other 

elected politicians, but I feel particularly accountable to people from the overseas 

territories, despite the fact that they had no particular role in my election. People from 

the overseas territories are not yet suffi ciently active or well-organised in order to play 

an important role in the political arena. So I believe my election, and that of others, is 

a starting-point. It will educate them: it will make them understand that they can play 

a role, and that they can be represented, but this will be reached step by step.

This woman explained that her supporters, namely the Socialist party, and particularly 

the women within it, were not those she wished to act for. She justifi ed this position by 

explaining that she was in the role of a pioneer.

The Antillean respondents also often mentioned that once elected, they were 

frequently asked for help by Antilleans. The following comment by  an Antillean member 

of the Socialist party reveals how the expectations of the community play a role. This 

interviewee had to take into account the fact that he was seen as a representative of the 

Antilleans within his municipality, as well as those outside it. He acknowledged this fact, 

but played it down: although he did represent Antilleans, this was only part of his work 

and his job. A diffi cult balance had to be achieved:

At the very beginning, I clarifi ed things for my compatriots… I started by saying what I 

still say, when I am invited on a radio program: I am elected by the whole population, 

I am not elected by Antilleans only, there aren’t so many of them, not enough to say: 

I am elected for the Antilleans. But I do listen to them, and I do my best for them, 

if they have a problem I’ll try to solve them. Even so, I don’t want to become the 

Antilleans’ councillor. There are too many problems: problems of housing, of work, 
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within the families, etc. … Every Saturday, I was on duty, and my compatriots always 

came. Everyone was welcome, but mostly my compatriots came, they came in droves… 

they even came from outside the city, from the whole “département,” and from further 

away. To their mind, a compatriot was elected somewhere and they thought that 

they could expose their problems more easily than if they tried to explain them to 

a “métropolitain.”3 And for me, it was easier to listen to them. “Métropolitains” also 

came to me when they had problems, and I was also active within a commission in the 

municipality. Because we are elected to implement a political program and I defended 

and implemented the program of the left-wing coalition.

The only respondent of North-African origin who made reference to an ethnic group 

was a right-wing councillor who highlighted his focus on the position of the so-called 

“Français musulmans.”4 He explained how this interest can be combined with concern for 

more general interests and the representation of his party:

Well… at the risk of sounding old-fashioned… conservative, classical, or… pompous, I 

will tell you: I act foremost in the superior interest of France. Because I believe that to 

act in the interest of craftsmen, for example, is to act, more generally, in the interest of 

France. To act in the interest of farmers, is also to act in the superior interest of France. 

And, at the moment, the most vulnerable children of this country are the “Français 

musulmans,” because they are rejected, almost by everyone, that are not recognised, 

they are not appreciated, they are… how can I say… they are the victims of a number 

of prejudices that do them a lot of wrong, they are considered to be foreigners while 

they are French, they are at home here, it is true… (…) And besides, at the risk of 

deceiving you maybe, or surprise you, well my further interest is simply that of my 

party. I consider that if I do my best for the “Français musulmans”, I will do my best for 

my party as well.

In this quote, very different types of representation are combined: the representation 

of the interests of an ethnic group, the representation of the party, and concern for the 

common good. The respondent believed that he was looking after the common good 

and his party through his defence of particular interests. Group interests were at the core 

of what he did as a representative, but what appealed to him most was the idea of acting 

in the interests of the nation.

One Antillean respondent did not put the interests of Antilleans to the fore, unlike 

the other Antillean representatives. He did care about the interests of this group, but did 

not want to only represent these people. Most important to him was the defence of the 

interests of the underprivileged:

When I stood in the regional election, I said that it was not only for Antilleans, I was 

there for the population, for working people.

Alright. But if you had to come up with a ranking, who would you put at the top 

of the list of those you care for?

Deprived people.

3. “Métropolitain” refers to French people from the territory of continental France, as opposed to French 

people from overseas territories.

4. This term originally referred to native Algerians in Algeria when it was still a French colony, and was 

subsequently used to defi ne those Algerians who were “repatriated” in 1962.
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Six other interviewees also expressed the idea that they represented a socially deprived 

group. This notion is linked to the fact that the respondents belonged to left-wing parties. 

To them, the parties they were part of have a duty to care about these particular groups 

within society.

Four respondents stressed that they represented a social group as opposed to an 

ethnic group, or immigrants more generally, claiming that the reason they cared for the 

interests of ethnic minorities was not an issue of ethnicity, but was related to the fact that 

these people were often in an underprivileged position in society. An example of such 

discourse was provided by a respondent of North-African origin:

So in fact, the social group you identify with is the group of deprived people, 

and it happens to be that noticeably immigrants are deprived, so there is a 

conjunction, but it is not…

Yes, Yes. Drugs, I mean all the plagues that young immigrants experience, these are 

empirical realities. Not because they are immigrants, because socially, they are in a 

position that… that is what it is.

The references to the representation of an ethnic and a socio-economic group are the 

expression of group interest representation. Another group whose interests may be 

represented – immigrants more generally – was also referred to, but less often: only two 

respondents wanted to take care of the interests of this group.

A different type of reference to representation concerned the political party to which 

the interviewee belonged (fi ve respondents) and political ideals (also fi ve interviewees). 

As explained above, both kinds of references are linked: they refer to representation 

based on a political ideology. In total, nine of the 15 respondents made statements of 

this kind. We have already seen a few examples of this in the comments of those who 

claimed that they cared about the interests of their ethnic group. Both an Antillean 

interviewee (who explained how he dealt with the demands of his ethnic group) and the 

only respondent of North-African origin to make such a statement explained that they 

combined ethnic group interest representation with a strong attachment to their party.

The idea that one represents a party or political ideals was either combined with the 

defence of ethnic group interests (by four interviewees), or, in contrast, was stressed by 

the respondents in opposition to the notion that they would represent an ethnic group 

(by three individuals). An example of this last position was provided by a respondent who 

refl ected on the idea of working with a right-wing politician of North-African origin when 

he himself belonged to a left-wing movement:

A “Beur” [second generation immigrant of North-African origin] of the RPR and I have 

confl icting interests because of the policy I stand for and the policy he stands for. Our 

ideas should constitute bridges between us, not our origin.

Yet another type of reference to whom or what one represents concerned more general 

categories, namely the general interest (seven respondents) and France (two individuals, 

of which we saw an example above). An instance of the reference to the general interest 
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was provided by a communist respondent of North-African origin when he was asked 

who he represented in politics:

Who are you in politics for?

Well I am in politics for everyone. For young people, for immigrants, for young French 

people, for… for the working class, for the retired… really.

In their discourse, most interviewees combined  general interest representation with the 

representation of particular interests. From a theoretical point of view, this would seem 

to be incompatible, and each respondent’s dominant conception of representation was, 

therefore, identifi ed. If we look at this issue more carefully, it appears that the defence 

of group interests was the most common notion of representation in the opinion of 

the respondents interviewed in 1992 in the Parisian region. Two other conceptions of 

the term (the general interest and political representation) were each conveyed by four 

interviewees. However, the most striking outcome of the analysis of the respondents’ 

discourse was the difference between the individuals of North-African and Antillean 

origin when it came to the defence of ethnic group interests; the latter felt that they 

“stood for” the Antillean population. Among the other interviewees, representation was 

not linked to ethnicity in any sense, but was instead seen as concerning either the general 

interest or the party and its ideals.

III. Conceptions of  representation in the discourses of  the
  respondents interviewed in Amsterdam in 2008

A large majority of the councillors interviewed in Amsterdam in 2008 had been elected in 

2006 for the fi rst time (see Chapter V). They were, therefore, half way through their fi rst 

term as a representative. After two years in offi ce, their experiences can shed light on the 

questions that guide the analysis of notions of representation; in other words, who or 

what is being represented? The issue of what representation involves is also dealt with 

here.

The fi rst question was addressed explicitly during the interviews, and when asked 

who they represented on the council, a majority of the respondents said: the entire city 

or district (eight of the 15; see Table 6.3). This position can be illustrated by a quote from 

one of the city councillors:

I want to represent everyone, all Amsterdammers, maybe it sounds like a cliché, but I 

actually simply wish to represent everyone.

Four other respondents preferred to speak of defending the general interest. While the 

representation of an entire city, or all inhabitants, pertains to whom one represents (“real 

people” so to speak), the general interest is a more conceptual notion. The interviewees 

who spoke about caring for the general interest also appeared to think of it as a higher 

standard of representation than forms in which the interests of real people are defended. 

This was made particularly clear by three respondents who were in favour of paid parking 
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in their district, while the population was very much against it. While the notion of paying 

for parking was not backed by any group in the population, the respondents defended it 

in the name of the general interest. One explained that she was in favour of this measure 

for environmental reasons:

Sometimes, although you have the role of… representative of the people, so you are 

elected because the inhabitants have voted for you… but that does not mean that we… 

should be populists… sometimes the people does not want… the inhabitants do not 

want something, but it simply has to happen… that is a embarrassing issue in political 

discussions about paid parking here… and the inhabitants do not want it. But when I 

think about the environmental aspects, I think: come on.

Three respondents expressed a conception of representation in which the defence 

of the general interest was central, but in which there was also (limited) room for the 

consideration of specifi c interests (see Table 6.3). One refl ected on the interaction 

between particular interests and the general interest:

I believe that in the council, I think that politicians should be aware of the fact that 

they are not in the council for the sake of a group. In your contribution, it is possible to 

take into account… well, not take into account, but… you can adopt a particular point 

of view, and see how things are perceived, and express that, so that you… so that all 

interests come into the picture. But when it comes to political decision making, you 

have to set that aside.

Another respondent, who wished to look after the general interest while also taking 

group interests into consideration, adopted a classic pluralist position. She explained 

that it was sometimes necessary to consider group interests, so as “to make sure that all 

groups are part of the general interest”, which was not the case, she argued, for some 

migrant groups at that time. To stand up for the general interest continued to be the 

most important role of a representative in the opinion of these respondents, but they 

were also critical of how the general interest came about.

Four interviewees spoke of the representation of the interests of a particular 

group from another perspective. To their mind, it was their duty to make a stand for the 

underprivileged. They usually referred to a social-economic group (three respondents), 

although one claimed to be in politics for all immigrants, while another explained that 

he represented an ethnic group. Unexpectedly, however, this last councillor did not refer 

to the ethnic group he belonged to (the Surinamese; he was of Creole and Chinese 

Surinamese descent), instead claiming to represent the Ghanaians (and later in the 

interview he also referred to the Chinese) in Amsterdam:

I try to play a signifi cant role for the Ghanaian community. (…)

But why specifi cally for that group?

Because I feel good with that group. I used to have a colleague of Ghanaian origin 

in Zuidoost and I got along well with him, so I got interested in that community. And 

the other thing is that, that should be mentioned, I was… (…) I was scout [for the 

party]. (…) And I put forward a Ghanaian boy. A very smart boy who studied technical 

management (…) and he got a position on the list. (…) But he withdrew. And so I said: 

listen, if he withdraws, I want to take his place. And that is how the ball got rolling.

Ah, so you took the place of a Ghanaian and you carried that on.
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Yes, I already had a position on the list, but I said: well, he is gone now, so I want to 

represent you. And I went to churches for instance and the like and I was introduced 

in the Ghanaian community.

And they didn’t think of it as strange, that you, because you have a Surinamese 

background, that you wanted to represent Ghanaians?

No, no. They didn’t think that it was strange. They liked it, actually, because they 

weren’t represented.

This respondent referred to virtually all of the possible conceptions of representation: the 

consideration of particular group interests, the general interest, and the representation 

of social-economic groups and the party. He did not see any inconsistency in either his 

position or such combinations of conceptions of representation. This individual was also 

one of the two respondents who referred to the party when it came  to the question of 

who was being represented (see Table 6.3). Such references were, therefore, rare, but 

were also inconclusive; they were combined with other references to who was being 

represented, which usually dominated.

The interviews revealed that the party was not seen as a monolithic entity, which 

might explain why party representation was not commonly referred to by the respondents. 

Five mentioned ideological debates within the party and/or within the party group in the 

council. One individual did not perceive such disagreements as a problem (a large party, 

so he said, should refl ect the plurality of positions within society), but the other four 

interviewees felt uneasy about these ideological divergences. To them, these should not 

exist within a party; there should a clear and shared ideological base.

I had a different idea of how a party group works… how positions, things, are 

determined.

What was your idea?

I thought that everyone, you know, that… social democracy… that your ideas mean 

something… that they are the same for people, but that is not the case.

Do you mean that you are surprised by the fact that there are many different 

points of view within the party group?

Yes. … I can’t get used to that, I don’t understand it. I don’t understand it when a 

colleague says: yes, I have to make a great effort to… the emancipation… to defend 

gay rights. (…) Then I think: well, I am sorry, but I think that something’s defi nitively 

wrong about your position. (…) It’s very diffi cult, and it makes me sad and angry and…

It does?

But… Yes! Sometimes I feel more comfortable with people from other parties, on some 

issues.

Because of these disagreements, these respondents wondered if their party was still their 

(political) home. They did not, however, consider leaving, because they felt that there was 

no better option, i.e. they did not expect to feel any more at home within any other party. 

Although this was not made explicit by the interviewees, it seems as if this diversity of 

opinions impedes the feeling of a strong party identity, which could be translated into 

party representation.

These respondents, therefore, preferred to talk about representation as being linked 

to ideals. It, thus, has an ideological component, which was not (necessarily) linked to 
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the party. This might lead to a divergence between the party position and that of the 

representative, as is seen in an example provided by one respondent:

I said … during the discussion [in the council] on… on camera surveillance, it was 

stated that it would be done only in [specifi c areas of the district], and then I said: on 

principle, if we decide to do that, even if GroenLinks is in favour, I have objections of 

principle, and I will vote against it. But fortunately, GroenLinks chose otherwise, and 

we are not going to do it.

To summarise, we can look at the dominant conceptions of representation again by 

grouping the different types of references into three main categories: the representation 

of the general interest, the representation of the population and the representation of a 

group (including the party and, ultimately, political ideals). The fi rst form category was 

by far the most common in the respondents’ discourse (11 individuals). Group interest 

and the representation of the party were, however, only key in the comments made by 

four of the 15 interviewees.

When analysing the activities that the respondents referred to as being part of their role 

as councillor, three areas came to the fore: contact with the electorate (fi ve respondents), 

control of the executive (four respondents) and policymaking (fi ve respondents).

Much of what the respondents said about the contact they have with the electorate 

(in general), or with specifi c groups, was a description of these contacts. Some, however, 

pointed to the fact that they have a duty, as representatives, to keep in touch with 

those they feel they should represent. Several lines of reasoning were observed. One 

respondent admitted that she was unknown as a district councillor, and she, therefore, 

felt that she had a duty to rectify this. Another stated: “I want people to see that they can 

reach me easily.” He argued that it was his duty to make the political arena accessible 

to all of the inhabitants in the city. He also thought that it was necessary to add: “yet I 

don’t make any promises.” Five respondents insisted that they did not make promises to 

people; they did not want to give the impression that contact with the electorate could 

be equated with patronage. One argued that it was important that she was in contact 

with the electorate for the sake of her political party.

I want to be reached so easily that even someone who voted for the PvdA, or for 

GroenLinks… that even they can get in touch with me. (…) That is something that I try 

to convey, I don’t know how I should do that… But I do so by precisely going to many 

meetings where people wouldn’t expect someone from the VVD [to be there]. People 

from the VVD are actually a bit lazy, they… something like: I would only go if something’s in 

there for me… (…) I try to get our interest for welfare in the party group at a higher level… 

than is usual for the VVD, so that people can see that we do have an interest in welfare, 

well, of course with our own… program… and policy, but that we do have an interest.

This respondent – and another had a similar position – used her work as a representative 

to reach out to groups in the population which, on the basis of her party affi liation, would 

not ordinarily get in touch with her. Interestingly, for these two respondents, the ideas of 

representing everyone and electoral profi t both appeared to be guiding such outgoing 

behaviour.
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A quite different role of the representative that was mentioned by four respondents 

was the duty to control the executive (i.e. the mayor and the deputy mayors). One 

explained that she was greatly inspired by a publication by the Dutch association of 

municipalities (VNG), which she received when she was elected. The document was 

entitled “The Council Decides” (“De raad is de baas”) and she still felt very strongly about 

this seemingly simple statement:

I often quote that in the council, whenever we do not agree with the board, and my 

colleagues know this from me, so last time, I started to say: the council… and they said: 

yes, the council decides!

Policymaking was the third issue that was raised in the interviews when it came to 

what representation involves. Five respondents explained that as representatives, they 

must turn people’s problems and questions into policy measures and, in doing so, they 

sometimes have to take the lead (if the executive does not act). One of the interviewees 

explained:

I stay motivated, because I feel that if you are willing to put something in [the position 

of councillor], and you are patient, you can also get something back. A few resolutions 

that, that I had introduced myself, and after some time, after the mills of government 

have ground, after the preliminary advice etc., and it is fi nally implemented, and you 

see your own work, your point of view, and you see a real improvement in policy, then 

you know that you are doing things the right way. Then I think: that is the reason why 

I am here.

The respondents particularly insisted on the notion that they, as representatives, took 

the initiative. While policymaking is primarily a role for the executive, they had the space 

to initiate policies as well, and such an opportunity was, apparently,  appealing to them. 

They were, however, quite vague about what it was that they had initiated, and it may 

be that the existence of the opportunity was more important than actually putting it 

into practice. A summary of what representation involves was provided by one of the 

respondents, a member of the city council:

As a city councillor, you have a certain responsibility, because you are in the council 

as a representative of the people, and your main duty is of course to control the 

executive, but… another important task is to… to maintain contact with… the people 

that you represent, and that you take the initiative when things are not going the way 

they should, or when you see that policy should be made for certain issues that occur 

in society.

The analysis of the conceptions of representation contained in the discourses of 

the respondents interviewed in Amsterdam in 2008 reveals a general consensus. 

Representatives do not wish to stand up for the interests of ethnic groups, immigrants, 

or any other group in society; neither do they represent their party on the council. 

Representation was, thus, defi ned in the interviews as the process by which the interests 

of the entire population are taken into account, and (ultimately) taken to the higher 

level of the general interest. When looking at what representation involves, a number of 
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different duties were spelt out in the interviews, and these (policy making, contact with the 

electorate and control of the executive) give the impression that being a representative 

is a very active role in which, again, the idea of the defence of the general interest is key.

IV. Conceptions of  representation in the discourse of  the
  respondents interviewed in Paris in 2007/2008

The group of respondents interviewed in Paris in 2007 and 2008 was somehow a hybrid 

when it came to the practice of representation. The length of time spent in offi ce 

differed substantially between those elected in March 2008 (a few months before they 

were interviewed) and those interviewed in 2007, who had been in offi ce for at least six 

years. Representation was, thus, addressed either as a long-term (with the six who were 

interviewed in 2007) or a new experience (for the 11 interviewed in 2008). However, this 

difference in the practice of the position of representative was not refl ected in what the 

respondents said when it came to the issue of who or what was being represented (see 

Table 6.4), or what representation involved. If, in addition to this fact, there had been a 

clear consensus on what or whom the respondents wished to represent, this could have 

pointed to a strong mechanism of integration or adaptation on the part of the political 

elite. As this was not the case, the very different conceptions of representation that 

emerged revealed that whatever their experience as a representative, ethnic minority 

politicians in Paris had different ways of interpreting their role.

One of the main references to what was being represented was to political ideals (six 

respondents). These ideals were an important motivation for the respondents in terms 

of their political engagement; they usually stated that it was the reason why they had 

wanted to get elected. The following extract from the interview in 2007 with a member 

of the Conseil de Paris is illustrative of this:

So yes, I got engaged in the elections, but I did not think about being elected, I thought 

about doing everything that I could, I did not think about being elected. (…) It was not 

the aim. But due to numbers, to the laws, based on a certain percentage of votes, you 

have an elected representative. So to come back to your question: did I wish to get 

elected for the Greens, no. I did not think about it, I simply wanted to be active, and 

that my life and my... would be in conformity with myself.

From the perspective of this respondent, and the fi ve others who spoke about it in these 

terms, representation is grounded in an idealistic motivation and also has an optimistic 

aim. Furthermore, three of these respondents stated that they wanted to put their ideals 

into practice, and this was the reason why they were on the council. To cite one of them:

I have an ideal, I have ideas, I put them into practice and I see them arise.
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If we look at Table 6.4, this view was never combined with the conception of representation 

expressed by fi ve other respondents, who stated that they represented the entire 

population. One of them put it simply and strongly:

 We are representatives of the “République”, we are everyone’s representatives.

An ideological notion of representation, thus, seemed to be opposed to an all 

encompassing conception thereof. Notwithstanding this, representing the entire 

population was often a matter of principle, as the statement of a district deputy mayor 

revealed. She explained that refusing to speak Arabic with the people who came to see 

her was a way of stressing that she was there to represent the entire population:

Last Monday for example, a North-African lady came by, and she started to talk to me 

in Arabic. I told her: ‘no, we speak French.’ ‘Yes, but I don’t speak French well.’ I said: 

‘We speak French and then we’ll see. I can speak Arabic a little.’ ‘I can’t speak French 

well’… to, how can I say… I said: ‘I don’t speak Arabic well.’ Well, that is not true, I can 

speak Arabic well, but still, I put things back, you need to… When I talk to someone in 

the corridor, I will speak French.

Is that what you mean when you said that you forced yourself a little, so things 

like that, that you tried to show…

Exactly. That I represent the whole… but even for the community, for French people, 

and many people come to see me, and write to me because… Indeed, I represent the 

whole population, and not… that is really important, I think, for the future. Because it 

conveys the idea that I am French. And it conveys this to young people: you are French.

Symbols appeared to be very important to this interviewee. She attached great 

importance to the fact that she, the child of a guest worker, represented everyone, and 

she was also determined that people should see her as being French. She was not only 

concerned about her notion of representation, but, more generally, the integration of 

immigrants at large appeared to be at stake.

So far as this last point is concerned, there seems to be a connection between the 

position of the fi ve respondents who stated that they represented the entire population, 

and the three who said that they represented France. These interviewees expressed pride 

in being representatives of the French Republic. “It’s quite something”, one of them said, 

“and I am pretty proud of it.” For another individual, being elected, and thus representing 

France, was the ultimate response, especially to his colleague representatives who had 

questioned his attachment to the country:

[My origins are] often referred to… not aggressively. But it is referred to. They [in the 

assembly] look at me like that. Not physically and regarding what I do, but they, they 

are not mistaken. They refer to it. Indeed. Anyway, it is the way I feel it… It is something 

you feel… Now, I can say: of course France is my country, and moreover I represent it.

The discrepancy between the respondents’ conceptions of representation and the ways 

in which others looked at them were explicitly highlighted in another interview. When 

asked who or what he represented, a district councillor began by assuming that he had 
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been asked about his representation of the Black population. He ultimately asserted that 

he was concerned with the district’s entire population:

Who or what do you want to represent as elected politician? Because when you 

are elected, you represent. So how do you fi ll it in?

… Ah yes, you mean if it is Blacks, or…

Oh, not necessarily! No, I ask about this in…

Well, I am elected in a district.

Yes.

That is what it is. So all I do, I do for the district. There is great diversity in the district. 

So my role is to see to it that we still live together despite our differences. Despite the 

way we see things. That we live together respectfully in the district. That’s it. I globalise 

these… I… It is the district [that I represent].

It was fortunate that the misunderstanding was spoken of explicitly. The respondents 

knew that they were being interviewed because of their ethnic minority background 

and, certainly in the case of this interviewee, expected to face certain preconceptions 

about who he was and what he did. This example also revealed that this respondent was 

familiar with expectations regarding his representativeness, and we can assume that it 

was not the fi rst time that he had been confronted with them.

Yet another important reference to what the respondents wished to represent 

concerned the general interest. Five interviewees made such statements. It appeared that 

the respondents saw it as their duty to maintain the general interest; it was typically the 

task of the council and, more particularly, the executive to overlook particular interests 

and formulate a general interest position. One respondent, elected in a district, explained 

how she, as part of the municipal team, had to translate the issues raised by inhabitants 

into general concerns:

We have to help them to fi nd the general preoccupation, [they need to fi nd] what is 

the general interest for them, and what are the implications for the general interest… 

for the whole neighbourhood.

This extract refl ects a conception of representation both as an ideal (defending the general 

interest) and a concrete task (doing something about the concerns of constituents). 

Other respondents were also attached to the notion that being elected at the local level 

was interesting as it provided the opportunity to introduce measures that were tangible.

From a slightly different perspective, one respondent evoked the issue of the 

general interest while also discussing the learning process of being a representative. To 

him, that was the distinction between being a representative and being a party activist:

You need to have priorities. And… well, yes, that is… let’s say that… becoming a 

politician led me to become conscious of… more generally of the issue of the general 

interest. And not simply of the issue of the party interest, like when I was a civic activist.

This respondent thus sees an incompatibility between representing the general interest 

and representing a party. This is indeed refl ected in Table 6.4; the two conceptions did 
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not coincide in the respondents’ discourse (except in the case of one interviewee). Those 

who stated that they were, in some way or another, part of the council for the sake 

of their party, particularly stressed the fact that their legitimacy as representatives did, 

indeed, stem from the party. In the words of one of them:

The elected politician is there [in the council] because he was elected, chosen by the 

party activists who made it possible, behind the scenes, for him to be elected by the 

inhabitants.

This quote quite rightly highlights the role that parties play in the selection of the 

candidates who may eventually be elected. They make the “choice before the choice” 

(Rahat, 2007, p.157), and, as this respondent argues, party activists thus provide legitimacy 

before the voters are able to. He, therefore, believes that he has a particular responsibility 

towards these activists.

Other references to whom or what one represents were limited in what the 

respondents said. One stated that she had a specifi c role when it came to the co-ethnics 

in her district. This ethnic group was not, however, known to have any specifi c problems 

(it was comprised, mainly and particularly in that district, of highly educated and well-to-

do immigrants), and the respondent had diffi culty in saying what she actually did for the 

group. Ultimately, she said that she wanted to act as a bridge between her home country 

and France.

Much more common was the assertion that the respondents did not represent their 

ethnic group, or indeed immigrants more generally. One extract is illustrative of this:

I always said that I do not represent the immigration (sic), which does not mean that 

I don’t raise matters related to it, or that I don’t work on such matters, that is a totally 

different issue. When people vote for me, I don’t want them to say: I vote only for 

immigration. By the way, I am quite pleased that I am rarely cited as being… of an 

immigrant background, people forget about me and that is fi ne. (…) Recently, I did the 

campaign for the legislative elections, I never believed in such a thing as the ethnic 

vote and I do not particularly care… about communities… but that does not mean that, 

at some point, I don’t have a specifi c sensitivity towards them [as a member of the 

executive], and because of that, I will be able to talk about it more than others. That 

is normal. A farmer who is elected will talk more about agriculture; that is a matter he 

knows well, that’s it…

There was, thus, no clear consensus about what or whom the respondents wished to 

represent. If we look at the dominant conceptions of representation that were expressed, 

there were two main types of discourse: one that focused on the general interest 

(eight respondents) and one that concentrated on political representation (seven). The 

interviewees, therefore, clearly avoided the issue of group interest representation.

Turning to what representation involves, we can see that there was a large group of 

respondents (11 of the 17) who agreed on why they wanted to be elected: they wished 

to act. One described the transition from party politics to being elected to the council as 

being like the difference between theory and practice:
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Well, yes, to be elected… means… you are confronted with other… In a way, it is like, 

let’s say the theory, indeed, and now we are really confronted with… with real problems 

that have to be solved. While when you are an ordinary militant… well, you think, you… 

you are a politician!

In the same vein, another respondent insisted that the role of a representative is to bring 

concrete policies to fruition. She saw this as a particular duty that local representatives 

have. Furthermore, she argued that this is what constituents expect:

As representatives, even more as deputy mayors, or what we call local representatives, 

and I think that the same holds true for an MP, we really are chosen by people in order 

to bring about tangible things and not only values… we do defend those values, but 

we have to translate them into acts.

From these two quotes, it appears that ideals are intrinsic to politics but that 

representation means going further by putting these into practice. Furthermore, the fact 

that many respondents insisted that their role was to solve people’s problems implies 

that representatives are in a position to change things. Ultimately, although it was never 

explicitly put in this way, the respondents wanted to get elected because of the power 

they could wield in this position. One, who was elected in a district held by the opposition 

(i.e. in principle, without much power in the area) refl ected on that:

It is indeed better to be elected. I can sense that… People don’t look at you in the same 

way when you are elected and when you are not, I mean that well… you have a seat on 

committee boards… in committees of… well, I don’t hold a seat, but when you hold a 

seat in a housing allocation committee or day care allocation committee, you clearly 

have the opportunity to act. So clearly… the idea was to have the possibility to act.

Expressed explicitly here is the notion that the opportunity to wield power may be more 

important than the actual exercise of power, especially because, in the eyes of others, 

the mere fact of being elected conveys the notion that one has some authority. Other 

respondents have a greater chance to act (than the district councillor cited above), as 

they are (district) deputy mayors or have a “délégation.” One of them explained that her 

ability to infl uence things was the most gratifying aspect of her work as a representative:

The most attractive part [of being in offi ce], indeed, is to be able to infl uence things 

and say to yourself that you have succeeded.

There are, thus, two different aspects to this element of the role of representative: taking 

action is a duty one has towards one’s constituents, but it also appeals to (some of) the 

respondents personally. Although this comes as no surprise, it clarifi es that people get 

elected both for the sake of others and for themselves.

Another way to look at what representation entails was expressed by six respondents, 

who saw it as their duty to be useful to their constituents. This is different to the previous 

point (although from that perspective also, some respondents wanted to do things to 

change people’s lives), because there is direct contact between the representative and an 

individual constituent, and the idea is to solve an individual problem.
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Many respondents hold so-called “permanences”, meaning that their offi ce is open 

to people on a certain day of the week and at a particular time. Representatives are 

then confronted with people’s personal problems: some need housing, others a job, a 

residence permit, or day-care for their children. One of the respondents, a deputy mayor, 

stated that “a representative must answer the requests of the inhabitants.”

Being in contact with people is one of the things that the respondents valued. One 

of them explained how much she liked being in touch with her constituents, even more 

so because she, as their representative, was able to do something about the problems 

they raise:

There is a whole relational part to the work, and I like to meet people… I feel… well… 

that we can provide help.

Another respondent, a deputy mayor in a district, refl ected on the choices that you 

have to make regarding who can be helped and who can’t. Not being able to deal with 

everyone’s requests was frustrating for this interviewee:

Our incapacity, yes, to answer everyone’s requests frustrates me. (…) Like on the issue 

of housing, indeed, the issue of housing is a recurrent problem for young people, 

especially for young couples, but unfortunately, we are unable to answer everyone’s 

demand. That is one part of reality, as I said earlier, militants believe that the mayor, 

or the representatives hold the keys to all houses, they just need to open and give us 

a key… And as a representative, you realise that things are not like that. Indeed. Well, 

once you are confronted with this reality… it is sometimes frustrating.

The idea that a representative, who is in close contact with his constituents, has a service 

function is expressed here. For the group of respondents who spoke about representation 

in this way, getting in touch with people who ask for their councillors to resolve their 

personal problems is part of the job.

While the interviews provided no clear-cut answer to the question of who or what 

the respondents wanted to represent (the general interest or the party and party ideals), 

there was a strong consensus on the question of what representatives do, or should do: 

they act. This opportunity to be able to take concrete action appears to be particularly 

appealing to the interviewees. Furthermore, a group of respondents see it as their duty 

to resolve the individual problems of their constituents to the extent that they are able 

to do so. 

V.  Comparing discourses on representation

The outcomes of the analysis of what or who the respondents wished to represent 

are summarised in Table 6.5, which, fi rstly,  sets out that ethnic minority councillors 

usually want to represent the general interest. It also reveals that save in the case of the 

respondents in the Parisian region in 1992, the interviewees did not wish to represent 

group interests. 
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Table 6.5: Dominant conceptions of  representation in the discourses of  

the four groups of  respondents

Amsterdam 1990s
Party (ideals) or general interest

Parisian region 1992
Group interests

(Antillean respondents: ethnic group interests)

Amsterdam 2008
General interest

Paris 2007-08
General interest or party (ideals)

These outcomes fi t quite well with what was highlighted in Chapter IV: in both France 

and the Netherlands, the features of the electoral system (the absence of distinct 

constituencies in particular), and the conception of representation inscribed in law, set 

a framework within which the dominant notion is that representatives stand and act 

for the entire population. This is also what the majority of ethnic minority politicians 

say that they do. As this was observed across time and across cities, there is a strong 

case for reaching a general conclusion, namely that ethnic minority councillors conform 

to the dominant discourse in which caring for the general interest is the key duty of 

representatives.

As ethnic minority representatives have been elected to a greater extent in 

Amsterdam than in Paris, and since preferential votes can be issued in the Dutch electoral 

system, one might have expected the desire to represent  (ethnic) groups to be present 

in Amsterdam. Yet, on the contrary, the only circumstance in which the issue of ethnic 

group representation was expressed and claimed was by the Antillean respondents in 

the Parisian region in 1992. Accordingly, these practices clearly run counter to what 

one would have expected given the features of the two structures. Maxwell (2008) has 

refl ected on the specifi city of ethnic mobilisation by French Antilleans in his comparison 
of British and French Caribbean people. He argues that it is precisely the closed political 
system in France, and the inability of the French structure to cope with ethnicity, that has 
led French Antilleans to mobilise their Antillean identity as a political resource:

Caribbeans in France have been encouraged to form ethnic and racial-specifi c national 
political organizations because they were unable to access visibility and recognition 
among government offi cials, affi liation with elected and appointed offi cials, a role in 
governance, or the capacity to have their interests represented in public policy either 
as assimilated citizens or through the broad-based migrant organizations. So, as 
race and ethnicity have become sources of political disadvantage for Caribbeans in 
France, those identities have become more likely to be mobilized by national political 
organizations. (Maxwell, 2008, p.150)

This argument is attractive, and would explain the position of the respondents in 
Amsterdam. In other words, they did not refer to ethnicity precisely because they are 
operating in an integrated, open and tolerant political system. But it does not help us 
in terms of why the other French respondents (those of North-African origin in 1992, 
and all of the respondents in 2007 and 2008) did not refer to ethnicity when talking 
about representation. Why did they conform to the dominant discourse? This is probably 
linked to a factor that is not addressed in the present study, namely the existence of 
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a well-defi ned community which the ethnic minority councillors were, or are, in close 
contact with. From parts of the 1992 interviews, and from Maxwell’s study, it appears that 
Antillean councillors have strong ties with the Antillean community, but there are fewer 
such relationships for the other French respondents.

The relationship to the party has been identifi ed in the theoretical chapter as 
being crucial to understanding the position and the work of representatives in the 
Western European context. In the previous chapter, we also saw that ethnic minority 
representatives, especially in the French scenario, maintain interdependent ties with 
their parties with regard to the development of their political careers. However, this is 
only partially refl ected in what the respondents said about representation. This party 
representation was, and is, an important issue for the respondents, especially in the 
case of those in Amsterdam in the early 1990s and the interviewees in Paris in 2007 and 
2008. Yet, it seems less signifi cant when it comes to the conclusions of Chapter V. This 
highlights that, at least in what they say, the respondents make a distinction between 
their relationship with their party in terms of their political career, and the role of their 
party when it comes to representation.

The other question that was addressed in this chapter concerns what it is that 
representatives do. This is, again, clearly framed by the formal and informal rules of the 
political game in each context. The respondents interviewed in Paris in 2007-08 revealed  
their insistence on both maintaining contact with constituents in trouble, and their desire 
to resolve these people’s personal problems. Differences arose when they spoke about 
the extent to which they believed that they could actually do something to help, but 
this primarily refl ected their position of power in the local hierarchy. The respondents 
interviewed in Amsterdam in 2008 stressed different types of duties to those referred 
to by their French counterparts, save for the issue of contact with the population. The 
control of the executive is a role that is typical of Dutch parliamentary democracy. What 
the majority of the respondents across the two cities did, however, share was their desire 
to act. The power attached to the position of councillor – whether real or imagined – has 
a strong appeal, and it was an incentive for the interviewees to stand in the election. 
Likewise, their contact with the population was always presented as being an intrinsic 
part of the role of councillor, despite differences in the kind of contact and the fi nality 
thereof.
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Conclusion

I.  Summary of  findings

The role of ethnicity in politics is the central question in this dissertation. This is addressed 
by studying the ethnic minority politicians elected to the local councils of Paris and 
Amsterdam. More specifi cally, three aspects were considered: their access to politics, 
their political careers and their discourses on representation. These factors are studied 
on the basis of two perspectives: an analysis of contextual features, namely the structure, 
as well as the practices of individual politicians. The comparative design of the study 
(with comparisons both over time and across cities) allows for the formulation of general 
conclusions with regard to the role of ethnicity in politics and also enables me to answer 
the research questions formulated in Chapter I.

The presentation in Chapter III of the relevant structural features not only reveals 
how different the two cities of Paris and Amsterdam are, but also the implications of these 
differences. Amsterdam and Paris do not have a similar status, and nor do they have a 
comparable role in their national political systems. Indeed, the two cities’ electoral systems 
differ substantially, leading to dissimilar party systems, and they are also characterised 
by divergent political cultures. The political system in Amsterdam is typifi ed by both 
stability and change. The domination of the social-democratic party, the PvdA, along 
with the stability of the group of important players in the local political arena, means that 
this city has a stable political system. Nevertheless, the system of pure proportionality, 
the pluralist party system and the volatility of the electorate all lead to: varying degrees 
of electoral success, a relative openness towards newcomers (parties and individual 
politicians) and the perpetually questioned dominance of the leading party in the city. 
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I argue that these conditions are favourable for newcomers – be it women or ethnic 
minorities – as they compel parties to constantly appeal to the electorate. Furthermore, 
the prerogatives of local councillors in the Dutch electoral system, the explicit dualism, 
and the formally defi ned tasks provide a solid and interesting base for councillors in the 
local political arena. Councillors have a status that is derived not only from the process of 
selection by the political party (which is necessary in order to get elected), but also from 
the position of councillor itself, which becomes particularly meritorious in the case of an 
electoral success that is due to winning preferential votes.

In Paris and the Paris region, the stability of the party system is much greater than 
in Amsterdam. This is particularly due to the electoral rules, with the system of majority 
vote putting the winning party in a strong position in terms of power, and leaving the 
opposition with little room for manoeuvre. Two-round elections lead to the formation 
of two main political blocs – left-wing versus right-wing. The political culture in France 
in general, and in Paris and its surrounding municipalities in particular, is characterised 
by a clear hierarchy of power and leads to the concentration of local political power in 
the hands of the mayor and a few political leaders. The historical picture of electoral 
results has revealed that parties – and mayors – remain in offi ce for long periods of 
time. In this system, the access of newcomers to the political arena depends mainly on 
the good will and strategic decisions of these political leaders. Furthermore, the French 
political system is characterised by the lack of formal rules relating to the position of 
local councillors. There is no single answer to the question of what a local councillor 
in a French municipality does, as there are different positions to be held, depending 
both on electoral results (it makes a clear difference if one belongs to the majority or to 
the opposition) and informal processes (which lead to the position of deputy mayor or 
councillor with a “délégation”). The position – and power – of councillors largely depends 
on the decisions taken by political leaders, with the mayor being the key offi cial.

Chapter IV focuses on the access that ethnic minorities have to local politics and 
two comparisons are made, the fi rst of which is a diachronic comparison (in Amsterdam 
in the early 1990s and 2006), while the second is a synchronic comparison (in Amsterdam 
and Paris in 2006-2008). The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate both who gets 
access to local politics – i.e. the sociological profi le of elected ethnic minority politicians 
– and the mechanisms through which this occurs. In Amsterdam, there was a signifi cant 
increase in the number of ethnic minority councillors elected in the city between 1990 
and 2006. Moreover, relatively more women are elected now than was the case in the 
early 1990s, and the diversity in terms of gender, origin, social-economic background 
and migration history of the successful ethnic minority candidates has also increased 
over time. The interviews reveal that while the respondents elected in the early 1990s 
(composed of young men born abroad, who came to the Netherlands as young adults) 
have many similarities, those  elected in 2006 are very diverse (with women and men 
of varying ages, both fi rst and second generation immigrants, and individuals with 
different family backgrounds and histories of migration). The second comparison, 
between Amsterdam and Paris, reveals that both in absolute and relative terms, more 
ethnic minority politicians are elected in the former, while, in relative terms, more women 
are elected in the latter. Despite these differences, there are some similarities among 
the ethnic minority councillors interviewed in the two cities and over time: all are highly 
educated and are nationals of their country of residence (even if this is not necessary 
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in the Netherlands). Furthermore, the individual ethnic and social backgrounds and 
the histories of migration of the respondents, despite their variety, reveal that these 
politicians can be regarded as minorities within minorities. In other words, those with an 
ethnic minority background who get access to the local political elite are in an exceptional 
position when compared to the majority of the immigrant population. Ethnicity can play 
a role in access, particularly in the case of the people who have been leading fi gures in 
ethnic organisations. Ethnicity is, however, never the explanatory factor in terms of this 
gaining of access to politics; even when ethnic (positive) discrimination exists, the elite 
backgrounds of these politicians is crucial. In other words, political recruitment keeps 
some things constant: level of education, political socialisation, and legitimacy. Other 
factors, like ethnicity, gender and social background, may vary, and the extent to which 
this occurs depends on the openness of the political system.

When looking at how the respondents got access to politics, it appears that a large 
majority of the councillors elected in Amsterdam in 2006 and Paris in 2008 were newly 
elected: in both cities, the share of incumbent councillors among the ethnic minority 
groups is limited (the percentage of incumbents ranges between nought on Amsterdam 
city council in 2006 and 17 percent in the Conseil de Paris in 2008). This may either 
mean that a new generation of ethnic minority politicians has accessed politics at the 
same time in both cities, or that the turnover among these councillors is generally 
high. Indeed, tentative fi gures reveal that the levels of incumbency of ethnic minority 
councillors are lower, both in Amsterdam and Paris, than incumbency among councillors 
overall.  Gender plays an important role in access: the presence of female ethnic minority 
representatives has increased over time, and is important in both Amsterdam and Paris 
these days. Women appear to have a particular route of access in Paris, with a shorter 
period of party membership prior to election (compared to men) and greater access to 
powerful positions.  The data from the interviews provides further insight into the process 
of access, and again highlights both differences and similarities between the two cities. 
Many respondents in both contexts (80 to 40%) had been socialised in their country of 
origin, whereas only a few had also been involved in political activities (especially those 
elected in Amsterdam). A share of between a third to a half of the respondents, both in 
Amsterdam and Paris, have parents or close relatives who were politically active. Overall, 
political socialisation in the country of settlement, or within the family context, is neither 
an impediment nor a prerequisite for a political career. The access to politics is, however, 
mainly explained by the fact that the respondents are active citizens, being either long-
term and active party members, especially in the Parisian context, and/or being involved 
in activities within civic organisations. In Paris (and the Paris region), those who get 
elected have had previous political experiences and a strong partisan engagement.  This 
was less the case in Amsterdam in the early 1990s, but the share of active party members 
among the ethnic minority councillors did increase over time. More generally, one could 
say that ethnic minority councillors do not get access to politics “out of the blue.” They 
feel that they are legitimately able to have a position on the councils.

Chapter V relies on longitudinal data, retracing the political careers of 38 ethnic 
minority politicians elected in the early 1990s in Amsterdam and the Paris region, of whom 
27 were re-interviewed some 15 years later. The careers of the politicians in Amsterdam 
seem to be very much alike. Political careers are local careers in the Dutch capital: only 
two of the 23 people interviewed in the early 1990s have gone on to be elected to 
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another level of government. The more recent interviews have also highlighted that the 
respondents have simply not stood in elections at other levels of government; their careers 
were by all means strictly limited to the local political arena. Furthermore, the careers of 
the respondents are limited in time, with an average period in offi ce of seven years. There 
does not, however, seem to be a signifi cant difference with regard to the length of time 
in offi ce between the ethnic minority councillors interviewed and Amsterdam councillors 
overall. Moreover, the interviews reveal that the limitations in both the length and scope 
of a career is completely accepted by the respondents; when asked about why and how 
they left politics, a large majority were perfectly happy with the way things had gone. The 
impression gained is that local political careers are experienced as a civic engagement 
at a particular point in one’s life, or, following Weber, such a career is an “avocation” 
(Weber, 1946 [1921], p.83). So, at some point, it is time “to do something else”, and by 
this the respondents mean that they resume their professional career. In the case of the 
interviewees in Paris region, there is more variety in the circumstances of the respondents 
who were re-interviewed: half of them were (still) elected, and their evaluations of their 
career also differ. More generally, there were two different types of careers: one that 
resembles that of their Amsterdam counterparts (politics as an avocation), and another 
in which the local mandate is just one of the elements of their political work. These latter 
respondents are active party members with different responsibilities within the party, 
have stood in many elections (mainly unsuccessfully), and gradually climb up a political 
ladder that starts at the local level and reaches the height of acquiring national mandates. 
Using Weber’s terms, these people both live for and strive to live off politics (1946 [1921], 
p.83). In such a career, frustration and disappointment can easily emerge; politics is 
an obstacle course, particularly within the party. These differences in how a political 
career is conceived and conducted can be linked to features of the political system and 
culture in each context. The open political system that characterises Amsterdam leads 
to a dispassionate conception of a political career. In contrast, the strongly hierarchical 
structure of French politics, and the culture of accumulation of political mandates (the 
accumulation, subsequently, of local, regional and national mandates), are refl ected in 
the aspirations of half of the group of respondents in the Paris region. The comparison 
between the two cases seems to indicate that the openness of the political system is, 
thus, negatively correlated to the determination and ambitions of politicians.

In Chapter V, the role played by ethnicity in the course of the respondents’ careers 
is also examined. There are similarities with respect to this issue; ethnicity may play a role 
in access, as was also shown in Chapter IV, but its effects are limited when we look at the 
development of careers. There is, however, one exception: the comparison over time and 
in two very different contexts makes it clear that when ethnic minority politicians try to 
attain a position at a higher level of government, it is very likely that they will encounter 
opposition because of their ethnic background; the argument that their candidacy 
constitutes the threat of communitarian politics or ethnic nepotism will be used by their 
opponents. With regard to this issue, the ethnic minority politicians elected in the two 
different cities have similar experiences; this negative role of ethnicity is, therefore, not 
linked to particular features of the context.

In Chapter VI, the focus is on the discourses of the respondents, and more 
particularly on their conceptions of representation. Four groups are compared: two in 
Amsterdam (in the early 1990s and 2008), one in the Paris region (in 1992) and one 
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in Paris (in 2007-08). In order to explore the conceptions of representation of these 
interviewees, grounded coding was used to systematically analyse the references to 
whom or what the respondents say that they represent. Furthermore, the question 
of what representation is comprised of – in terms of concrete activities and tasks the 
respondents identify themselves – has also been explored. This analysis has demonstrated 
that a basic distinction can be drawn between a general conception of representation (of 
the entire population or in the name of the general interest) and the representation of 
group interests. In this last category, a variety of references are combined, but generally 
two groups can be distinguished: societal groups (ethnic groups, immigrants, or social-
economic groups) and the political party. For all of the groups under study, however, two 
conceptions of representation dominate: the respondents wish to either represent the 
entire population of the city (or district) or the general interest, or they wish to represent 
their political party. In other words, the respondents do not make distinctions between 
those they wish to represent in terms of social-economic features or ethnicity. One group 
of respondents is, however, atypical in this respect: the Antilleans interviewed in 1992 
in the Paris region explicitly put the representation of Antillean interests to the fore. I 
believe that the reasons for this atypical discourse are two-fold, namely this group’s 
perception that they face discrimination and the existence of a well-defi ned community 
with which the Antillean councillors are in close contact. This is not the case for other 
groups, and explains why we do not see similar comments about ethnic representation 
being made by the other French respondents. More generally, the representation of the 
interests of an ethnic group is secondary in what the respondents say. The issue of the 
representation of the party is particularly interesting, both from a theoretical point of 
view and because of the outcomes set out in Chapter V. The ties of dependence with the 
party, especially for the French respondents, are not clearly refl ected in their discourses 
on representation. Accordingly, I argue that when talking about their ties with the party, 
the respondents make a distinction between, on the one hand, what happens where their 
political career is concerned and, on the other, this interaction when their function as a 
representative is at stake.

When looking at what representation is comprised of, there are important 
differences between the two groups of respondents with whom this issue was addressed 
(in Amsterdam in 2008 and in Paris in 2007 and 2008). The conceptions reported about 
what representation involves can be linked to both the formal tasks that councillors 
have to carry out, and a contextual understanding of what representatives do. There are 
noticeable differences when contact with the electorate is discussed; in Paris, councillors 
want to resolve personal problems, while in Amsterdam the belief is that general issues 
should arise from contact with the population, and making such contact is an obligation.

Most of the research questions have been answered in this summary of fi ndings. 
We now know who gets access to local politics (a minority within the minorities of active 
citizens, i.e. an elite) and how they achieve this (they need a source of legitimacy). We 
also know what political careers they create (politics as an avocation in Amsterdam and 
both a vocation and an avocation in the Paris region), who and what the politicians wish 
to represent (the general interest and, ultimately, their party) and how they do this (this 
relates to their formal tasks and position). The issue of the role of ethnicity has also been 
addressed with regard to each of these matters and, generally, appears to be limited and 
marginal.
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However, the answers to the different research questions still need to be linked to 
each other, while the implications thereof must also be considered and more general 
conclusions drawn. A fi rst issue to be addressed here concerns the link between the 
practices distinguished in the different chapters. In other words, how are the sociological 
profi le of the ethnic minority councillors (gender, education, family background, 
socialisation, history of migration), their routes to being elected, the patterns of their 
political careers, and their discourses on representation related to each other? The 
answer is that a clear logic or coherence between these different elements cannot 
actually be identifi ed, save for in the case of the councillors interviewed in the early 
1990s in Amsterdam. These politicians– by and large – share a similar sociological profi le 
and their political careers are also very much alike. This group of newcomers (young 
men born abroad with little political experience) with easy – almost passive – access to 
politics not only fi t relatively smoothly into the local political arena, but also left it after 
a few years without remorse or regrets. However, there appears to be no link between 
their profi les, their access, and the development of their careers on the one hand, and 
their conceptions of representation –which differ – on the other. The results for the other 
groups of respondents are even more puzzling. To put it in a different way, we cannot 
predict from their sociological profi le how these people get access to politics, what their 
careers have been after their fi rst election, and what they say about representation. 
Despite the variety of features, practices, experiences and elements of the structure 
examined here, a general logic in terms of recruitment and representation does not 
emerge from this study. Indeed, if such logic exists, and is to be found in further research, 
I believe that it must be assessed via a comparison between ethnic minority and native 
councillors, with the decisions made by the party and party leaders also being examined.

In what remains of this conclusion, I will, therefore, focus on two issues: the roles 
of structures and ethnicity in politics. The fi rst issue concerns the links between the two 
perspectives utilised in this study. Although we have seen that, at some points and for some 
mechanisms, the structure is of crucial importance, the role it played in other matters was 
less clear. The fi nal section of this conclusion will deal with the role of ethnicity in politics. 
Again, different pieces of a puzzle have been highlighted in the previous chapters and 
this summary of fi ndings, but these need to be considered together to answer the study’s 
central question.

II.  The role of  structures

In Chapter I, I explained how the present study considers both the attention paid to 
features of the opportunity structure in each city as well as individual practices. Previous 
research into the political mobilisation of ethnic minorities (Bousetta, 2001; Garbaye, 
2005; Ireland, 1994; Odmalm, 2005) have shown that the institutional setting of a given 
(local) context sets out a framework of what is or is not possible and, consequently, 
orientates the mechanisms of the political participation of these individuals. I, therefore, 
expected that the features of the electoral system, the party system and the political 
culture in Amsterdam would lead to members of ethnic minority groups having greater 
ease of access to local politics there than would be the case in Paris. This was certainly 
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confi rmed by the fi gures presented in Chapter IV: many more ethnic minority councillors 
are elected in the former than in the latter.

The relative openness of the political arena in Amsterdam is also refl ected in the 
way in which ethnic minority politicians gain access to politics. The data concerning 
the political experiences of the respondents prior to their election reveals that the 
political system in Amsterdam is indeed more open to outsiders than is the case in Paris; 
long-term and/or active engagement within a party is seen more often in Paris than in 
Amsterdam, while activities within civic organisations are regarded as a legitimate route 
to a political mandate more often in Amsterdam than in Paris. Furthermore, when we 
look at the political socialisation of the respondents, it appears that in Amsterdam in 
the early 1990s (and to a lesser extent in 2006), political socialisation and involvement in 
political activities in the country of origin were by no means impediments to a political 
career. In Paris, however, only one respondent had been politically active in the country 
of origin. This again highlights the relative openness of the political arena in Amsterdam 
when compared to the French capital.

These differences relate to the opportunities that ethnic minority individuals have 
to become part of the local political elite, and we can see that the orientation provided by 
the opportunity structure is refl ected in individual practices. This is also the case when we 
look at the development of political careers. There is a dominant career path among the 
ethnic minority politicians elected in Amsterdam in the early 1990s, with these careers 
being limited in time and scope. This pattern is not, however, specifi c to ethnic minority 
councillors; the high frequency of elections (every four years) and the average length 
of a local political career both point to a more general framework in Dutch politics. 
The role of the local political opportunity structure is less clear-cut in the case of the 
respondents in the Paris region (interviewed in 1992 and re-interviewed in 2007), since 
two different patterns of political careers emerge. One of these, which is built on the 
commitment to a political party and a goal to climb a ladder of political mandates, seems 
to be most clearly linked to the structural features of the Paris region. The French and 
Parisian political structure is characterised by strong hierarchical lines, the accumulation 
of political mandates and a dependence on party leaders. The second type of political 
career (careers that are limited to the local level) is, however, more diffi cult to relate to 
our expectations, which are based on these structural features, and does not, therefore, 
support the notion of there being a strong link between the two.

Finally, we can also see differences between the respondents in Amsterdam and 
those in Paris with regard to what they say about representation, or, more precisely, in 
terms of the defi nition of what representation involves. This difference can be traced to 
the formal duties and prerogatives that the councillors have: in the Dutch electoral and 
political systems, the council is clearly separate from the executive and must control it, 
while in the French context, the council and the executive are as one, and the duties of 
individual councillors depend upon the position and prerogatives allocated by the mayor.

The comparison of access to politics, the development of political careers and 
the discourses of the ethnic minority councillors elected in Amsterdam, Paris and its 
region, thus, reveals differences which can be understood from the perspective of the 
differences between the local and national structures. Nevertheless, although we can see 
tendencies – by comparison there is more of this in Paris and more of that in Amsterdam 
– we cannot see entirely different patterns of practices. This lack of distinctive patterns 
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is further confi rmed by the fact that the practices observed (the process of access, the 
development of careers and the discourses on representation, contrasted with the 
sociological profi le of the politicians) are not consistent with each other, as was explained 
above.

Moreover, there are some striking similarities to be found in the comparison 
between the two contexts. One of these concerns the sociological profi le of the ethnic 
minority councillors. In Chapter IV we have seen that with their high level of education, 
family background, histories of migration and activities in their country of residence, 
these councillors, whatever the time or place, are in an elite position (either by descent 
or their own efforts). I have argued above that it is this elite position that favours the 
access of these individuals to the local political arena – it is not enough on its own, but 
it is necessary. The fact that all of the respondents were nationals of their country of 
residence prior to their election, even though this is not necessary in the Netherlands, 
also highlights the desire of these ethnic minority elites to integrate.

Another strong similarity arises when we look at what the respondents say about 
representation. Despite differences in the discourses about what representation involves 
as an activity, what is said about whom or what one represents is quite similar. In all cases 
we see a tendency to combine different conceptions of representation, but with two 
dominant notions to the fore: one that focuses on the general interest and one that links 
representation to a political party. The representation of the interests of ethnic groups is 
a subsidiary matter for these respondents, and is often combined with a more general 
goal of the defence of the general interest.

Finally, overall, the role that ethnicity plays in the practices under scrutiny is limited 
in both Amsterdam and Paris. Notwithstanding the differences in local and national 
political opportunity structures when it comes to issues of migration and integration 
(differences that are highlighted in previous studies; Guiraudon, 2000; Ireland, 1994; 
Koopmans & Statham, 2000), there are no clear differences when it comes to the role 
of ethnicity in the practices and discourses of the ethnic minority councillors. Ethnicity 
might play a role in access – more so in Amsterdam in the early 1990s than for any other 
group of respondents – but this is not a determining factor. Moreover, ethnicity does not 
appear to play a role in the development of the respondents’ political careers, even if it 
can be used as an argument against them when they try to advance to another political 
level. Indeed, in the discourses on representation, ethnicity does not appear to have a 
signifi cant role to play, and, to the extent to which it is addressed by the respondents, 
they prefer to ignore this issue as far as possible.

Overall, the present study reveals that while local and national structures are 
infl uential in some areas, and to some extent, they fail to provide a general explanation. 
Various mechanisms –which pertain to some of the central questions in this study: who 
gets access to politics? Who or what do ethnic minority representatives represent? What 
is the role of ethnicity? – fi t into a broader scheme. Structures do matter, but it must be 
clarifi ed which structures matter in which way. Following Sartori (1970, p.1040), we must 
go up the “ladder of abstraction” in order to refi ne our explanatory scheme. I have used 
Easton’s defi nition of systemic properties (“aggregate characteristics of a system”, “states 
of the political system” and “institutional patterns”; Easton, 1990, p. 141) in order to defi ne 
the features of the local political opportunity structure studied in Chapter III. However, 
structural mechanisms that are not linked to the particular features of Amsterdam and 
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Paris as an electoral, political and partisan context are present as well. Looking at the 
differences and similarities between the practices observed across time and space, we 
can highlight the role of two other structural mechanisms that are at play: the functioning 
of elites and the workings of representative democracy. Amsterdam and Paris share a 
similar political system; they are both representative democracies. Furthermore, the basic 
ways of working of the political elites and their recruitment also seem to be similar in 
the two cities. From the point of view of these more general structural mechanisms, 
Amsterdam and Paris are, consequently, more alike than one might imagine on the basis 
of the features of their electoral and party systems. The different mechanisms addressed 
in this study are summarised and schematised in Figure 7.1.

The purpose of this work is to understand access to a political career, the 
development of political careers and discourses on representation for ethnic minority 
politicians across time and space. For the sake of the argument, I bundle these elements 
together in Figure 7.1 as being the practices of representatives. Accordingly, I will now 
focus on the factors that frame and infl uence these practices and the relationship 

between them: representative democracy, the (local) institutional opportunity structure, 

political recruitment and political parties.

Figure 7.1: The influence of  structures on ethnic minority representatives’ 

practices
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In Figure 7.1, all of the relationships between the different elements seem to be the 
equivalent of each other. This fi gure, thus, serves as a summary of the different elements 
that have been highlighted in this study. In reality, however, these factors do not have 
an equal impact on the practices of representatives; their relative weight can, therefore, 
only be posited hypothetically here, with further research needed to test the explanatory 
value of this combination of factors.

The system of representative democracy, fi rstly, entails government by the people 
(democracy), albeit indirectly through the intermediary of elected bodies (representation). 
Although the way in which people are represented in elected bodies and the extent 
to which the elected bodies govern differs substantially from one political system to 
another, there are some common mechanisms. In the fi rst place, representation involves 
there being a particular link between a representative and those represented (arrow 
2). This is characterised by a relationship of responsibility, accountability, expectations 
from the electorate, and listening to and/or getting help from the representatives (arrow 
9). This relationship between representative and electorate is mediated by features of 
the political system (arrow 5). Secondly, the comparison conducted in Chapter VI has 
revealed the particular position that parties play in the act of representation (arrow 10). 
As has been argued by other scholars, in Western European democracies parties mediate 
the relationship between elected politicians and the electorate (Dalton, 1996, p.255). 
Both mechanisms are at play, whatever the particular local context of the representatives.

The system of representative democracy infl uences the pattern of political 
recruitment, as does the local and national institutional setting (arrows 1 and 3): the 
functioning of representative democracy dictates what representatives do (and, thus, 
why they are recruited), while the institutional setting infl uences how many positions are 
open for recruitment and how the recruitment process may evolve. Political recruitment 
does, however, appear to have an autonomous role as well (arrow 7). We have seen in 
Chapter I that comparative studies have highlighted the similarity and persistence of the 
sociological features of political elites in modern democracies; they are predominantly 
composed of highly educated men from a high social-economic background (Putnam, 
1976, p.22-23; Lagroye et al., 2002, p.468). However, there is a limit to the reproduction 
of elites, as Pareto has observed and prophesised: there is no example of an elite that has 
perpetually reproduced itself (“aristocracies do not last”, Pareto, 1983 [1935], p.1430). This 
mechanism of persistence, along with renewal, is illustrated by the present study; with 
regard to the issue of their level of education and, to some extent, political socialisation 
in the family context and their social-economic background, ethnic minority councillors 
conform to the dominant profi le of political elites in general. They are, however, 
newcomers, to the extent that they were born abroad, have often been socialised abroad 
and are generally not incumbents.

Representatives’ practices are further infl uenced by the (local) institutional setting 
(arrow 4), as has been highlighted at several points and also recalled above: the level of 
access to politics, the development of political careers and the work that representatives 
do are framed by it. Parties again play a mediating role here; careers depend on the 
opportunities offered within parties and the ability of politicians to use the party’s 
instruments to achieve a political position.

Parties also play a mediating role when one looks at the impact that political 
recruitment has on the practices of representatives (arrows 6 and 8), since they play a 
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leading role in the selection of political elites. As was recalled in Chapter VI, they make 
“the choice before the choice” (Rahat, 2007, p.157). In addition, as was highlighted in the 
Introduction and Chapter IV, politicians – whatever their ethnicity – are extremely, if not 
fully, dependent on parties for their access to the political arena (arrow 8). Finally, when 
analysing the discourses on representation, we have seen that many respondents feel 
that they are the representatives of a party and the party’s voters.

Overall, there are two clusters of issues – and related factors and infl uences –when 

looking at Figure 7.1. One of these revolves around the issue of political careers, while 

the other concerns the issue of representation. As far as the fi rst matter is concerned, it 

is the particular interplay between the process of political recruitment, the workings of 

political parties and the practices of individual politicians that come into play. When it 

comes to the second issue, the relationship between representatives and the electorate 

is crucial, and is mediated and infl uenced by multiple factors. In each case, the system 

of representative democracy and the (local) institutional structure frame and orientate 

individual practices.

III. The role of  ethnicity

The concluding remarks of this fi nal chapter concern the overarching question of this 

study, namely what is the role of ethnicity in politics? We have seen above that ethnicity 

is at play at some points and in certain ways. Firstly, it may play a role in the access that 

ethnic minority politicians have to the local political arena. In Amsterdam in the 1990s, 

it clearly was an asset for those wishing to obtain  a position on the electoral lists. In the 

other cases under study, however, the infl uence that ethnicity has on political access is 

less clear-cut. One thing is, nonetheless, made apparent by the comparisons: ethnicity is 

neither a necessary nor an adequate reason for individuals to get access to politics.

In the development of political careers, the role of ethnicity seems to be more 

limited. It hardly ever comes into play for politicians who remain at the local level and 

does not appear to infl uence the decision to pursue or end a political career. It does, 

however, come into the picture when people try to reach for a higher level on the political 

ladder, when it is then used as an argument to block or hinder this upward trajectory.

In the discourses on representation, ethnicity is hardly mentioned. The respondents 

do not feel that they represent an ethnic group and mainly want to avoid being seen 

as such a representative. Looking at what the politicians believe to be involved in being 

a representative, ethnicity does not come into the picture either. The contact that the 

respondents have with the electorate, and the interests they want to promote, are not 

tied to ethnicity, but are instead understood in more general terms, or are linked to the 

political party.

The role of ethnicity, thus, seems to be mainly imposed by external factors. In most 

circumstances, the respondents do not wish to see their origin play a role at all, but they 

do have to deal with the fact that the political party and/or (parts of) the electorate 

believe that ethnicity is an important issue (whether it is seen as a positive thing or a 

threat to  universal values is another matter). One group of respondents could be singled 

out in the analysis because of the role ethnicity plays for them, namely the Antillean 
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interviewees in 1992 in the Paris region. Their ability to both adopt this approach and 
profi t from ethnicity as a political resource does, however, seem to be limited in a context 
that does not value this feature in politics (Maxwell, 2008).

Two dimensions, thus, emerge from the comparison of the role that ethnicity plays 
in politics in Amsterdam and Paris: the ethnic identity ascribed by the environment and 
the role of ethnicity in the respondents’ sense of self-identifi cation. On both dimensions 
ethnicity can be seen as: a positive feature, a negatively loaded element, or irrelevant. 
When cutting across these two dimensions and their expression, various situations 
appear that are set out in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1: The role of  ethnicity in politics

Ethnicity as an ascribed political identity

Ethnicity in political 
self-identifi cation

Positive Negative Irrelevant

Positive Accepted/claimed 
ethnic identifi cation

Incongruent 
discrimination

incongruent 
ethnic assertion

Negative Infl icted ethnic 
identifi cation

Rejection of 
ethnicity

Universalism

Irrelevant Ascribed ethnic 
identifi cation

Discrimination Universalism

In a situation where ethnicity is valued in the political process by parties and the 
electorate, three possibilities arise based on the way in which individual ethnic minority 
representatives relate to the role of their ethnicity in their political activities. These 
politicians may equally value ethnicity as part of their political identity, and ethnicity is 
accepted by all actors as an important political factor (cell 1: accepted or claimed ethnic 
identifi cation). Such politicians may not, however, see their  ethnic background as an issue 
that matters politically, in which case they will feel that an ethnic identity is imposed upon 
them (cell 2: infl icted ethnic identifi cation). The third possibility is that these politicians 
do not care whether their ethnic background plays a role in their  political activities 
or not, but since the environment sees it at a valuable matter, a particular identity is 
imposed upon them (cell 3: ascribed ethnic identifi cation). 

If, however, belonging to an ethnic minority group is negatively loaded, because 
parties and the electorate do not want ethnicity to play a role in politics, ethnic minority 
representatives will face three different scenarios. If these politicians value their ethnic 
background as a crucial matter in his political activities, the tension between their views and 
those of their environment leads to incongruent discrimination (cell 4). If, on the contrary, 
they reject the idea that ethnicity plays a role in politics, then, like their  environment, 
the situation is clear: ethnicity is discarded in the political process (cell 5: rejection of 
ethnicity). Yet another possibility is that these politicians are discriminated against on the 
basis of a characteristic that they deem to be unimportant (cell 6: discrimination).

The fi nal option from the viewpoint of the environment of the ethnic minority 
representatives is that the party and the electorate do not care about ethnicity in politics. 
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In this case, and if the politicians themselves do value their ethnic background in their 
political activities, they will be crying in the wilderness, asserting the role of ethnicity 
while those around them are indifferent to it (cell 7: incongruent ethnic assertion). If 
these politicians do not want ethnicity to play a role in politics, or if they do not care 
whether or not it does, then everything points in the same direction: ethnicity is irrelevant 
in politics (cells 8 and 9: universalism).

Of the eight possible ways in which ethnicity plays a role in the political arena (the 
eight different cells in Table 7.1), four have been observed in the present study. The 
interviews conducted in the 1990s in Amsterdam demonstrate that the respondents’ 
environment ascribed an ethnic identity to them (mainly in positive terms: diversity was 
seen as a necessity and an enrichment of political elites and their activities), while they 
themselves did not particularly defi ne who they are in terms of their ethnic identity, or 
saw it as something that could enrich their political activities. Therefore, for this group 
in the early 1990s in Amsterdam, a situation of ascribed ethnic identifi cation prevailed.

In the Paris region in 1992, ethnicity was not an issue for the external actors, but 
the Antillean respondents mobilised it as a crucial marker of political identity and a basis 
for political engagement. Other respondents did, however, vehemently refuse to see 
ethnicity as a relevant political matter, or instead saw it as being irrelevant. Incongruent 
ethnic assertion, thus, pertains for the group of Antillean respondents, while for the 
others, universalism characterises the situation.

The more recent interviews in Paris have many similarities with the situation 
in Amsterdam in the 1990s, with an environment that values ethnic diversity and 
also demonstrates forms of positive action towards ethnic minorities, and a group of 
respondents who see their ethnic identity as something that is largely irrelevant for their 
political identifi cation. Ascribed ethnic identifi cation would, therefore, defi ne the situation 
in Paris in 2007/2008. Nevertheless, the universalist discourse that is still very present in 
France infl uences the extent to which positive discrimination is practiced (except in the 
case of women).

Finally, for those respondents interviewed in Amsterdam in 2008, an ambivalent 
situation prevailed. Only a few felt that their ethnic background played a part within 
their party, but some did mention that it came into play during the electoral campaign. 
Primarily, the respondents seemed to have a great deal of say in the extent to which 
they wanted their ethnic background to play a role in politics. The attitude of both 
the respondents and their external environment thus oscillated between the positive 
and neutral approach to the role of ethnicity in politics, i.e. between accepted ethnic 
identifi cation and universalism.

To conclude, this study provides examples of situations in which the environment 
considers the role of ethnicity in politics to be either irrelevant or positive, and in which 
ethnic minority politicians themselves also mainly see their ethnic background in the 
same way. Neither the parties and the electorate nor the politicians themselves seem to 
fully reject the notion that ethnicity plays a role in politics. This must, however, be linked 
to a conclusion drawn above: by and large, the role of ethnicity in politics is limited. 
The stakes are thus not very high, and this might explain why ethnicity in politics is not 
disallowed. This is, though, a matter for further research, which should concentrate more 
specifi cally on contrasting scenarios in which ethnicity is an ascribed negative identity 
with situations in which its role in politics is accepted.

Cutting across the ascription of ethnicity by the external environment, and the 
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mobilisation of ethnicity by the politicians themselves, is a way to refl ect upon the 

interaction between structure and practices. Looking at the role of ethnicity from this 

perspective again reveals that while the structure is important (in the defi nition used 

initially in this study), it does not provide a completely satisfactory answer to the central 

research question. In fact, the role that ethnicity plays in politics depends on three types of 

factors: structural features, strategies, and the practices of political actors (the party and 

the electorate), and the strategies and practices of individual ethnic minority politicians.
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Appendix 1

List of  Interviewees

Interviewees in Amsterdam (alphabetical order)

• Wesley Amzand
• Mustafa Aslan
• Oktay Aslan
• Leo Balai
• Deniz Balak
• Miloud Bouzrou
• Peggy Burke
• Abdellatif Cherribi
• Adnan Dalkiran
• Gülseren Eksik
• Mustafa El Filali
• Emile Esajas
• Herman Huijzen
• Sabina Gazic
• Derya Kaplan
• Mavije Karaman
• Huseyin Kilinc
• Marcel Koenders
• Hedwig Komproe
• Adnan Kulhan
• Aicha Lagha
• Yvonn vd Linde-Haurissa
• Claus Macksielyes
• Adil Mahdat
• Mohamed Mahdi
• Lupe Manuela
• Abdel Menara
• Roy Mungra
• Frank Niamut
• Guillaumine Nelom
• Hassan Semmad
• Tara Singh Varma
• Jerry Straub
• Aysel Türkmen
• Fenna Ulichki
• Emre Ünver
• Mehmed Uygun
• Dita Vermeulen
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Interviewees in Paris and its regions (alphabetical order)

• Christophe-Adji Ahoudian
• David Assouline
• Marie-Thérèse Atallah
• Georges Aurore
• Nicole Azzaro
• Toufi k Baalache
• José Baghdad
• Serge Bavarin
• Amina Bécheur
• Mohamed Bellouch
• Jean Bicep
• Khédidja Bourcart
• Messaouda Charuel
• Djamila Cherfi 
• Adama Daouda Kouadio
• Hélène Duverly
• Myriam El Khomri
• Edmond Gabet
• Mehdi Guadi
• Nordine Hamdoud
• Halima Jemni
• Embarek Kari
• Zaïr Kédadouche
• Ihjeb Khoury
• Mehdi Lallaoui
• Karim Mechai
• Salomé Meiers Naem
• Nicolas Nelson-Edgard
• George Pau-Langevin
• Serge Petipermon
• Nadia Salem
• Georges Sali
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Positive and negative aspects of  the timing of  the fieldwork

For organisational reasons, the fi eldwork had to be conducted during the academic 
years 2006-2007 and 2007-2008. Interviewing the respondents of the study of the early 
1990s could take place at any point in this period of time, but so far as the interviews 
with councillors currently holding offi ce were concerned, I had to take the dates of the 
municipal elections into account, both in the Netherlands (March 2006) and in France 
(March 2008). This was because it seemed to be inappropriate to conduct interviews 
during, or just after, the election campaigns, since interviewing politicians at such a time 
would mean meeting people either full of hope or bitter about their position on the list. 
There was also a risk that I would hear nothing but political speeches and socially (and 
politically) desirable answers. Neither did it seem to make sense to interview newly elected 
councillors with only very limited experience of being a representative. Accordingly, my 
aim was to organise the new interviews in Paris fi rst, approximately a year before the 
French municipal elections, and to conduct the new interviews in Amsterdam thereafter.

However, when I started to approach councillors in Paris in the spring of 2007, 
I encountered many obstacles, and making appointments proved to be very diffi cult, 
as explained above. It appeared that the presidential, and consequential parliamentary, 
elections had a huge impact on local politics, with many councillors being engaged in 
the presidential campaign, either as candidate MPs (or their “suppléant”, deputy MP), 
or in some other way. Activities for the parliamentary elections were used as the main 
reason to refuse my interview request.

I had not expected the local and national elections to be intertwined to that extent. 
It continues to be diffi cult to explain the situation I encountered in Paris in the spring of 
2007. Indeed, I asked the respondents interviewed in 1992 for an interview in the same 
period of time. While some of them were still active party members, they did not refer to 
the national elections when explaining their busy schedule.

I, therefore, ended up conducting most of the interviews in Paris very soon after the 
municipal elections of March 2008. The disadvantages of this were indeed that the role 
of representative was very new to these respondents, and they had few experiences to 
talk about. However, there were, ultimately, many more advantages than disadvantages: 
the interviewees were easily reached, because the campaign material often provided 
contact details, and they were also very responsive and well disposed towards being 
interviewed. Indeed, I was surprised at how unproblematic the topic of the interview was 
to these individuals.
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Appendix 3

The 1990s’ interview and how they were used

The interviews held in the 1990s were much more directive than those conducted more 
recently. The original questionnaire covered a large number of issues (leading to an 
average duration of the interviews of an hour and a half, which was longer than my 
own), and the interviews followed its content strictly. Moreover, all of the questions were 
addressed with each respondent, which was a major advantage for the comparability and 
legibility of the gathered data. However, in my view, one drawback of that approach is 
that the line of reasoning was too strongly linked to the frame of mind of the interviewer, 
and may thus have not fully refl ected the thoughts of the respondents.

The 1990s’ interviews in Amsterdam were conducted by fi ve people: Cadat himself, 
three students and Meindert Fennema (who was Cadat’s supervisor). In 1992 in the 
Paris region, however, Cadat conducted all of the interviews himself. Where they took 
place is not always clear, since there are no fi eldwork notes or other ways to obtain this 
information.1 Of those interviews we do have knowledge of, some were conducted at 
the home of the respondents, some took place in cafés, and others were held at the 
interviewees’ offi ces or at those of the interviewer.

Other details about the fi eldwork are also missing, for example concerning response 
and non-response rates, the reactions of the respondents (other than in the taped 
interviews), and experiences in the fi eld. Despite the great value of the data collected 
– and the fact that it was available for a new study – I believe that all research should 
be designed as part of a longitudinal piece of work, thus recording as many details as 
possible on how the fi eldwork was conducted.

Having to use the data collected by someone else is particularly complex in terms 
of the theoretical framework of the original study. The framework of the 1990s’ study, 
for example, was quite different from mine, with its focus on issues of discrimination and 
political mobilisation. I did, however, choose to use these interviews mainly with regard 
to the “objective,” factual data about the respondents and their political socialisation. 
Moreover, the focus I wished to put on representation was possible because questions on 
this topic had been covered in the 1990s’ questionnaire. Still, the theoretical framework 
of the earlier interviews cannot be changed a posteriori, meaning that one should fully 
refl ect on the use of data collected by someone else.

I had wondered whether the panel interviews could be used to provide insight 
into the role of the interviewer. Indeed, a few similar questions were addressed with the 
same people. However, the difference between the two interview settings in the 1990s 
and more recently not only relates to the interviewer, but also to the 15 years that have 
elapsed, the different context, the changed focus of the interview, the new position of 
the respondent, etc. When looking at the answers of respondents to similar questions, 
in some cases a similar answer was given, and in others a different one. It is diffi cult to 
uncover the reasons for these differences. Within the framework of this study, this matter 
– although important – cannot be addressed thoroughly, but this might be an issue to 
explore in the future.

1. Originally, the date and the place of the interview were recorded on the taped records of each interview; 

however, these original tapes were not all used for the present study.
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Questionnaires

Appendix 4a: Questionnaire used in the early 1990s (French version)

PARAGRAPHE I: PERSONALIA
• Nom
• Date et lieu de naissance
• Education/formation
• Métier
• Identité (comment vous défi nissez-vous?)
• Religion
• Année d’immigration
• Métier des parents
• Vos parents ont-ils (ou avaient-ils) des activités politiques?
• Aviez-vous des activités politiques dans le pays d’origine?
• Nationalité
• Naturalisation?
• Double nationalité?

PARAGRAPHE II: PARTI
• Quand êtes-vous devenu membre de votre actuel parti d’appartenance? Pourquoi? Avez-vous 

été auparavant membre d’un autre parti? Lequel? Pourquoi? Pourquoi l’avez-vous quitté?
• Comment êtes-vous devenu membre de votre parti? [initiative propre ou recruté?] De quelle 

section locale/fédération, etc. ... êtes-vous membre?
• Quelles positions occupez-vous au sein de votre parti?
• Quand avez-vous présenté votre candidature aux élections (municipales/cantonales/

régionales)? Etait-ce la première fois? A quelles autres élections aviez-vous déjà été porté 
candidat?

• Comment vous êtes-vous port‚ candidat? [demandé/présenté par la direction/section du 
parti, un groupe de migrants, etc. ... ou sur initiative propre].

• De quelles organisations êtes-vous membre? [syndicat, association sportive, radio/T.V., 
commission de parents d’élèves, mosquée/église/temple...]

PARAGRAPHE III: EXPÉRIENCE AU SEIN DU PARTI
• Quel est le rapport de votre parti aux migrants? Existe-t-il une culture partisane spécifi que? 

Cette culture constitue- t-elle ou non un obstacle pour les candidats issus de l’immigration? 
Pourquoi [Culture partisane marquée par la ‘réunionnite’ / réseaux établis d’intérêts]

• Existe-t-il dans votre parti un groupe s’occupant, en particulier, de la question de l’immigration? 
Quelle est la répartition entre migrants en non-migrants au sein de ce groupe? Quel est le 
statut (formel) de ce groupe?

• Le programme électoral de votre parti comporte-t-il des points intéressant les immigrés en 
tant que tels? Avez-vous pu exercer une infl uence sur ce programme? Sur quels points?

• Avez-vous fait / faites-vous l’expérience de la discrimination au sein du parti? Si oui, laquelle 
(directe/indirecte)? Si non, connaissez-vous des gens qui ont eu cette expérience au sein du 
parti?

• Quelle est, selon vous, la source de cette discrimination? [Contre les migrants, contre les 
nouveaux-venus]
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PARAGRAPHE IV: BASE SOCIALE
• Quelle est, à votre avis, la composition de votre base sociale? [membres du parti: lesquels? 

Électeurs: lesquels? Groupes sociaux: lesquels?]
• Avez-vous parfois le sentiment qu’il existe une contradiction entre votre base sociale formelle 

(parti, électeurs) et ce que vous considérez comme votre base sociale réelle? Quelles sont les 
formes prises par cette contradiction? 

• Avez-vous déjà été approché par certaines personnes (lesquelles) sur la base de présupposés, 
vis-à-vis de ce que vous représenteriez, que vous ne partagez pas? [est supposé représenter 
les immigrés; est supposé représenter le parti]

Exemple: tel migrant reprend le point de vue (hostile) de son parti sur la question du droit de 
voter et d’être éligible à toutes les élections pour les étrangers. Sa base sociale immigrée lui 
reproche cette position. Lui-même rejette le point de vue du parti mais estime qu’il doit respecter 
la discipline partisane. Que feriez-vous dans ce cas là?
• La même chose que le migrant de notre exemple
• Vous refuseriez de prendre la parole sur cette position
• Vous défendriez votre propre position au risque d’un confl it avec la direction du parti]

• Quelles sont les organisations qui, à votre avis, sont le mieux à même d’infl uencer le parti 

sur la question de l’immigration? [associations communautaires, syndicats, organisations 

d’immigrés, mosquées, églises]

PARAGRAPHE V: ETHNICITE

• Convient-il, à votre avis, de faire une distinction entre les migrants originaires des (ex)-colonies 

françaises [Maghreb/Afrique de l’Ouest/Asie/DOM-TOM et migrants originaires d’autres 

régions [Europe du Sud: Espagne/Portugal/Italie/Pologne/Turquie]? 

• Où réside, au fond, l’essentiel de la distinction?

[dans la culture; langue; religion

dans le statut juridique

dans le degré d’éducation

dans la couleur (formes différentes de racisme)

dans le nombre]

• Convient-il, à votre avis, de faire une distinction entre les migrants originaires des (ex)-colonies 

françaises d’Afrique et d’Asie (Maghreb, Afrique de l’Ouest, Indochine) et migrants originaires 

des  D.O.M.-T.O.M.?

• Convient-il, à votre avis, de distinguer, au sein de l’ensemble des communautés originaires du 

Maghreb, le groupe des Rapatriés (‘Pieds noirs’) d’origine européenne.

• Y-a-t-il lieu, à votre avis, d’établir une distinction, au sein de la communauté d’origine 

maghrébine en France, entre Arabes et Berbères/Kabyles? Pourquoi?

• Y-a-t-il lieu, à votre avis, de faire une distinction entre d’une part ceux que l’on appelle commun‚ 

ment les  ‘Français-Musulmans’ ou encore les ‘Rapatriés Français-Musulmans’ ou ‘Rapatriés 

d’origine Nord-africaine’ ou encore ‘Harkis’ et les autres immigrés maghrébins algériens issus 

des migrations de travail? Pourquoi?

• Est-il question, sur ces bases, de formes différentes de racisme?

• Les groupes de migrants en présence -visés supra- adoptent-ils des attitudes différentes face 

au racisme en France?

• Avez-vous, sur ces questions une opinion divergente de celle de votre parti?

• Existe-t-il un réseau de personnes issues de l’immigration au sein de votre parti où ces 

questions sont discutées? Les migrants y réussissent-ils à surmonter leurs divergences? Si 

non, pourquoi? Si oui, comment?
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• Avez-vous des contacts avec des migrants membres d’autres partis? Comment ces contacts 
ont ils été établis? [via les réseaux ethniques propres ou autrement?]

PARAGRAPHE VI: HANDICAP OU DISCRIMINATION?
• On peut faire la distinction entre arriération et relégation en vue d’expliquer la situation diffi cile 

des immigrés. Ceci a, sur la politique administrative à mener, des conséquences évidentes. 
Quelle est votre position dans ce débat?

• Au cas où il est question de relégation: Une révolution sociale est-elle est un pré-requis afi n 
d’abolir cette relégation ou peut-on, par contre, résoudre cette question dans le cadre du 
système existant, avec l’aide d’une politique administrative bien menée?

• Quelle est la position de votre parti vis-à-vis de l’introduction d’une législation favorisant 
l’embauche des personnes issues de l’immigration (action positive: emplois protégés pour 
les originaires des DOM-TOM)? Notamment, en ce qui concerne l’introduction de quotas 
(proportionnels) obligatoires?

• Quelle est, à votre avis, la relation entre la législation favorisant les migrants et celle qui 
concerne les femmes? Êtes-vous d’avis que les femmes issues de l’immigration affrontent une 
double oppression?

• La législation favorisant l’embauche des migrants/le droit de vote des migrants est-elle / 
pourrait-elle fournir, à votre avis, un prétexte à la division?

Entre migrants et non-migrants?
Entre migrants d’origines (ethniques) diverses?
Entre migrants de formations (éducatives; professionnelles)  différentes]

• Que pensez-vous de l’enregistrement des données relatives à l’origine ethnique?
• A votre avis, l’action positive fournit-elle un aliment au racisme?
• Quelle doit-être, à votre avis, la stratégie à l’égard du/contre le Front National? [Avez-vous 

participé au ‘Manifeste contre le Front National’? Aux actions de SOS Racisme /du MRAP etc. 
...? Si oui, à quelles actions? Si non, pourquoi?]

PARAGRAPHE VII: INTEGRATION POLITIQUE
• Êtes-vous favorable à la formation d’un réseau ou d’un groupe de personnes issues de 

l’immigration  ou des communautés, comme vous voulez, au sein de votre parti?
• Êtes-vous pour la formation d’un ‘arc-en-ciel’ de personnes issues de l’immigration  traversant 

différents partis? 
• Etes-vous pour la formation d’un parti de migrants? 
• Pourquoi? différentes propositions

non effi cace parce que le nombre trop réduit des personnes conduirait à la ségrégation 
et à la stigmatisation.
parce qu’il existe de grandes différences ethniques entre ces personnes
un parti de migrants de ce type serait impossible parce qu’il existe de trop grandes dif-
férences socio-économiques entre ces personnes
un tel parti ne serait pas viable, parce qu’il existe de grandes différences politiques entre 
ces personnes
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Appendix 4b: Questionnaire used to re-interview the politicians already 
interviewed in the early 1990s (French version)

PARCOURS POLITIQUE
• Elu pour la première fois :
• Fonction élective au moment de l’entretien (92):
• Parti en 92:
• Membre du parti depuis:

DONNÉES PERSONNELLES
• Année de naissance
• Pays de naissance
• Formation
• Nationalité (naturalisation?)
• Année d’immigration
• Raisons d’immigration
• Profession

PARTI
• Etes-vous actuellement membre d’un parti? Lequel?
• Autre parti qu’en 92 : pourquoi
• Pas de parti : pourquoi?
• Avez-vous (eu) des responsabilités au sein du parti ? (lesquelles?)
• Quelles diverses fonctions électives avez-vous occupé et quand?
• en cas d’arrêt de parcours politique : quand et comment avez-vous quitté votre mandat?
• (raisons, motifs, sentiments?)
• Quel regard portez-vous sur votre parcours politique?
• Si vous deviez tirer une leçon de votre expérience politique, quelle serait-elle?
• Qu’est-ce qui rend la fonction politique attrayante?
• Qu’est-ce qui, au contraire, vous ennuie/dérange?
• Motif de fi erté?
• Avez-vous donné des conseils à des personnes voulant entrer en politique, et/ou ayant un 

mandat électif? qui, et à quel sujet?

POSITION DES ÉLUS D’ORIGINE IMMIGRÉE
• Culture partisane: en faveur/défaveur des immigrés en politique?
• Qu’est-ce qui peut être en faveur des personnes issues de l’immigration en politique? L’origine 

comme atout?
• Qu’est-ce qui peut se retourner contre eux? (toujours en politique)
• Avez-vous fait l’expérience de discrimination?
• Les élus d’origine immigrés se différentient-ils des élus autochtones? Y a-t-il des différences 

selon les origines?

CONTACTS
• Contacts les plus importants au sein du parti
• Contacts les plus importants avec élus actuels
• Contacts avec des anciens élus
• Etes-vous membre d’organisations ? Lesquelles?
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Appendix 4c: Questionnaire used for the new series of  interviews 

(French version)

PARCOURS POLITIQUE
• Parti, membre depuis quand?
• Pourquoi ce parti ? pourquoi à ce moment?
• Auparavant membre d’un autre parti?
• Responsabilités au sein du parti?
• Quand élu(e) pour la première fois?
• Procédure de candidature? (initiative propre, demande, soutenu par qui?)
• Candidat d’ouverture?
• Divers mandats électifs?

SOCIALISATION POLITIQUE
• Engagement associatif? quel était le premier?
• Qui était la première personne que vous connaissiez, membre de votre parti? (fonction? 

mandat? connue comment?)
• Cette personne a-t-elle joué un rôle dans l’accès au parti? Si non, qui?
• Qui est le/la premier(e) élu(e) que vous connaissiez?
• Cette personne a-t-elle joué un rôle dans la connaissance de la fonction? Si non, qui?
• Modèle politique?
• Contacts les plus importants au sein du parti?
• Contacts les plus importants avec élus actuels?
• Contacts avec élus d’origine immigrée?
• Activités dans le pays d’origine?

ETRE ÉLU/REPRÉSENTATION
• Quel est pour vous le rôle de l’élu (en général)
• comment remplissez-vous ce rôle?
• indemnités ? combien ? combien d’heures?
• Qu’est-ce qui rend la fonction politique attrayante?
• Qu’est-ce qui, au contraire, vous ennuie/dérange ?
• Elu depuis trois mois

Qu’est-ce qui vous a surpris?
Bonne surprise/mauvaise surprise?

• Quelles attentes rencontrez-vous par rapport à votre rôle d’élu?
de la part du parti?
de la part de l’électorat?

IMMIGRÉS EN POLITIQUE
• Qu’est-ce qui peut être en faveur des personnes issues de l’immigration en politique? 

L’origine comme atout?
• Qu’est-ce qui peut se retourner contre eux? (toujours en politique)
• Culture partisane : en faveur/défaveur des immigrés en politique?
• Cas concrets de demandes de la population, du groupe municipal
• Y a-t-il une tension entre le fait d’avoir une sensibilité, du fait de la connaissance d’un 

groupe dans la société, et le fait d’être l’élu de tout le monde?
• Avez-vous fait l’expérience de discrimination?
• Voyez-vous des différences entre les élus d’origine immigrés et les élus autochtones? 

Lesquelles?
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DONNÉES PERSONNELLES
• Année et pays de naissance
• Formation
• Profession
• Pays de naissance des parents
• Profession des parents
• Engagement politique/associatif des parents
• Année d’immigration
• Raison d’immigration
• Nationalité(s)/naturalisation?
• Marié(e)/célibataire/…

Conjoint a un engagement politique/associatif?
• Enfants ? si oui, âge?

Enfants ont un engagement politique/associatif?
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Coding procedure

The interviews were systematically coded in terms of two issues: representation and 
ethnicity (in relation to politics). In this annex, I will focus on the procedure for the coding 
relating to the former, but it should be noted that a similar procedure was also used for 
the latter. The software programme MaxQDA was used for the coding. A snapshot of 
what the coding of an interview looks like with this programme is set out in Figure A5.1.

The interviews were read several times so as to identify all of the extracts that 
related to the issue of representation. These extracts were given a code. In this fi rst 
phase of coding, the words or the meanings that were closest to those used or implied 
by a respondent were utilised, with the codes that had already been identifi ed in other 
interviews, which complemented them, eventually being applied. For example, in the 
following extract a respondent explains that a lot of people come to see her because she 
is their representative:

Je leur explique, mais c’est surtout, plus que ça, la permanence c’est aussi, c’est pas 
implicite, mais c’est quelqu’un qui écoute. Je ne sais pas si les gens… notamment sur 
les questions de logement… ou sur d’autres choses, je ne sais pas si les gens… bien 
entendu ils espèrent que vous allez résoudre, les accompagner dans… à résoudre leur 
situation. Mais c’est l’écoute d’abord. Bon, au début j’étais… je recevais sans rendez-
vous… donc les gens venaient… il y a des gens qui venaient tous les 15 jours… pour 
me répéter la même chose, mais c’était je pense… c’était une écoute essentiellement. 
Les gens ont besoin ??, de décharger, de confi er leur désarroi à quelqu’un. Je crois 
qu’un élu c’est aussi ça. Donc j’ai arrêté les permanences ouvertes, maintenant c’est 
sur rendez-vous parce que je ne tenais plus le coup… mais… bon… vous savez, quand 
des hommes, des jeunes, des vieux, pleurent dans votre… cabinet, enfi n dans votre 
bureau… ou début ??, maintenant je donne un mouchoir, si vous voulez, mais les gens 
viennent parler d’abord.

This entire extract was given the code: “contact with the population”. Another respondent 
told me about the relationship he had after his electoral success with his former friends 
and acquaintances from a specifi c neighbourhood:

Alors moi, de manière spécifi que, oui. Oui, parce que… quand vous êtes dans un 
quartier, vous avez travaillé avec beaucoup de personnes, jeunes ou moins jeunes, 
ben quand maintenant vous êtes élu, les gens sont contents de… d’avoir disons un 
interlocuteur qu’ils connaissent, donc oui, de manière régulière, ils envoient des 
demandes de logement… parfois ils viennent dans les permanences logement… voilà.

This extract was given the code: “contact with the population/contact with neighbourhood”. 
As other respondents had specifi ed which groups they had contact with in their position 
as representative, I used the code “contact with the population/contact with specifi c 
group”. In applying this code I included different quotes which, of course, referred to 
contact between the representative and specifi c groups (ethnic groups, neighbourhood 
inhabitants, young people, etc.). In the same way, initial codes were grouped together 
and simplifi ed to produce readable and useable lists of codes.
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This process of simplifi cation yielded the following list of codes for a particular 
group of respondents:

représentation

• pourquoi candidat
• présupposés représentation
• par qui
• tout le monde
• intérêt général
• la France
• idéal ou idées politiques
• parti
• qui
• contact avec population

o groupe spécifi que
• contenu
• comment
• pourquoi

o actions concrètes
o rendre service

• être élu
• apprentissage

For another group of respondents, another list of codes was produced:
représentation

• intérêt général
• pas de parti
• représenter pourquoi

o pour voir
o pour agir

• contact avec communauté
• représenter comment

o travail d’équipe
o demandes personnelles
o régler problèmes personnels

• représenter idéaux
• présupposés représentation
• représenter le parti

o avec sensibilité
• représenter qui

o tout le monde
o communauté
o groupe social
o sensibilité pour immigrés ou communauté

• électeurs

These lists of codes were subsequently reduced to apply to the references which 
answered the question: who or what is being represented? This yielded the four tables 
set out in Chapter VI. The other coded text segments were used to systematically analyse 
the content of the representatives’ tasks.
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Summary

This dissertation is about ethnic minority politicians in the local political arena and the 
role of ethnicity in politics. It compares three aspects of ethnic minority representation at 
the local level, namely the access that ethnic minority councillors have to local politics, 
the development of their political careers and their conceptions of representation. This is 
done across two cities (Amsterdam and Paris) and over time (comparing the early 1990s 
and the present situation).

The reason why this issue is addressed lies in the potential tension that arises from 
the fact that on the one hand, descriptive representation appears to be a necessity if 
democracies are to abide by the principles of legitimacy and representation, but on the 
other, it seems as if representatives’ individual features raise suspicions about the ability 
of politicians to strive for the common good. In Western European politics, this is mainly 
the case for ethnic minority politicians. They are particularly vulnerable because their 
visibility as “others” turns them into outsiders almost by defi nition, and leads to them 
being questioned about who and what they actually represent. Precisely because their 
origins, the colour of their skin, and the sound of their name are features they cannot 
escape, it is diffi cult for such individuals to avoid questions about the potential tension 
between their visible belonging to an ethnic group and the practice of representation. 
From this perspective, one might argue that ethnicity automatically plays a role in politics. 
However, we do not know if this is indeed always the case. Furthermore, it is not yet clear 
how individual features, like one’s ethnic background, have a part to play in politics, and, 
if they do, what this part actually is.

The question of the role of ethnicity in politics is addressed on the basis of the 
notion that two perspectives must be studied and confronted: fi rst, how is the role of 
ethnicity in politics dealt with by features of the electoral system, the political system and 
the political culture of a given context; and second, what are the practices of individuals 
on the ground? The necessity of confronting both perspectives, which following de 
Certeau (1980) I call the structure and the practices, stems from the observation that 
the commonly followed line of explanation, namely that the institutional setting of a 
country or city determines why and how ethnic minority politicians get access to politics, 
has a number of fl aws. Indeed, institutional factors cannot fully account for a number of 
phenomena, and the differences that can be noted between ethnic groups in the same 
city in terms of their access to politics and their participation therein is one of these. 
More generally, I believe that because of the dominance of the institutionalist approach, 
too little attention has been paid to individual choices and strategies. I argue that the 
clues about the participation of ethnic minorities in local politics do not only reside in the 
framing role of local institutional settings, but also in the ways in which individuals make 
these frames their own and enrich them with their actions. This perspective provides the 
opportunity to look into the differences in access to politics and the development of 
political careers within one country, among ethnic groups and across individuals. It also 
enables me to examine the elements of ethnic minority representatives’ political lives 
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that are generally disregarded (the development of their political careers and their exit 
from politics).

On the basis of a discussion of the literature on access to politics, political careers and 
representation (Chapter I), a number of key debates arise which guide the present study. 
As the existing literature has highlighted that political elites are rather homogeneous 
(composed of highly educated white men; Putnam, 1976), it seems necessary to examine 
who, among ethnic minority groups, gets access to politics; i.e. to what extent do they 
conform to the dominant sociological profi le of political elites? The knowledge gained 
on women, a group that has been traditionally excluded from politics, is interesting 
in this regard, helping the formulation of ideas about how people get access to the 
political arena and what prior socialisation and experience is needed. This example 
also leads to scrutiny of the elements of the structure that hinder or, on the contrary, 
facilitate the access of newcomers to politics, namely features of the electoral system, 
the political system and the functioning of political parties in particular. As far as the 
issue of the development of political careers is concerned, the typology produced by 
Weber, who distinguishes between politicians for whom politics is a vocation and those 
for whom it is an avocation (Weber, 1946 [1921]), is particularly fruitful, as it helps us 
to understand the role that the different elements of people’s careers play (time spent 
in offi ce, different mandates held, responsibilities within the party, etc.). In addition, as 
these different elements are tied to the structural features of each context, the infl uence 
of the electoral system and the workings of parties must be considered as well. Finally, 
the question of who or what is being represented is at the core of the analysis of the 
respondents’ discourse. This is a key question in the debates on representation, as it 
relates to the issue of the role of representatives’ personal features in their work and the 
controversy of general interest versus group interest representation (see Pitkin, 1972). 
The focus here lies on the extent to which politicians wish to represent specifi c groups 
(and, ultimately, their ethnic group) and/or their party. This can be contrasted with the 
dominant conceptions of representation (linked to the features of the electoral system) 
and the ties between political parties and those elected on their behalf.

This dissertation mainly relies on interviews which have been conducted with 
ethnic minority councillors both in the early 1990s and more recently (see Chapter II). In 
Amsterdam, 23 interviews were held in 1990 and 1994, while 15 took place in the region 
of Paris in 1992. Most of the people interviewed at that time have been re-interviewed 
more recently (respectively 16 and 11). Furthermore, a new series of interviews was 
conducted with ethnic minority councillors currently holding a seat on a council in 
either Amsterdam (15 interviews) or Paris (17 interviews). The interviews conducted in 
Amsterdam form the basis of a comparison of similarities and changes over time within 
a similar context (a so-called “most similar systems design”, Przeworski & Teune, 1970), 
while the comparison of the interviews conducted in Amsterdam and Paris provides an 
opportunity to analyse access to politics, the development of careers and discourses 
on representation in different contexts and across time (i.e. a “most different systems 
design”; idem).

The analysis of the structural features of Amsterdam and Paris (Chapter III) reveals that 
there are many differences between the two cities when it comes to the electoral system, 
the political system, the role of migration and the inclusion of newcomers in politics. The 
political system in Amsterdam is characterised by: its system of pure proportionality, a 
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pluralist party system, and the volatility of the electorate. These factors lead to: political 
parties having fl uctuating electoral successes, the perpetually questioned dominance of 

the leading party in Amsterdam, the social-democratic party, the PvdA, and a relative 

openness towards newcomers (parties and individual politicians). I argue that these 

conditions are favourable for newcomers – be it women or ethnic minorities – as they 

compel parties to constantly appeal to the electorate. Furthermore, the prerogatives of 

local councillors in the Dutch electoral system, the explicit dualism, and formally defi ned 

tasks, provide a solid and interesting position for councillors in the local political system. 

In contrast, the stability of the party system in Paris is much stronger than in Amsterdam. 

This is due to specifi c features of the electoral system: the system of majority vote, which 

puts the winning party in a strong position of power, and the two-round elections that 

lead to the formation of two main political blocs – left-wing versus right-wing. The 

political culture in the French capital is also characterised by a clear hierarchy of power 

and leads to the concentration of local political power in the hands of the mayor and 

a few political leaders. In this system, the access of newcomers depends mainly on the 

good will and strategic decisions of these political leaders. Likewise, the position and 

power of councillors largely depends on the decisions taken by political leaders, with the 

mayor being the most important offi cial in this regard.

Given these very different contexts, what practices can we observe in terms of the 

access that ethnic minority members get to the local political arena, the development 

of their political careers and their discourses on representation? In Chapter IV, a dual 

comparison of ethnic minority access to local politics is conducted in the form of a 

diachronic comparison (in Amsterdam in the early 1990s and 2006) and a synchronic 

comparison (in Amsterdam and Paris in 2006-2008). While changes can be observed over 

time in Amsterdam (an increasing diversity in terms of gender, origin, social-economic 

background and migration history), and although differences come to the fore in the 

comparison between Amsterdam and Paris (more ethnic minority politicians are elected 

in Amsterdam but more women are elected in Paris), there are also some important 

similarities. In both cities and over time, all ethnic minority councillors are highly 

educated and are nationals of their country of residence (even if this is not necessary 

in the Netherlands). Furthermore, these politicians are in an exceptional position when 

compared to the majority of the immigrant population, even before they enter the 

political arena. This elite background is crucial; even when ethnic (positive) discrimination 

exists, ethnicity is never the only reason why people entered the political arena. Access 

to politics is mainly explained by the fact that these respondents are active citizens. They 

are either long-term and active party members and/or have undertaken activities within 

civic organisations. This triggers their sense that they are legitimately able to have a 

position on the council.

Chapter V relies on longitudinal data, retracing the political careers of 38 ethnic 

minority politicians elected in the early 1990s in Amsterdam and the Paris region, 27 of 

whom were re-interviewed some fi fteen years later. These interviews reveal that for those 

interviewed in Amsterdam, their political careers were restricted to the local level and 

limited in time. Furthermore, this limitation, both in time and scope, is fully accepted by 

the respondents: when asked about why and how they left politics, a large majority was 

perfectly happy about the way things had gone. The impression gathered from these facts 

is that local political careers are experienced as a civic engagement at a particular point in 
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one’s life, or, following Weber, they are an “avocation” (Weber, 1946 [1921], p.83). In the 
case of the respondents in the Paris region, two types of careers can be observed: one 
that resembles that of their Amsterdam counterparts (politics as avocation) and another 
in which the respondents are active party members with different responsibilities within 
their party, have stood in many elections, and gradually climb up the political ladder (or 
try to). Using Weber’s terminology, these people live for and strive to live off politics 
(idem). In such a career, frustration and disappointment can easily emerge; politics is an 
obstacle course, in particular within the party. The comparison between the two cases 
seems to indicate that the openness of the political system is negatively correlated to 
the determination and ambitions of politicians. It also demonstrates that when ethnic 
minority politicians try to move on to a higher level of government, it is very likely that 
they will encounter opposition because of their ethnic background; the argument that 
their candidacy constitutes a threat of communitarian politics or ethnic nepotism will be 
used by these politicians’ opponents.

In Chapter VI, and to examine their conceptions of representation, the discourses of 
four groups of respondents were analysed through grounded coding (those interviewed 
in Amsterdam in the early 1990s and 2008, in the Paris region in 1992, and in Paris 
in 2007-08). This analysis has revealed that a basic distinction can be drawn between 
a general conception of representation (of the entire population or in the name of 
the general interest) and the representation of group interests. In this last category, a 
variety of references are combined, but, generally, two groups can be distinguished: 
societal groups (ethnic groups, immigrants, or social-economic groups) and the political 
party. For the four groups of respondents under study, both the general conception 
of representation and the representation of the political party are the most common. 
Representation is, thus, in the discourse of the respondents, something that is separate 
from divisions within society – in the general conception of representation – and/or is 
conducted in the name of a political party and political ideals. The representation of the 
interests of an ethnic group is a subsidiary issue in what the respondents say, except for 
the group of Antilleans interviewed in 1992 in the Paris region. The other issue addressed 
in this chapter concerns what representation involves; the conceptions reported on this 
matter can be clearly linked to the formal tasks that the councillors in each city have to 
carry out.

In summary, this dissertation reveals which ethnic minority politicians get access 
to local politics (a minority within minorities of active citizens, i.e. an elite) and how they 
achieve this (they need a source of legitimacy). It also provides an answer to the question 
of what political careers these politicians create (politics as an avocation in Amsterdam; 
both a vocation and an avocation in the Paris region). Finally, this work also demonstrates 
that these politicians wish to represent the general interest and, in some cases, their 
party, as well as revealing that how they take on the role of representative relates to 
their formal tasks and position. Overall, the analysis of these three types of practices 
reveals that the role of ethnicity is limited and marginal. It may come into play in terms 
of gaining access to politics, but is not a determining factor. Moreover, ethnicity does 
not appear to play a role in the development people’s careers, even if it can be used as 
an argument against them when they try to advance to another political level. Indeed, 
to the extent to which ethnicity is addressed by the respondents in their discourses on 
representation, they prefer to minimise this issue as far as possible.
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More generally, the outcomes of this dissertation lead to arguments on two issues: 
the interaction between structure and practices and the role of ethnicity in politics. On 
the fi rst matter, the study touches upon the claim that the local and national political 
opportunity structures determine individual practices on the ground. It is revealed that 
while local and national structures are infl uential in some areas, and to some extent, they 
fail to provide a general explanation. Various mechanisms – which pertain to some of 
the central questions in this study: who gets access to politics? Who or what do ethnic 
minority representatives represent? What is the role of ethnicity? – do not fi t into this 
explanatory scheme. Indeed, structural mechanisms other than the particular features 
of Amsterdam or Paris as an electoral, political and partisan context appear as well. 
Looking at the differences and similarities between the practices observed across time 
and space, we can highlight the role of two other structural mechanisms that are at 
play: the functioning of elites and the workings of representative democracy. Amsterdam 
and Paris are both representative democracies and the basic ways of working of the 
political elites and their recruitment also seem to be similar in the two cities. From the 
point of view of these more general structural mechanisms, Amsterdam and Paris are, 
consequently, more alike than one might imagine on the basis of the features of their 
electoral and party systems.

With regard to the central issue of this dissertation, namely the role of ethnicity, 
it seems as if this is mainly imposed by external factors. In most circumstances, the 
respondents do not wish to see their origin play a part at all, but they do have to deal 
with the fact that the political party and/or (parts of) the electorate believe that ethnicity 
is an important issue (whether it is seen as a positive thing or a threat to universal values 
is another matter). Two dimensions, thus, emerge: the ethnic identity ascribed by the 
environment and the role of ethnicity in the respondents’ sense of self-identifi cation. On 
both dimensions ethnicity can be seen as: a positive feature, a negatively loaded element, 
or irrelevant. This study provides examples of situations in which the environment 
considers the role of ethnicity in politics to be either irrelevant or positive, and in which 
ethnic minority politicians themselves also mainly see their ethnic background in the 
same way. However, since the role of ethnicity in politics largely appears to be limited, the 
stakes are not very high. This explains why ethnicity in politics is not disallowed.
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Résumé

Les élus locaux issus des minorités ethniques sont le sujet de l’étude que vous avez 
sous les yeux, dont la question centrale est celle du rôle de l’ethnicité en politique. Ce 
thème est abordé au travers de l’étude de l’accès à la politique, du développement des 
carrières politiques et des discours sur la représentation politique de ces élus, tout en 
comparant deux villes (Amsterdam et Paris) dans le temps (tant au début des années 
1990 qu’actuellement).

Une tension – éventuelle – propre à la question de la représentation de la diversité 
ethnique nous conduit à aborder ce sujet : il s’agit de la double injonction des principes 
démocratiques de légitimité et de représentativité d’une part, et de la nécessité pour les 
élus de représenter la population dans son ensemble d’autre part. En effet, l’on attend 
des assemblées qu’elles refl ètent la composition de la population qui les a élues (cela afi n 

de répondre aux exigences démocratiques), mais il semble que les élus qui peuvent être 

rattachés d’une façon ou d’une autre à un groupe dans la population soient confrontés 

à des doutes quant à leur capacité à être de « bons élus » (à savoir à défendre l’intérêt 

général). Dans les pays d’Europe occidentale, c’est plus précisément le cas des élus issus 

des minorités ethniques. Leur position est délicate car, leur différence étant visible, ils 

sont des « étrangers » au système quasiment par défi nition. Tout se passe comme si, 

puisqu’ils peuvent être rattachés à un groupe dans la société par leur couleur de peau ou 

la consonance de leur nom, ces élus devaient se justifi er de pouvoir faire de la politique 

au nom de l’intérêt général et non d’un groupe ethnique. Etant donné que ces élus ne 

peuvent se soustraire à leurs origines et à leurs caractéristiques visibles, l’ethnicité est-elle 

automatiquement partie intégrante de leurs activités politiques ? La question centrale de 

cette thèse est donc de voir quel est précisément le rôle de l’ethnicité en politique.

Afi n de formuler une réponse à cette question, le présent travail s’appuie sur 

l’analyse conjointe des structures (défi nies comme référant aux dispositifs institutionnels 

tels que système électoral et système des partis) et des pratiques individuelles dans trois 

domaines : l’accès à la politique, le déroulement des carrières politiques et les discours 

sur la représentation. La réfl exion de Michel de Certeau (1980) sur l’interaction entre 

structure et pratiques est ici prise pour point de départ : il nous invite en effet à analyser 

la façon qu’ont les individus de s’approprier les structures qui les incitent à certains 

comportements et leur capacité à en jouer et à les transformer. Une telle approche 

nous conduit donc à étudier le rôle que les structures donnent à l’ethnicité en politique, 

et d’y confronter les « arts de faire » (idem) individuels. Cette approche permet ainsi 

d’analyser les différentes formes de participation politique dans une même ville, entre 

groupes ethniques et entre individus ; phénomènes que l’approche institutionnaliste, 

généralement adoptée dans l’étude de la participation politique des immigrés, peine à 

expliquer. De plus, l’approche consistant à confronter le système et les pratiques nous 

invite à nous intéresser à des éléments du parcours politique des élus issus des minorités 

ethniques qui sont généralement laissés de côtés : le développement des carrières 

politiques et la sortie du monde politique.
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Le premier chapitre de cette thèse s’attache aux débats théoriques concernant les 
trois pratiques qui sont à l’étude : l’accès à la politique, le développement des carrières 
politiques et les discours sur la représentation politique. En premier lieu, les études 
portant sur les élites politiques démontrent que celles-ci sont relativement homogènes, 
étant composées pour leur majorité d’hommes (blancs de surcroît) ayant un haut 
niveau d’éducation (voir Putnam, 1976 ; Lagroye, François & Sawicki, 2002). Il est donc 
important de s’intéresser au profi l sociologique des élus issus des minorités ethniques 
et de voir dans quelle mesure celui-ci se conforme à l’homogénéité des élites politiques. 
L’exemple de l’accès des femmes à la politique, au vu de l’exclusion qu’elles ont subie 
jusqu’à il y a peu, éclaire notre sujet à plus d’un titre : les études à ce sujet montrent 
qu’il est nécessaire d’analyser les mécanismes par lesquels l’on accède à la politique, 
à savoir les formes de socialisation politique et les expériences préalables nécessaires. 
De plus, ces études révèlent quels éléments des structures facilitent, ou au contraire 
empêchent l’accès des nouveaux-venus à la politique, à savoir les caractéristiques du 
système électoral, le système des partis et le fonctionnement des partis politiques. Pour 
l’analyse du développement des carrières politiques (le deuxième type de pratiques 
étudié ici), la distinction relevée par Weber entre ceux qui font de la politique de manière 
professionnelle et ceux qui en font de manière occasionnelle (Weber, 1946 [1921]) est 
prise pour point de départ. Cette distinction permet en effet de donner une signifi cation 
à divers éléments d’une carrière politique : la durée de la carrière, les différents mandats 
exercés, les responsabilités acquises au sein du parti, etc.. Ces éléments étant liés au 
contexte dans lequel évoluent les élus, l’on s’intéressera à cette occasion également au 
caractéristiques du système électoral et au fonctionnement des partis politiques. Quant 
au troisième thème abordé dans cette thèse (la représentation politique), il sera étudié 
en s’intéressant à ceux (ou ce) que les élus souhaitent représenter. Cette question s’insère 
à la fois dans le débat théorique concernant le rôle des caractéristiques individuelles 
des élus et dans celui opposant une conception de la représentation politique comme 
défense de l’intérêt général à l’idée de la représentation comme affrontement d’intérêts 
particuliers (voir Pitkin, 1972). L’on étudiera principalement la mesure dans laquelle 
les élus souhaitent représenter des groupes dans la population (et, éventuellement, 
leur groupe ethnique), voire leur parti, étant donné que les systèmes électoraux et les 
conceptions dominantes de la représentation politique tant en France qu’aux Pays-Bas 
incitent avant tout à la défense de l’intérêt général.

Le présent travail s’appuie sur l’analyse d’entretiens avec des élus issus de minorités 
ethniques réalisés au début des années 1990 et plus récemment (voir chapitre II). A 
Amsterdam, 23 personnes ont été interviewées en 1990 et 1994, ainsi que 15 personnes 
en région parisienne en 1992. La majorité d’entre eux (respectivement 16 et 11) ont été 
interviewés à nouveau entre 2006 et 2008. Au cours de cette même période, des élus 
siégeant à Amsterdam et à Paris (dans le conseil municipal, le Conseil de Paris ou un conseil 
d’arrondissement) ont également été interviewés (17 à Paris et 15 à Amsterdam). Ainsi, 
deux stratégies comparatives peuvent être utilisées : une comparaison dans un même 
contexte (Amsterdam), afi n d’étudier les constantes et les changements dans le temps 
(ce que Przeworksi & Teune (1970) appellent un « most similar systems design »), et une 
comparaison de l’accès à la politique, du développement des carrières et des discours 
sur la représentation dans deux villes et à travers le temps (dans un « most different 
systems design », idem). Ces deux types de comparaison permettent de s’interroger sur 
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l’infl uence des facteurs liés à un contexte donné sur des pratiques individuelles et sur les 

pratiques révélant au contraire des mécanismes plus généraux.

Les opportunités et contraintes qu’offrent les deux contextes d’Amsterdam et 

Paris, tels qu’ils sont décrits dans le chapitre III, diffèrent sensiblement tant du point 

du vue du système électoral et du système des paris que du rôle de l’immigration et 

de l’inclusion des nouveaux-venus dans la politique. Etant donné son mode d’élection 

à la proportionnelle intégrale, le pluralisme de son système des partis et la volatilité de 

son électorat, Amsterdam est caractérisée par la fl uctuation des succès électoraux des 

partis en place, la perpétuelle remise en question de la position dominante du premier 

parti (le parti social-démocrate PvdA) et une relative ouverture vis-à-vis des partis et des 

individus faisant leur entrée dans l’arène politique. Ces conditions apparaissent comme 

étant plutôt favorables à l’inclusion des traditionnels exclus (qu’il s’agisse des femmes ou 

des minorités ethniques) puisque les partis doivent constamment renouveler leur pouvoir 

de séduction électoral. Par ailleurs, la fonction d’élu local est rendue attractive par les 

prérogatives des conseillers municipaux dans le système électoral néerlandais, la stricte 

distinction entre pouvoirs exécutif et législatif et les tâches bien défi nies qu’ont les élus 

locaux. A l’inverse, le système politique à Paris est bien plus stable, et ce en grande partie 

du fait du vote majoritaire à deux tours qui concentre le pouvoir dans les mains de la liste 

sortant gagnante du scrutin et renforce l’opposition entre la gauche et la droite. La nette 

hiérarchie que l’on peut observer (les maires et quelques leaders politiques se plaçant en 

haut de la pyramide du pouvoir local) consolide ce système. Dans ce contexte, l’accès à 

la politique des personnes issues des minorités ethniques dépend principalement de la 

bonne volonté et des décisions d’ordre stratégique de ces leaders politiques. De même, 

la marge de manœuvre des élus locaux est largement conditionnée par les décisions de 

ces leaders, et du maire en particulier.

L’accès à la politique des élus issus des minorités ethniques est le sujet du chapitre 

IV, dans lequel une comparaison diachronique (à Amsterdam entre le début des années 

1990 et l’élection de 2006) et une comparaison synchronique (à Amsterdam et à Paris, 

après les élections de 2006 et 2008) sont menées de pair. Ces comparaisons révèlent des 

changements à Amsterdam et des différences entre les deux villes : l’on observe ainsi à 

Amsterdam plus de diversité en termes de sexe, d’ethnicité, d’origines socio-économiques 

et d’histoires d’immigration actuellement par rapport au début des années 1990, et moins 

d’élus issus des minorités ethniques à Paris qu’à Amsterdam, mais plus de femmes parmi 

eux. Cependant, l’on peut également observer d’importantes similitudes : les élus, tant à 

Amsterdam qu’à Paris, ont un niveau d’éducation élevé et ont la nationalité du pays de 

résidence (alors que cela n’est pas nécessaire aux Pays-Bas). Plus généralement, avant 

même leur entrée dans le monde politique, ces personnes avaient un statut d’exception 

en comparaison de la majorité des personnes issues des immigrations. C’est bien plus le 

fait d’appartenir à une élite que leur origine ethnique qui explique leur accès au monde 

politique. L’on s’aperçoit en outre que l’accès à la politique s’explique avant tout par le fait 

que ces personnes sont des citoyens actifs : ils sont membres actifs d’un parti politique 

depuis de nombreuses années et/ou ont des responsabilités dans des associations. Ils 

puisent de cet engagement le sentiment de leur légitimité à être élus.

Dans le chapitre suivant (chapitre V), nous nous intéressons au déroulement des 

carrières politiques des élus issus des immigrations et ce sur la base de 38 entretiens 

réalisés au début des années 1990 à Amsterdam et en région parisienne, et de 27 
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nouveaux entretiens avec ces mêmes personnes entre 2006 et 2008. Il en ressort que les 
carrières des élus à Amsterdam sont strictement limitées au niveau local et restreintes 
dans le temps. Cela est parfaitement accepté et même justifi é par les élus en question 
: lorsqu’on leur demande comment et pourquoi ils ont quitté la politique, la grande 
majorité d’entre eux est tout à fait satisfaite du déroulement de leur carrière. L’on en retire 
l’impression que l’expérience politique locale est perçue comme étant un engagement 
civique auquel l’on consacre un certain nombre d’années ; dans les termes de Weber, ces 
personnes font de la politique de manière occasionnelle (Weber, 1946 [1921], p.83). Les 
carrières politiques des élus rencontrés en région parisienne sont, elles, de deux types: 
dans le premier, l’on fait de la politique de manière occasionnelle, alors que le second est 
celui de personnes très actives au sein de leur parti, ayant eu diverses responsabilités, 
s’étant présentées à de nombreuses élections et progressant dans l’échelle des carrières 
politiques (ou tentant de le faire). Ces personnes vivent pour la politique et souhaitent 
vivre de la politique, pour reprendre les termes de Weber (idem). Dans le cas de ce second 
type de carrière, il n’est pas rare de voir apparaître des frustrations et des déceptions : 
la politique est vécue comme une course d’obstacle, en particulier au sein du parti. La 
comparaison des situations observées dans ces deux contextes différents laisse à penser 
que l’ouverture du monde politique d’un côté et l’ambition et la détermination des 
hommes et femmes politiques de l’autre sont inversement corrélées. Cette comparaison 
permet en outre de mettre à jour un mécanisme à l’œuvre dans les deux contextes 
: lorsque les élus issus des minorités ethniques tentent de gravir un nouvel échelon 
politique, leurs adversaires utiliseront leurs origines pour tenter de les contrer, suggérant 
une dérive communautariste et des pratiques de népotisme ethnique.

Le chapitre VI concerne les discours de quatre groupes d’élus (interviewés à 
Amsterdam au début des années 1990 et en 2008, en région parisienne en 1992 et à 
Paris en 2007 et 2008) au sujet de la représentation politique. L’analyse de ces discours 
révèle une distinction primordiale entre une conception généraliste de la représentation 
(au nom de l’ensemble de la population ou de l’intérêt général) et la défense d’intérêts 
de groupes. Dans ce dernier cas, les interviewés font essentiellement référence à des 
groupes sociaux (socio-économiques, ethniques ou population immigrée) ou à leur parti 
politique. Deux discours dominent dans les entretiens : les élus disent, dans leur grande 
majorité, représenter leur parti politique ou un intérêt général. A l’exception du cas d’un 
groupe bien précis, à savoir les Antillais interviewés dans la région parisienne en 1992, la 
question de l’ethnicité dans la représentation apparaît comme étant tout à fait marginale 
dans les entretiens. Dans ce chapitre, nous nous intéressons par ailleurs à comment les 
personnes interviewées envisagent le métier d’élu et l’on voit là clairement refl étées les 
prérogatives défi nies dans les systèmes électoraux en vigueur dans chaque ville.

Pour résumer, notre travail apporte des réponses à diverses questions : qui sont 
ceux qui accèdent à la politique (une minorité de citoyens actifs parmi les minorités, en 
d’autres termes une élite), comment ces personnes y parviennent (il leur faut une source 
de légitimité politique) et quelles carrières elles font en politique (occasionnelles à 
Amsterdam, occasionnelles ou professionnelles en région parisienne). De plus, il apparaît 
que les élus issus des minorités ethniques se voient en défenseurs de l’intérêt général ou 
en représentants de leur parti et que la façon dont ils envisagent leur travail d’élu est liée 
aux prérogatives formelles attachées à leur fonction. Il apparaît plus généralement que 
le rôle de l’ethnicité en politique est globalement limité, voire marginal : l’ethnicité peut 
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faciliter l’accès à la politique mais de façon secondaire, et n’entre en ligne de compte 
dans le développement des carrières politiques que lorsque les élus tentent de gravir 
un échelon nouveau. L’ethnicité n’intervient quasiment pas dans les discours sur la 
représentation politique.

Les conclusions du présent travail se concentrent sur cette question de l’ethnicité en 
politique, ainsi que sur celle de l’interaction entre structure et pratiques. Sur ce dernier 
sujet, nous ne corroborons pas l’idée que les pratiques individuelles sont déterminées 
par les structures d’opportunités locales et nationales. En effet, si l’on peut voir dans 
une certaine mesure l’effet de ces structures sur certaines pratiques, l’on ne peut y voir 
un mécanisme général : cet effet n’est pas avéré lorsque l’on s’intéresse au profi l des 
personnes accédant à la politique, aux conceptions de la représentation de ces élus ou 
au rôle de l’ethnicité en politique. D’autres facteurs entrent en ligne de compte, au-delà 
de ce qui caractérise Amsterdam et Paris du point de vue des systèmes électoral et 
politique, à savoir le fonctionnement des élites et la démocratie représentative. Dans ce 
domaine, Amsterdam et Paris présentent de grandes similitudes, les deux villes élisant 
des assemblées de représentants et le mécanisme de reproduction des élites (dont les 
élus interviewés font partie) étant largement analogues dans les deux cas.

Concernant le rôle de l’ethnicité en politique, le sujet central de cette thèse, il faut 
conclure que celui-ci est largement imposé par des facteurs extérieurs aux élus issus des 
minorités ethniques. En général, ces élus ne souhaitent pas que leurs origines entrent en 
ligne de compte, mais ils sont confrontés à leur partis politique et à l’électorat (ou des 
parties de celui-ci) qui, de leur côté, font de l’ethnicité une question importante (que 
l’ethnicité soit vue comme un atout ou au contraire comme une menace pour des valeurs 
universelles est un autre débat). Ainsi, deux dimensions émergent : d’un côté l’identité 
ethnique telle qu’elle est imposée par l’environnement des élus, et de l’autre leur propre 
identifi cation. Les situations observées dans le présent travail donnent des exemples 
d’approches positives ou neutres de l’ethnicité en politique, et ce tant de la part de 
l’environnement que des élus eux-mêmes. Pour autant, il ne faut pas oublier que l’une 
des principales conclusions de ce travail est que le rôle de l’ethnicité est généralement 
marginal. En d’autres termes, l’enjeu est limité, et ceci explique que l’on n’assiste pas à 
des pratiques de discrimination ethnique et de rejet catégorique.
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift gaat over etnische minderheden in de lokale politiek en stelt daarbij de 
vraag welke rol etniciteit speelt in de politiek. Dit onderwerp wordt behandeld aan de 
hand van een vergelijking van de toegang van politici uit etnische minderheidsgroepen 
tot de lokale politiek, de ontwikkeling van hun politieke carrières en hun visie op 
vertegenwoordiging in twee steden (Amsterdam en Parijs) en in de tijd (begin jaren 1990 
en nu).

De – potentiële – spanning die bestaat tussen enerzijds democratische principes 
(legitimiteit en representativiteit) en de noodzaak voor vertegenwoordigers om namens 
de gehele bevolking te handelen anderzijds vormt de reden om dit onderwerp te 
behandelen. Vanuit democratisch oogpunt verwacht men van gekozen organen dat zij 
enigszins een afspiegeling zijn van de bevolking, in al haar diversiteit. Van gekozenen 
verwacht men voornamelijk dat zij oog hebben voor het algemeen belang; gekozenen 
die op de ene of andere manier verbonden kunnen worden met een groep in de 
samenleving worden vaak met wantrouwen bejegend. De vraag die wel eens opspeelt is 
of zij wel goede volksvertegenwoordigers kunnen zijn. In West-Europese landen hebben 
vooral politici uit etnische minderheidsgroepen te maken met dergelijk wantrouwen. 
Door de zichtbaarheid van hun verschil (hun huidskleur, hun naam) zijn zij bijna per 
defi nitie buitenstaanders en er wordt soms verondersteld dat zij een etnische groep 
vertegenwoordigen. Moeten wij dit doortrekken en concluderen dat etniciteit per 
defi nitie een rol speelt in de politiek, aangezien deze politici zich niet kunnen onttrekken 
aan hun afkomst en hun uiterlijk? De vraag welke rol etniciteit precies speelt in de politiek 
staat dan ook centraal in dit proefschrift.

Het antwoord hierop wordt gezocht in een analyse van zowel structuren (waarmee 
wordt gerefereerd aan de institutionele context, met name het electoraal stelsel en 
het partijenstelsel) en individuele praktijken op drie terreinen: toegang tot de politiek, 
ontwikkeling van politieke carrières en vertogen over vertegenwoordiging. Hierbij wordt 
de analyse van de Certeau (1980) over de interactie tussen structuren en praktijken 
als uitgangspunt genomen. Mensen kunnen zich structuren eigen maken, zij kunnen 
ermee spelen en ze bijsturen, stelt de Certeau. Vertaald naar de centrale vraag van 
deze dissertatie gaat het erom de rol die structuren aan etniciteit geven in de politiek 
te analyseren en dit te vergelijken met het handelen van individuen (“les arts de faire”, 
idem). Bovendien is het binnen deze analytische invalshoek mogelijk om vragen over de 
verschillen tussen vormen van politieke participatie in eenzelfde stad, tussen etnische 
groepen en tussen individuen te behandelen. Dergelijke vraagstukken blijven in het 
kader van de institutionele benadering (die in onderzoeken over de politieke participatie 
van minderheden gangbaar is) onbeantwoord. Ook maakt de concomitante analyse van 
structuren en praktijken het mogelijk om de ontwikkeling van politieke carrières en het 
proces van uittreden van allochtone politici te bestuderen, terwijl deze kwesties tot nu 
toe veelal onbesproken zijn gebleven.
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In het eerste hoofdstuk van deze dissertatie wordt het theoretisch kader uiteengezet. 
Daarin vormen de drie thema’s van deze dissertatie (toegang tot de politiek, ontwikkeling 
van carrières en vertogen over vertegenwoordiging) de leidraad. Uit de literatuur over 
politieke elites blijkt hoe homogeen die zijn: zij bestaan voornamelijk uit blanke, hoog 
opgeleide mannen (Putnam, 1976; Lagroye cs, 2002). Het is dan ook belangrijk om het 
sociologisch profi el van allochtone raadsleden te bestuderen: daaruit moet blijken in 
hoeverre deze zich verhoudt tot de homogeniteit van politieke elites. Het voorbeeld van 
de politieke incorporatie van vrouwen is hierbij leerzaam, aangezien zij traditioneel zijn 
buitengesloten van de politiek. Uit studies waarin het mechanisme van hun toegang is 
onderzocht blijkt dat politieke socialisatie en maatschappelijke activiteiten voorafgaand 
aan politieke activiteiten van groot belang zijn. De literatuur over vrouwen in de politiek 
maakt bovendien duidelijk dat de toegang tot de politiek is verbonden met de kenmerken 
van het electoraal stelsel, het partijenstelsel en het functioneren van politieke partijen. 
Het tweede belangrijke thema in deze dissertatie is de ontwikkeling van politieke 
carrières. De typologie van Weber, die een verschil maakt tussen beroepspolitici en 
gelegenheidspolitici (Weber, 1946 [1921]), wordt hierbij gebruikt. Deze typologie maakt 
het namelijk mogelijk om verschillende onderdelen van een politieke carrière te plaatsen 
(de duur van een politieke carrière, de verschillende ambten die men bekleedt, de functies 
binnen de partij, enz.). De manier waarop deze onderdelen van een carrière worden 
ingevuld is verbonden met de context waarin politici verkeren. Het is daarom ook hier 
noodzakelijk om het electoraal stelsel en het functioneren van partijen te bestuderen. Bij 
de analyse van het derde thema in deze dissertatie, vertegenwoordiging, staat de vraag 
wie of wat de raadsleden willen vertegenwoordigen centraal. Deze vraag is verbonden 
met twee belangrijke theoretische discussies: de eerste betreft de rol die persoonlijke 
kenmerken van vertegenwoordigers spelen in hun activiteiten, en in de tweede staat 
het idee dat vertegenwoordigers het algemeen belang moeten dienen tegenover het 
gegeven dat vertegenwoordiging gaat over de strijd tussen particulieren belangen (zie 
Pitkin, 1972). In dit proefschrift gaat het vooral om de vraag in hoeverre de gekozenen 
specifi eke bevolkingsgroepen willen vertegenwoordigen (en dan in het bijzonder hun 
etnische groep) of hun partij. Dit is namelijk in tegenspraak met de heersende visie op 
vertegenwoordiging, zowel in Frankrijk als in Nederland, dat vertegenwoordigers het 
algemeen belang moeten dienen.

Ten gunste van het onderzoek waarover hier wordt gerapporteerd zijn zowel 
begin jaren 1990 als recentelijk interviews afgenomen met raadsleden uit etnische 
minderheidsgroepen (zie hoofdstuk II). In Amsterdam zijn, in 1990 en 1994, 23 raadsleden 
geïnterviewd en in de regio van Parijs, in 1992, 15. Respectievelijk 16 en 11 van hen 
zijn tussen 2006 en 2008 opnieuw geïnterviewd. Daarnaast zijn tussen 2006 en 2008 
interviews gehouden met zittende (deel)raadsleden in beide hoofdsteden, namelijk 
17 in Parijs en 15 in Amsterdam. Deze dataverzameling maakt het mogelijk om twee 
vergelijkende methodes te gebruiken. De eerste is een vergelijking van veranderingen en 
constanten, in de tijd, in een dezelfde context (namelijk de stad Amsterdam). Dit wordt 
een “most similar systems design” genoemd (Przeworksi & Teune, 1970). De tweede is 
een vergelijking – wederom in de tijd – tussen twee contexten van de toegang tot de 
politiek, de ontwikkeling van carrières en de vertogen over vertegenwoordiging (oftewel 
een “most different systems design”, idem). Beide vergelijkingen leidden tot een analyse 
van de invloed van een gegeven context op individueel handelen. Daaruit kan blijken 
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welke praktijken zich onttrekken aan contextuele mechanismen en met meer algemene 
factoren zijn verbonden.

Amsterdam en Parijs vormen twee zeer verschillende contexten als het gaat 
om het electoraal stelsel, het partijenstelsel, de rol van migratie en de incorporatie 
van nieuwkomers in de politiek (zie hoofdstuk III). Uit deze verschillen vloeien ook 
uiteenlopende mogelijkheden en beperkingen voor etnische minderheden in de 
lokale politiek. Amsterdam wordt gekenmerkt door een kiesstelsel met evenredige 
vertegenwoordiging, een pluralistisch partijenstelsel en een betrekkelijk zwevend 
electoraat. Dat leidt in de Nederlandse hoofdstad tot fl uctuerende electorale resultaten 

voor de verschillende partijen, waarbij de machtspositie van de sterkste partij (de PvdA) 

regelmatig ter discussie wordt gesteld. Hierdoor ontstaat ook een relatieve openheid 

ten opzichte van nieuwe partijen en nieuwkomers in de politiek. Aangezien partijen 

hun electorale aantrekkingskracht keer op keer moeten hervinden lijken dergelijke 

omstandigheden gunstig voor de politieke incorporatie van mensen die traditioneel 

worden buitengesloten (vrouwen en etnische minderheden in het bijzonder). Verder 

hebben raadsleden in het lokale politieke systeem een sterke en aantrekkelijke positie 

dankzij de rechten die zij volgens het Nederlands electoraal systeem hebben, het 

dualisme en de duidelijke taakomschrijving van raadsleden. In Parijs is het politieke 

systeem daarentegen veel stabieler. Het electoraal stelsel heeft daarin een rol: het 

meerderheidsstelsel met twee verkiezingsrondes (dat leidt tot een absolute meerderheid) 

concentreert de macht in de handen van de winnende lijst en versterkt de links-rechts 

tegenstelling. De stabiliteit van het politieke systeem wordt verder versterkt door de 

duidelijke hiërarchie, met aan de top de burgemeesters en enkele politieke leiders. De 

toegang van nieuwkomers hangt in dergelijke omstandigheden vooral af van de goede 

wil van politieke leiders en van hun strategische afwegingen. Hetzelfde geldt voor de 

positie van raadsleden: hun politieke speelruimte wordt grotendeels bepaald door de 

burgemeester.

In hoofdstuk IV wordt de toegang van etnische minderheden tot de lokale politiek 

bestudeerd aan de hand van een diachronische vergelijking (in Amsterdam, tussen het 

begin van de jaren 1990 en de verkiezingen van 2006) en een synchronische vergelijking 

(tussen Amsterdam en Parijs, na de verkiezingen van 2006 en 2008). Uit de eerste 

vergelijking blijkt dat er in Amsterdam op dit moment meer diversiteit is tussen de 

allochtone raadsleden in termen van sekse, etniciteit, sociaaleconomische achtergrond 

en migratiegeschiedenis, vergeleken met het begin van de jaren 1990. De tweede 

vergelijking laat zien dat er in Parijs minder allochtone raadsleden zijn - maar meer 

vrouwen onder hen – dan in Amsterdam. Uit beide vergelijkingen komen echter ook 

belangrijke overeenkomsten naar voren: in beide steden zijn de raadsleden uit etnische 

minderheidsgroepen hoog opgeleid en hebben zij de nationaliteit van het land van 

vestiging (terwijl dit niet noodzakelijk is in Nederland). Meer in het algemeen hebben de 

geïnterviewden, vergeleken met de meerderheid van de allochtonen, een uitzonderlijke 

positie nog voor zij toegang kregen tot de politiek. Zij vormen een elite, en juist dit opent 

voor hen de weg naar de politiek; hun afkomst speelt daarin een veel minder belangrijke 

rol. De toegang van deze personen tot de politiek kan men vooral verklaren door het 

feit dat zij actieve burgers zijn. Zij putten een sterk gevoel van legitimiteit om gekozen te 

worden uit hun jarenlange activiteiten binnen de partij en/of hun betrokkenheid in het 

maatschappelijk middenveld.
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In hoofdstuk V staan de carrières van allochtone politici centraal, op basis van 38 
interviews met raadsleden die begin jaren 1990 in Amsterdam en de regio van Parijs zijn 
afgenomen en van 27 nieuwe interviews met dezelfde personen tussen 2006 en 2008. De 
carrières van degenen in begin jaren 1990 in Amsterdam waren gekozen blijken sterk te 
zijn afgebakend, zowel in de tijd als tot het lokale niveau. De geïnterviewden hebben daar 
volledig vrede mee: wanneer zij spreken over de reden waarom en de manier waarop zij 
de politiek hebben verlaten zijn zij zeer tevreden over hun politieke loopbaan. De indruk 
ontstaat dat de politieke carrière wordt gezien als een maatschappelijk engagement waar 
men een aantal jaren aan besteed. In de termen van Weber zijn zij gelegenheidspolitici 
(Weber, 1946 [1921], p.83). De interviews met raadsleden in de regio van Parijs maken 
daarentegen twee typen carrières zichtbaar. Het eerste type carrière lijkt op dat van de 
Amsterdamse geïnterviewden (het gaat om gelegenheidspolitici), terwijl het bij tweede 
type carrière gaat om zeer actieve partijleden die verschillende partijfuncties hebben 
bekleed, zich hebben gekandideerd voor verschillende verkiezingen en (proberen te) 
stijgen in de hiërarchie van politieke functies. Zij leven voor de politiek en willen er ook van 
leven, zoals Weber het verwoordt (idem). In hun geval gaat de carrière ook vaak gepaard 
met frustraties en teleurstellingen. De politiek is dan een hard gevecht, in het bijzonder 
binnen de partij. Wanneer wij de carrières in beide contexten vergelijken lijkt de openheid 
van het politieke systeem negatief gecorreleerd met de ambities en vasthoudendheid 
van politici. Verder maakt de vergelijking duidelijk dat in beide contexten sprake is van 
eenzelfde mechanisme als allochtone politici naar een hoger politiek niveau proberen te 
gaan: in de competitie die zodoende ontstaat is hun afkomst vaak een last. Zij worden 
dan geconfronteerd met verwijten van cliëntelisme en etnische belangenbehartiging.

De vertogen over vertegenwoordiging van vier groepen respondenten 
(geïnterviewd in Amsterdam begin jaren 1990 en in 2008, in de regio van Parijs in 1992 
en in Parijs in 2007 en 2008) worden in hoofdstuk VI vergeleken. In de analyse van de 
interviews komt een basisonderscheid naar voren tussen enerzijds een generalistische 
visie op vertegenwoordiging (de respondenten willen in dit geval de gehele bevolking 
vertegenwoordigen of in naam van het algemeen belang handelen) en anderzijds de 
behartiging van groepsbelangen. In dat laatste geval kan het gaan om maatschappelijke 
groepen (volgens sociaaleconomische scheidslijnen, dan wel een etnische groep of alle 
migranten) of om de politieke partij. In de interviews domineren twee typen vertogen 
over vertegenwoordiging: de generalistische visie en de vertegenwoordiging van de 
partij. Etniciteit speelt slechts een marginale rol, de Antilliaanse gekozenen die in 1992 
in de regio van Parijs zijn geïnterviewd daargelaten. In hoofdstuk VI wordt eveneens 
gekeken naar de manier waarop de respondenten invulling geven aan hun rol als 
vertegenwoordiger. Op dat gebied is er een sterke overeenkomst tussen de legale 
bevoegdheden die de raadsleden volgens het electoraal stelsel hebben en de praktijk 
die zij beschrijven.

Samenvattend geeft dit proefschrift een antwoord op een aantal vragen, namelijk 
wie toegang krijgt tot de lokale politiek (te weten een minderheid van actieve burgers 
onder etnische minderheden, oftewel een elite), hoe zij zich die toegang verschaffen (zij 
hebben een vorm van politieke legitimiteit nodig) en hoe hun carrières zich ontwikkelen 
(door gelegenheid in Amsterdam en, in de regio van Parijs, door gelegenheid of 
met het idee dat politiek een beroep is). Verder blijkt dat allochtone raadsleden het 
algemeen belang willen dienen of hun partij, en dat de manier waarop zij hun rol als 
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vertegenwoordiger invullen sterk is verbonden met hun formele positie. De uitkomsten 
van dit onderzoek leiden tot de conclusie dat de rol van etniciteit in de politiek beperkt 
of marginaal is: het kan de toegang tot de politiek soms enigszins vergemakkelijken 
(maar het is nooit een voldoende factor) en speelt alleen in rol in de ontwikkeling van 
carrières als de politici verder willen gaan in hun politieke loopbaan. In de vertogen over 
vertegenwoordiging speelt etniciteit een marginale rol.

De vraag van de rol van etniciteit in de politiek is een van de twee onderwerpen waarbij 
in de conclusie wordt stilgestaan. Ook over de relatie tussen structuren en praktijken 
worden uitspraken gedaan. De uitkomsten van dit onderzoek onderbouwen namelijk niet 
het idee dat lokale en nationale mogelijkhedenstructuren individuele praktijken bepalen. 
Alhoewel het effect van deze structuren op een aantal praktijken is gebleken, kunnen we 
niet spreken van een algemeen mechanisme. Als het gaat om het sociologisch profi el 
van de personen die toetreden tot de politiek, de vertogen over vertegenwoordiging 
en de rol van etniciteit zien we dat effect immers niet. Andere factoren blijken evenwel 
een rol te spreken, en die hebben niet te maken met het electorale stelsel en het 
partijenstelsel: Amsterdam en Parijs zijn, als steden, beide representatieve democratieën 
en het mechanisme waardoor elites worden ge(re)produceerd is grotendeels hetzelfde 
in beide steden.

De conclusie aangaande de rol van etniciteit in de politiek is dat deze voornamelijk 
wordt bepaald door factoren die buiten allochtone politici om opereren. Over het 
algemeen willen deze politici liever niet dat hun afkomst een rol speelt in hun politieke 
activiteiten, maar zij hebben te maken met de verwachtingen van hun partij en (delen 
van) het electoraat die daar wel een rol aan willen geven (of die rol een positieve of 
negatieve lading krijgt is dan een andere vraag). Zo ontstaan twee dimensies: de eerste 
betreft etniciteit als toegeschreven identiteit, de tweede etniciteit als zelfgekozen 
identifi catie (door allochtone politici zelf). In dit onderzoek zijn situaties aan het licht 
gekomen waarin zowel de respondenten als hun omgeving een positieve dan wel neutrale 
opstelling hebben aangaande de rol van etniciteit in de politiek. Aangezien de rol van 
etniciteit echter beperkt blijkt, zoals eerder is benadrukt, komen wij tot de conclusie dat 
er niet veel op het spel staat. Dit verklaart waarom er geen sprake is van discriminerende 
praktijken en van een harde afwijzing van de rol van etniciteit in de politiek.


